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The Whipping Boy of Love:
Atonement and Aggression in Alcott’s Fiction
Elizabeth Barnes
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1.
In her 1990 article, “Reading for Love: Canons,
Paracanons, and Whistling Jo March,” Catharine
Stimpson calls for a reassessment of literary merit
based on affective rather than aesthetic standards of
taste — on how works of literature make readers feel.
Stimpson emphasizes the value of reading both for
the love of reading and for the love certain familiar
works of literature evoke in us. On one level, this
love is its own
however, for Stimpson, it also
becomes a political tool, a way of addressing the
question of literary merit on different terms: “A
paracanonical work [in contrast to a canonical one]
may or may not have ‘literary value,’ however critics
define that term,” writes Stimpson. “Its worth exists
in its capacity to inspire love. The paracanon asks
that we systematically expand our theoretical investi
gations of ‘the good’ to include ‘the lovable’” (958).
The exemplum of Stimpson’s study is Louisa May
Alcott’s Little Women, a text she has chosen, she says,
because she “once worshipped it.” She was not alone
in this regard. Stimpson quotes a 1968 reviewer of
the novel who, upon being assigned the story for the
novel’s centennial publication, claimed that she was
ill-equipped to address the merits of Little Women,
“either academically or by temperament.”
was,
she says, too much in love with the book when she
was young to
it dispassionately now (970).
But then this is the point of Stimpson’s piece: to set
up a system of evaluation based on a novel’s capacity
to inspire a feeling that is, in her terms, inherently
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biased and therefore uncritical. Although Stimpson herself never actually
defines what she means by
” she implies that a lovable work is one that
can engage, even attract the reader to such an extent that the novels world view
becomes inseparable from the reader’s own. This idea is supported by Stimp
son’s admission that her own critical judgment has probably been informed by
the novel s values: Possibly, the ethical standards of Little Women have subcon
sciously influenced my invention of the paracanon. Alcott testifies to the
morality of love” (966; emphasis added).
The conflation of ethics and aesthetics implicit in Stimpson’s statement
("good” refers both to something morally sound and above average in quality)
speaks to the slippage inhering in such loaded and overdetermined concepts as
goodness and love. In fact, Alcott’s beloved heroine Jo March has a difficult
time herself disentangling these two ideas from one another. Jo fears that
unless she is good (that is, morally sound and above average in quality), she will
be loved. Lamenting that she is capable of doing anything when she gets
in a passion, Jo confesses, "I get so savage, I could hurt any
and enjoy it.
I’m afraid I shall do something dreadful some day, and spoil my life, and make
everybody hate me” (79; emphasis added).1 Despite Jo’s assumed equation
between the "good” and the "lovable,” however, what we find woven through
out Little Women and its sequel, Little Men, is a complex web of emotion and
abuse, goodness and
When read in relation to
other, these nov
els suggest that it is aggression — toward self and others — that gives love
meaning and makes love possible.
One could argue that Stimpson’s larger point, the idea that we must devel
op alternative or "para-” canons for the literature we love, itself arises out of her
sense of the unjustified exclusion — or abuse, if you will — such
have
suffered at the hands of hostile and unsympathetic scholars. For Stimpson,
Alcott’s beloved Little Women series has become the virtual whipping boy of an
elitist literary hierchary committed to eradicating the principles of love. What
see in this idea, however, are the ways in which exclusion operates to deny
the validity of one’s sensibilities, while at the same time animating them.
Stimpson herself, in fact, acknowledges that exclusion forms a necessary com
ponent of readerly love. Comparing the conventions of paracanonical love to
those of the Western romance, Stimpson draws a picture of two people in love,
each bound by the other’s spell, "quivering and burning in a separate space,”
deliciously excluded from the rest of the world. For Stimpson, "passionate
reading” reproduces this attachment, but it does so by substituting reader and
text for lover and beloved (958). The depiction of love as a kind of "spell” one
is under is certainly relevant to Alcott’s stories; it is
especially salient feature
of her sensation fiction. But the fusion of identity that Stimpson associates
with romance is never fully figured in Alcott’s fiction. Rather, the spell of love
is most often articulated through the grammar of mastery, the struggle for con
trol of the other (even when the "other” is one’s own rejected self) that, once
finally achieved, buries all traces of the battle.
Stimpson’s article serves as a useful model for the ways in which both
demic and non-academic readers have approached Little Women: they have
read the novel according to its own sentimental conventions. Sentimental it-
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erature is characterized by its ability to evoke emotion; what is more, senti
mentalism is in the business of facilitating a sympathetic consonance — a
union, in effect — between subjects, including readers and characters.2 Little
Womens success in achieving union between reader and character is amply
recorded by Barbara Sicherman, who cites, among other examples, well-known
authors and critics whose childhood
to Alcott’s novel reveal a power
ful attachment to the main character: “I read Little Women a thousand times.
Ten thousand,” writes Cynthia Ozick. “I am Jo in her vortex’; not Jo, exactly,
but some Jo-of-the-future. I am under an enchantment.” Simone de Beauvoir
confided that in reading Little Women, she felt she had “caught a glimpse of my
future self”: “I identified passionately with Jo, the intellectual.” Even racial
were
experience.
Jo,
do argue
aren thebymystical transfer ofcritics
nces did not completely
undermine
identity so 
ence
important
to sentimental stories. The African-American writer Ann Petry
claimed that she “couldn’t stop reading” Little Women because she “had encoun
tered Jo March. I felt as though I was part ofJo and she was part of me” (quot
ed in Sicherman 247,259, 260-1). Clearly, a large part of Little Womens influ
lies in its ability to foster
identification with Jo March, a phenomenon
from which even Alcott herself was not exempt: “An unusual feature of [the
novel’s reception],” notes Sicherman, “was the perception that author and hero
ine
interchangeable. Alcott’s work was marketed to encourage the illusion
not only that Jo was Alcott but that Alcott was Jo” (252-3).
Ironically, despite their overwhelming tendency to abandon themselves to a
kind of vicarious attachment, readers
’t presented with a unified subject in
Little Women — or in
for that matter. Rather, the novel offers Jo as a split
subject, a fractured consciousness the pieces of which only violence can bring
together. Violence initially directed toward others and ultimately turned
against the self becomes a catalyst for authoring the fictions of self-unification.
Self-negation becomes a part of Jo’s makeup; it also becomes part of the read
er’s
After all, identification with Jo necessitates the substitution of
the reader’s identity (regardless of how tenuous an identity it might be at a
young age) for what the reader perceives as Jo’s identity. What I am ultimate
ly suggesting is that we must
violence to conventional readings of Little
Women — a move that involves recognizing and articulating the split in subjec
tivity first required for identification to occur — in order to identify the aggres
sion that lies at the heart of Alcott’s domestic productions of sentimental love.3
It is not my intention to
the ways in which Alcott’s stories present a
true or false picture of love; rather, I am interested in how Alcott’s particular
rendering of love is informed by the very characteristics that critics of senti
mental literature have traditionally come to think of as antithetical to the
novel’s designs. From Nina Baym to Jane Tompkins, literary
have
assumed that sentimental “domestic” values represented the obverse of a cor
rupting “market” mentality, characterized
competition, aggression and
abuse.4 But the structures of identification on which Little Women relies bring
together, rather than hold apart, such ostensibly contradictory categories as love
and hostility, sympathy and violence. It is in connection with these pairings
that I invoke the paradigm of the “whipping boy,” a paradigm with which I see
much American literature engaged.5 The whipping boy refers to the child who,
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of similar age and body to a young prince, takes the prince’s place when the lat
ter is to be beaten for a fault. Explicit in this arrangement is the idea that the
princes royal body is not to be abused; the whipping boy therefore serves as
both example to and substitute for the offending prince. In liberal construc
tions of the model, the prince resists doing wrong in the future in order to save
his double” pain. He thus practices self-discipline not only for his own sake
but for the sake of another with whom he identifies. Physical suffering proves
both crucial and beside the point, as the suffering of pity and shame becomes
the prince's true punishment.
I call on the image of the whipping boy not only for its dramatization of
the relationship between identification and violence, and the staging of "dou
bleness” on which the prince’s identification presumably rests, but also because
it raises the issue of atonement. Atonement can be defined as the restoration
to righteousness of a person or a community through the punishment of an
individual. The Christian ethos of nineteenth-century America contributes to
such a preoccupation, idealizing as it does the paradigm of Christ as the ulti
mate whipping boy. The concept of Christ’s body as sinless
the
importance of the substitutionary body in nineteenth-century American liber
al culture. Relying on Foucauldian paradigms of the modern state as one in
which corporal punishment is superseded by the internalization of authority
(most notably exemplified in Jeremy Bentham’s model prison, the Panopticon),
cultural
such as Jay Fliegelman, John Bender, Richard Brodhead, and
Gillian Brown have pointed to
Anglo-American novels’ participation in a
growing ethos of noncoercive, non-corporal modes of discipline. I am arguing
for our need to reevaluate the scope of this movement by recognizing the crit
ical role of abused bodies in liberal constructions of discipline. One of the
questions the whipping boy raises is the extent to which the fiction of the mid
dle-class body maintains its ideological integrity — its status as whole and
unabused — at the expense of other bodies that come to stand in for it.
One could say that Christianity contains within it the blueprint for Amer
ican culture’s architecture of goodness: the story of Love erected through vio
lence. The relationship between atonement and self-abuse is perpetuated by
the exhortation of individuals to identify with Christ. Individuals are meant
not only to believe in Christ’s substitution and suffering on their behalf but to
imitate it.6 Vicarious substitution is thus something done both for and to the
individual: only by internalizing the machinery of violence, by turning it on
oneself, will one ever be redeemed. Through its ability to incorporate the con
cepts of both substitution and identification, vicariousness makes conceivable
the psychological equation between sadism and masochism. Whereas in sadism
the "other” might serve as a substitute for the self, masochism requires the self
to perform its own vicarious substitution, to act as both subject and object,
"self” and "other.” In this scenario, external violence, that which solidifies a
community’s sense of itself, is
inward.7
Alcott’s novels reflect the Christian culture out of which they arise, and
masochistic tendencies become represented as crucial to the project of learning
to love not only others but oneself. Considered in terms of gender,
could
say that Little Women explores the relationship among sadism, masochism and
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love in relation to girls while Little Men explores it in relation to boys. How
ever, the symmetry becomes complicated in interesting ways in each of these
books by Alcott’s
to adhere to type: Jo, who evinces stereotypically mas
culine qualities throughout Little Women (and who repeatedly expresses her
desire to be a man),
identifying with conventional models of femaleness
as self-sacrificing and submissive until the end of the novel. Likewise, Nat, one
of the main characters in Little Men, reveals the feminizing effects on boys of
vicarious atonement as a method of discipline. Thus in both of these childrens
novels, the notion of what is "feminine,” what is “masculine,” and what is “good”
remains essentially problematic.
2.

As an adolescent, Alcott once wrote in her journal, “I have made a plan for my
life. ... I am going to be good. I’ve made many resolutions, and written sad
notes, and cried over my sins, but it doesn’t seem to
any good! Now I’
going to work really, for I feel a true desire to improve, and be a help and com
fort, not a care, to my dear mother” (quoted in Saxton 165). That Alcott was
often preoccupied with her own moral development is hardly surprising. After
all, as Richard Brodhead notes, for Louisa May Alcott, “life with father ... was
with self-reformation as the continuing agenda” (73). Such
agenda led
Alcott, in Brodhead’s words, to “identify with the parental view of her charac
ter as morally problematic and to find a desired new self in the project of con
trolling herself on their behalf.” Various models for this new self lie in Little
Women, which Alcott wrote, according to both Brodhead and Martha Saxton,
Alcott’s biographer, in loving — if idealized — tribute to her parents. “I
to believe,” writes Saxton, “that Alcott wrote Little Women for her parents,
obeying the expressed wishes of her father by writing a tale which would pro
moral lessons for her children, and the unexpressed wishes of her mother
in making her the heroine of a story, which, in reality, had been both painful
and complex” (xi-xii). What we get, however, is not
idealized portrait but a
novel that reveals the cracks and fissures that reconstituted selves necessarily
betray. And in these cracks we see how Alcott’s version of loving selves is
formed.
According to Brodhead, part of Little Womens continued popularity lies in
its reactivation of a disciplinary model made familiar by novels of the 1840s and
1850s. In this model, which Brodhead calls disciplinary intimacy, or “discipline
through love,” influence rather than
plays the principal role. In short,
children are made to internalize proper values by absorbing them through the
parent’s, and specifically the mother’s, affection:

The little women of Alcott’s first famous novel live, as the domestic man
uals of the previous generation would prescribe, within a loving parental
presence, in an enclosed family space warmed by maternal affection and so
oriented toward the mother’s beliefs. This enveloping presence, operating
without the aid of overt or physical coercion, has the power almost magi
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cally to mold character in the direction of parental ideals, to transpose
parental preference into, an imperative from within. (71)
As Brodhead observes, disciplinary intimacy renders correction indistinguish
able from the filial affection that shapes and motivates that correction.
Although Brodheads model is invaluable for understanding some of the
ways both children and readers were taught to take the novel-as-parent’s teach
ings to heart, it doesn’t account for the aggressive tendencies inherent in
Alcott’s paradigm of transformational love. Nor does it truly represent the
process as a process: that is, as an ongoing cycle of love and (self-) abuse where
in goodness is defined by struggle rather than stasis. Jo March, for example,
successfully internalizes the mother’s teachings; rather, what she inherits
is the mother’s constant battle against anger and abuse. In a mother-daughter
tête à tête early in the novel, Marmee confesses to Jo her terrible secret:
“You think your temper is the worst in the world; but mine used to be
just like it.”
“Yours, mother? Why, you are never
” and, for the moment, Jo
forgot remorse in surprise.
“I’ve been trying to cure it
forty years, and have only succeeded in
controlling it. I am angry nearly every day of my life, Jo; but I have learned
not to show it; and I still hope to learn not to feel it, though it
take me
another forty years to do so.” (79)

The reader suspects that another forty years will in fact not do the trick, since
the first forty have been insufficient. But the
Marmee offers Jo seems to
he in fighting the battle rather than winning the war: “I’ve learned to check the
hasty words that
to my ps,” says Mrs. March, “and when I feel that they
mean to break out against
will, I just go away a minute, and give myself a
little shake, for being so weak and wicked” (79-80). Marmee describes herself
as two people here, one “weak and wicked” and one strong, but both angry. In
order to be the one person she wants, she must turn her aggression against her
self. The point here is not to contrast goodness with aggression but to see
aggression itself as the
to achieving goodness. In this scenario, anger can
never be overcome, for it is not simply the enemy, but the means by which the
enemy may ultimately be defeated.
Jo and Marmee’s discussion takes
in the context of Jo’s own battle
with anger, the consequences of which have just proven devastating for her.
After Amy burns Jo’s manuscript in the fireplace, Jo vows never to speak to her
again. Nevertheless, in typical little sister fashion, Amy follows Jo and Laurie
when the two go ice skating out on the pond. While there, Amy, ignored and
unprotected by her sister, falls through the ice and nearly drowns. Jo sees her
own “hardness of heart” as responsible for the accident, confessing to Marmee
that “if [Amy] should
it would be my fault” (78). In a passion of penitent
tears, the narration goes on to say, Jo sobs out her gratitude “for being spared
the heavy punishment which might have come upon her” (79). Jo takes on both
the responsibility and the suffering for experiences that are
Amy’s.
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Although Amy’s fall was an accident, Jo reads the event as divine punishment
for her own stubborn will; in a fantasy of animate anger, Jo’s temper becomes
for her a live, physical force, shaping events in the world around her and draw
ing others into its powerful vortex.
A similar psychology develops for Jo around Beth’s contraction of scarlet
fever. When Marmee goes to visit her ailing husband in the army hospital, she
enjoins her daughters not to forget their impoverished neighbors, the Hum
mels. Beth the dutiful takes up the responsibility, but on
particular day she
asks that one of the other girls go. All three claim previous engagements.
When Beth returns from her visit, she reports in a shaky voice that the Hum
mel children are sick, and that the Hummel baby, whom Beth had been tend
ing, is dead. The doctor “told me to go home and take belladonna right away,”
Beth tells Jo, “or I’ have the fever”
‘“No you won’t!’
Jo, hugging
her close, with a frightened look. ‘Oh, Beth, if you should sick I never could
forgive myself!”’ Of course, Beth does come down with the fever and Jo suf
fers the pangs of self-remorse: “‘serve me right’” to catch the fever again, mut
ters Jo; “‘selfish pig, to let you go, and stay writing rubbish myself!”’ (178).
Amy, who has never had scarlet fever, is sent away to Aunt March’s, while Jo
becomes chief nurse and domestic comfort to her martyred sister.
Critics have long commented on the strength of Jo’s character in compari
son to the other March girls. But as Alcott presents it, this strength
its
potential dangers. The fullness of Jo’s
her ambition and her passionate
feeling threaten to overwhelm the other characters — to
them off one by
one. Reading the March history as Jo reads it, Jo herself is the author of events.
What happens, happens by her will. The departure of each of her
—
Meg in marriage, Amy to Europe, Beth dying — is thus no accident but a
manifestation of her authorial plan. It serves to remove competing models of
womanhood from the home. In fact, each of the March girls could be said to
present a different facet of nineteenth-century womanhood; together they
comprise what Alcott might have considered the perfect woman. But Alcott’s
vision goes awry when each of the sisters in her own way tries to do the others
in. Jo’s character in particular resists integration. She sees her sisters as parts
of herself and fights to keep them at home, yet she wants to become
autonomous and so struggles to eradicate them. This is a conflict that cannot
ultimately be resolved in the novel, for though Jo desires her liberation, she has
been taught to see her family as the essence of who she is. She is never sure
whether in losing her
she will be made empty or made whole.
In order to understand the pressure under which other models of woman
hood put Jo, we must only look to her conversation with Beth right before the
latter’s death. Jo has returned from her independent life in New York to take
care of Beth in the months before she dies. Once Jo is at home, Beth tries to
instill in her what her mother never could, the inestimable comfort of selfabnegation:
You must take my place, Jo, and be everything to father and mother when
I’m gone. They will turn to you — don’t fail them; and if it’s hard to work
alone, remember that I don’t forget you, and that you’ll be happier in doing
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that, than writing splendid books, or seeing all the world; for love is the
only thing that
can carry with us when we go, and it makes the end so
easy. (418)
In asking Jo to “take her place,” Beth attempts to obliterate Jos personality and
replace it with her own. She thus proves a dangerous rival for Jo in the com
petition to define true womanhood. One such definition lies in giving up ones
self for another. That Beth’s construction of love involves a rejection of one’s
most deeply held wishes is made clear in the next few lines, for in response to
Beth’s plea, Jo “then and there . . . renounced her old ambition” and “pledged
herself to a new and better one, acknowledging the poverty of other desires, and
feeling the blessed solace of a belief in the immortality of love” (418-9). Like
the ideal mother, Beth manages to “mold [Jo’s] character in the direction of
parental ideals” (Brodhead 71). In Jo’s response, however, we see the
to self that the imperatives of parental preference cost.
What this suggests is that the sentimental concept of love as self-sacrifice
tells only half the story, for Jo learns her lessons in love first by her real and
imagined abuses of others, and then
turning that aggression back
herself.
That the objects of her wrath and remorse are almost exclusively family mem
bers suggests how intimately connected the concepts of abuse and self-abuse are
Alcott. Coincident with the novel’s depiction of the home as moral haven,
or, as Nina Auerbach claims, as an idealized and self-sustaining community of
women, is the idea of the home as battleground, where enemies are wounded
and then taken in one’s arms. Rather than providing a safe space for the con
fessing and unleashing of anger, the home functions as a kind of emotional hot
house, a seedbed for pent-up resentments and hostilities. Jo’s worst fear has
been realized. Once concerned that her temper would spoil her life and turn
everyone against her, Jo now finds herself alone — alone in a house with noth
ing but ghosts and a temper that seems never to die:
[Jo] tried in a blind hopeless way to do her duty, secretly rebelling against
it all the while, for it seemed unjust that her few
should be lessened,
her burdens made heavier, and life get harder and harder as she toiled
along. Some people seemed to get all sunshine, and some all
it was
not fair, for she tried more than Amy to good, but
got any reward,
— only disappointment, trouble, and hard work. . . . “I can’t do it. I was
’t meant for a life like this, and I know I
break away and do some
thing desperate if somebody don’t come and help me,” she said to herself,
when her first efforts failed, and she fell into the moody, miserable state of
mind which often comes when strong wills have to yield to the inevitable.
(432-3)

Though parental influence has infiltrated Jo’s heart, the battle with self still
remains.
As the narrator goes on to tell us, somebody did help her. Jo asks her father
to talk to her as he used to talk to Beth, and sitting in Beth’s chair, Jo imbibes
her father’s patient wisdom. Jo takes on Beth’s duties in the home as well, for
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now “[b] rooms and dishcloths never could be as distasteful as they once had
been, for Beth had presided over both; and something of her housewifely spir
it seemed to linger” around them (434). As she used these
Jo “found
herself humming the songs Beth used to hum, imitating Beths orderly ways,
and giving the little touches here and there” that made “home happy.” Of
course, Jo takes Beths place in order to atone for killing her off; more than this,
however, Beth has to die in order for Jo to become lovable. This is the law of
atonement: someone must be hurt for others to be made good. After Beth’s
death, Jo’s writing changes as well. Jo gives
writing her sensation stories,
lurid
of murder and intrigue, to write stories from the heart, “without
thought of fame or money” (436). When she registers surprise at the success of
her new venture, Mr. March responds, “There is truth in it, Jo — that’s the
secret; humor and pathos make it alive, and you have found your style at last.”
“If there is anything good or true in what I write,” replies Jo, “it isn’t mine; I
owe it all to you and mother, and to Beth.” The talent that once defined Jo’s
individuality is now accredited to others. This is not simply false humility,
however, for in a real sense, the “goodness” in Jo’s stories is not hers; it is a trace
of the sister-parent for whom Jo has sacrificed herself, knowing
other way
to prove her love.
Jo’s writing about what she knows — family — signals her reintegration
into the home. In shifting styles,
has followed the guidance of her surro
gate father and future husband, Professor Bhaer, who gives Jo the same advice
that Alcott’s father once gave her: to write “plain stories for boys and girls
about childish victories over selfishness and anger” (Saxton 3). Whether or not
Little Women qualifies as such is up for debate, but Alcott continues to pursue
the relationship between anger and love in her
to Little Women, entitled
Little Men. In this novel Jo and Friedrich Bhaer are now married, and togeth
er they open a school for boys on the Plumfield estate Jo has just inherited from
her aunt March. Jo’s chief labor in Little Men, as Brodhead articulates it, is “to
tame boys as wild as she once was through the methods that worked with her”
(71). The success of those methods, as well as the implications of them, is what
I turn to next.
3.

In 1871, Alcott published Little Men as a loving testimonial to her brother-inlaw, John Pratt, who had died the year before. The proceeds of the book were
to go to Louisa’s sister Anna, to keep Anna and her children from debt after
John’s death. In
according to Saxton, “Louisa’s sacrifice was financially
uncalled for,” since John had carefully provided for his family. Nevertheless,
Louisa’s psyche seemed to demand the gesture: “In writing and thinking of the
little lads to whom I must be a father now, I found comfort
my
”
(quoted in Saxton 310). Since her own father had never been a successful wage
earner, Alcott had assumed early on the burden of economic responsibility for
her family. Her writing thus became for her a kind of fatherly enterprise, estab
lishing her position in the family as a financial, if not emotional, caregiver.
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In many ways, Little Men reflects Alcott’s attempts to come to terms with
the legacy her father did hand down, a legacy of moral instruction through pro
gressive education. Bronson Alcott published a number of books and articles
on child development and even ran several schools. The most successful of
these was the Temple School, which ran for only a year and a half. According
to Dorothy McCuskey, “The main object of Bronson Alcott’s Temple School”
was “to turn the child’s mind upon itself, that the child might gain a knowledge
of the divinity of his inner being, and that he might learn to appeal to that inner
principle as a guide to conduct” (82). Bronson Alcott was a Lockean rational
ist as well as a Transcendentalism he believed that people
born good by
nature and made good or bad afterwards by education. It was the work of the
schoolmaster, even more than the minister, to draw to the surface a child’s
innate spirituality. At times Alcott’s interest in child psychology appears exces
sive, if not obsessive: for example, he devoted forty pages of manuscript to ana
lyzing the development of his first child, Anna, before she was four months old.
For Alcott, the point of pedagogy was not the dissemination of information,
but the inculcation of spiritual truth. He measured the success of his teachings
by how well-behaved his children turned out to be.
Bronson Alcott’s methods of education were calculated to camouflage
own authority and to encourage self-discipline among his pupils. To this end,
Alcott instituted a jury system in
Temple School whereby an offender of the
moral or social code would be judged by his or her peers. Whatever the jury’s
findings, punishment rarely resulted in physical correction,
Alcott believed
corporal punishment to be a rather ineffective mode of discipline. What was
more effective, it seems, was making children suffer remorse for their actions by
showing them the ways in which their actions hurt others, particularly the par
ent or
Perhaps the most strikingly perverse example of such a strategy
occured when Alcott forced a child to beat him for the child’s own crime. The
boy did so and immediately burst into tears. McCuskey reports that “[f]orty
years
two ministers debated publicly as to whether or not this was
instance of vicarious atonement” (85).
Although McCuskey claims that Alcott resorted to this experimental mode
of discipline only a single time, there is more than one reference to it in his
journals. On February 2, 1839, for instance, Alcott made a note of all the chil
dren who promised to try to be faithful to
that day. The only excep
tion was a boy who had refused to strike Alcott the morning before. Whether
Bronson saw the child’s refusal to make the promise as a cause or as an effect
of his unwillingness to beat the teacher is not made clear. What is clear is that
these instances of
atonement made a lasting impression on Louisa;
such an incident and its aftermath make their way into Little Men with dra
matic effect.
In an effort to cure Nat, one of the boys at Plumfield, of his nasty habit of
lying, Professor Bhaer tells him that the next time Nat lies, “I shall not punish
you, but you
punish me.... You shall ferule me in the good old-fashioned
way. I seldom do it myself, but it may make you remember better to give me
pain than to feel it yourself” (57). Although Nat is cured of his evil habit for
some time, one day he is caught off guard and tells a lie. Bhaer keeps true to
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his word, and commands the boy to give him six strokes across the hand. At
the
time he exhorts Nat to remember to tell the truth from now on. After
laying the sixth stroke, Nat “threw the rule across the room, and hugging the
kind hand in both his own, laid his face down on it sobbing in a passion of love,
shame and penitence: 'I will remember! Oh, I will!’” (59). The scene is wit
nessed by one boy, Tommy, who goes back to the group “excited and sober” and
reports the amazing event. “‘He made me do the
thing once,” says
Bhaer’s nephew Emil, “as if confessing a crime of the deepest dye.” When
how he could do such a thing, Emil explains his psychological conver
sion: “I was hopping mad at the time, and thought I shouldn’t mind a bit,
rather like it, perhaps. But when I’d hit uncle one good crack, everything he
had ever done for me came into my head all at once somehow, and I couldn’t go
on. No, sir! If he’d laid me down and walked on me, I wouldn’t have minded.
I felt so mean.” What Bhaer has succeeded in instituting is a method of pun
ishment that turns aggression back on the aggressor. The shame of committing
an unjust act, epitomized in the culprit’s abuse of an innocent person, reinforces
the child’s sense of
own criminality. What Emil gains from the lesson is a
sense not only of his unworthiness — his fitness to be “laid down and walked
on” by his uncle — but of his powerlessness. Emil’s is the impotence of the
justly accused;
feelings of retaliation have been driven into submission by
shame .
Whereas earlier domestic fiction shows children who have learned to kiss
the hand that beats them,8 in Little Men, Professor Bhaer teaches his children
to kiss the hand that they have beaten. What we learn even before the incident
is that Bhaer himself had grown up under more coercive conditions, a fact he
rather cheerfully recalls. He tells Nat that when he himself was a boy, he had
a problem with lying, too. “Then said [my] dear old grandmother, ‘I shall help
you to remember’. . .
with that she drew out my tongue and snipped the
end with her scissors till the blood ran” (56). According to Bhaer, this was all
for the best, because, as
tongue was sore for days, his words
very slow
ly and he had time to think. “After that I was more careful, and got on better,
for I feared the big scissors” (56-7).
Although Bhaer’s affective approach to discipline seems at first to be a way
of avoiding the castrating effects of corporal punishment, it
proves an
even more emasculating method of correction than his grandmother’s. For like
Emil, Nat also feels the prostrating effects of
encounter with the Professor.
The experience produces feelings in him that he is unable to control and can
only give full vent to in sobbing, in a passionate surrender of “love, shame and
penitence” (59). Nat’s response underscores the extent to which Bhaer’s pun
ishment feminizes his subjects, first requiring them to commit the aggressive
act, and then to atone for it through tears. But then Nat’s relationship to his
parent-teacher has all along been represented as a female-male dynamic. While
Nat “was very fond of Mrs. Bhaer,” the
tells us, he “found something even
more attractive in the good professor, who took care of the shy feeble boy” (55).
Bhaer returns the filial affection, but he does so by constructing Nat as a little
woman rather than as a little man: “Father Bhaer took pleasure in fostering
poor Nat’s virtues, and in curing his faults, finding his new pupil as docile and
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affectionate as a girl. He often called Nat his 'daughter’ when speaking of him
to Mrs. Jo, and she used to laugh at his fancy, for Madame liked manly boys,
and thought Nat amiable but weak” (56). This characterization of Nat occurs
before his experience with vicarious atonement, suggesting that his stereotypi
cally feminine traits are as much a cause of his punishment as an
of them.
These traits make him an ideal candidate for a method of discipline working
vicarious
me
can
y on and by one
’s sentiments.
Only a sensitive soul would be able to 
achieve that transformation previously described by Emil: the conversion of
various
anger into self-abuse.
What Nat and Emil have in common is their familial connection to Father
Bhaer. This makes sense, for an intimate relation between victim and aggres
sor is crucial to the success of
substitution. The whipping boy
only provide a disciplinary function if the guilty one’s sympathies and shame
are evoked. The nearer the relation, the greater the tendency to identify. By
seeing a father figure punished in their place, Nat and Emil are forced to con
front both their guilt and their fear. It is not simply that each thinks, “This
could have been me,” because, in point of fact, it should have been them. Sym
pathy thus becomes inextricably linked with shame; the child learns to inter
nalize other people’s pain as, literally, his or her fault. This in part explains my
earlier example of Jo’s guilt in relation to her sisters’ suffering. As two of the
people with whom Jo most closely identifies, Amy and Beth become vicarious
substitutes, or whipping boys, for Jo’s aggressive instincts.
The tradition of the whipping boy stems from an era honoring royal privi
lege — specifically, the privilege of the royal body to remain autonomous and
untouched. One could argue that in the nineteenth century, sentimental con
structions of discipline seek to accord the middle-class body the privileges of a
prince. The emphasis on non-corporal, noncoercive methods of discipline redi
rects attention from the body to the mind. In taking the blows of the chasten
ing rod upon himself, Bhaer hopes to develop in his charges a more aggressive
conscience. He is also, however, hoping to circumvent the disaffection that can
occur through corporal punishment. Seen in this way, vicarious atonement rep
resents a way of instituting love by negating the difference between punisher
and punished. It gives new meaning to the parent’s hollow phrase, “This hurts
more than it does you.” After all, when Father Bhaer says this, he means
By instituting shame instead of rebellion, the offending subjects are reincorpo
rated into the community seemingly of their own accord. Ideally, with their
wills aligned with the parent-teacher’s, children never have to suffer the dis
comfort of autonomy or independence. Child and parent can remain indefi
nitely yoked in a bond of filial love.
Little Men's
of vicarious atonement epitomizes the ways in which
parental imperatives
do harm to the child who is supposed to internalize
the parent’s teachings for his or her own good. In contrast to Brodhead’s read
ing, I suggest that the internalization of parental discipline in Alcott’s writing
becomes an internalization of aggression, of attempts to master the self through
forms of self-abuse. At its most successful, the child might even seek out
punishment in order to be assured of the parent’s love. Thus Saxton records
that Bronson Alcott’s eldest daughter, Anna, used to greet her father at the door
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with an account of her faults so that he might discipline her. She would then
say, "Father, I love you for punishing me,” or "Father, you are good” (89). One
such event — now infamous in Alcott lore — takes
after Bronson leaves
Anna and Louisa alone with an apple that he has forbidden them to eat.
When, at Louisas instigation, the children do eat the apple, Anna confesses to
her father: ‘“I was naughty — I stole, didn’t I. I didn’t ask you, as I ought to
— shall you punish me father, for it?”’ (91). Louisa, on the other hand, brazen
ly goes over and sits on her father’s knee. Bronson asks if she has eaten the
apple too. "‘Yes, I did,”’ she replies. "‘Why did you take it before father said
you might have it?’ ‘I wanted it,’ she answered with a big smile. As soon as she
saw Bronson’s serious mien she threw in, ‘But I was naughty.’” Bronson later
wrote of Louisa, "[She] refuses, and that obstinately, whatever opposes her
inclinations: her violence is at times alarming — father, mother, sister, objects,
all are equally defied, and not infrequently, the menace terminates in blows”
(89-90). Though one sister welcomed the punishment that the other sister
defied, both had their sense of goodness and love defined by violence, and both,
in their individual ways, embraced it.

The resurrection of Alcott’s sensation fiction in the last two decades has served
to introduce the concept of aggression into Alcott criticism, but seemingly
without a way to reconcile — or even account for — her sensational and domes
tic accomplishments. On the contrary, critics have come to believe that, as
Madeleine Stern puts it, "America’s best-loved author of juvenile fiction, led a
double literary life” (xi).9 According to Stern, Alcott held a "low regard for her
sensational output,” which dealt mainly with the darkness; her tales of "intrigue
and suspense, violence and evil, jealousy and revenge ... [seem] to have little in
common with the wholesome domesticity of [Alcott’s] masterpiece” (xi).
Whereas Stern assumes Alcott’s embarrassment over her lurid but lucrative sto
refusal
, Octavia
Davis
spheresabout

claims Alcott’s true feelings
Jo, sees these
fact, stories as confirming
women, domesticity and love. In the introduction to Alcott’s Faustian novel, A
Modern Mephistopheles, Davis writes that ‘‘[i]t comes as a shock to discover that
Louisa May Alcott disdained the moral standards she developed in her chil
dren’s books and was, in
a strikingly independent, strong-willed and ambi
tious woman who held her public and private lives in such separate
that
the dichotomy was irreconciliable” (v). Davis
that Little Women, though
beloved by the critics, was "spurned by its author, and its phenomenal success
both startled and angered her — the Louisa May Alcott envsioned by her ador
ing public was nothing like the woman who ‘never liked girls, or knew many,
except my sisters,’ and who preferred ‘lurid’ stories to ‘wholesome’ ones if‘true
and strong also’” (v).
To say that Alcott led one life in private and one in public, to say that she,
like the beloved
showed the strains of “self-division,” is in some ways to
admit our
to acknowledge the relationship between love and desire, and
to close our eyes to the ways in which the licit and the illicit, the public and the
private, inform and construct each other. Alcott shows domestic and sensa
tional tendencies, and in her journals she registers ambivalence about both.
This woman who learned to write with both hands speaks out of both sides of
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her mouth as well. What she tells us by doing so may go a long way to fur
thering our understanding of how feelings of love and hate, protection and
abuse, become inextricably tied to one another in the postbellum era.
if to make plain from the outset the intimate relationship between good
ness and aggression, Little Womens first chapter offers Mr. March’s exhortation
to
daughters to continue the battle against self-satisfaction. In the first and
only letter we read from him, Mr. March writes reminding his girls to “fight
their bosom enemies bravely, and conquer themselves so beautifully” that when he
comes back to them he may be “fonder and prouder than ever” of his “little
women” (8; emphasis added). The father’s words speak to the primacy of
aggression in the formation of moral character. It is, as I have tried to suggest,
a paradox at the heart of Christian
the construction of goodness —
“redemption” — from the bodily ruins of the innocent. Given this model, we
should not be surprised to find recorded in Alcott’s journal at eleven years old
what would become a characteristic
“I was cross today, and I cried
when I went to bed. I made good resolutions, and felt better in my heart. If I
only
all I make, I should be the best girl in the world. But I don’t, and so
am very bad” (Journals
At the bottom of this entry is an addendum by
Alcott written many years later: “Poor sinner! She says the
at fifty.” Con
trary to her own reading, Alcott’s recurring battle with self does not signal a
failure of will but rather points to the impossibility of extricating either “good
ness” or “love” from the aggressive tendencies that seem to belie them. “Good
” becomes an ever-retreating vision, undermined by the very structures of
aggression that are necessary to achieve it, while love is built on the conversion
of violence and hostility into self-reproach. In essence, love proves the final
achievement of sadism successfully converted to masochism. It is no wonder,
then, that at the end of her life, Alcott believed she was still not the “good”
child, the “lovable” child she had always meant to become. After all, she could
only prove her goodness by learning to do violence to that which was to be the
instrument of love: herself.

Notes
1. According to Alcott biographer Martha
Alcott’s own temper
was very like her protagonist’s, only stronger: “Louisa wrote about her anger in
a vocabularly sufficiently mild that it seemed as if she were discussing a quick,
sparking temper that flared up and went out. Instead, she suffered from a
sullen, vaporous rage that smoked from a pit of disappointment, long-cherished
grievances, sorrow and loneliness. The anger carried with it tremendous guilt
and frequently was inverted into depression” (6).
2.
For a book-length treatment of this claim, see Barnes.
3. On a broader level, Little Women can be said to be part of a cultural
moment in which violence becomes seen as necessary to the preservation of
Union. As Fetterley has claimed, Little Womens Civil War setting serves as a
metaphor for Jo’s internal struggle for integration. More than this, however,
the setting sheds light on the broader implications of this “girl’s story.” Little
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Women, much like the classic “boys” book, Adventures ofHuckleberry Finn, con
tributes to a cultural paradigm in which
becomes formulated — con
sciously and unconsciously — as the vehicle by which communal harmony is to
be achieved. What both Little Women, Little Men and Alcott’s own life offer is
a surprising look at how such formulations get introduced into the home, and
even into that most seemingly benign of literary genres: sentimental fiction.
4. Two notable exceptions are Brown, who argues that much domestic lit
erature is informed by the economic principles of “possessive individualism,”
and Sanchez-Eppler, who puts the idea of abuse at the center of sentimental
temperance literature.
5. Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter, Stowe’s Uncle Toms Cabin, and Melville’s
Billy Budd, for instance, all in their various ways teach readers that love is made
perfect through abuse. In each of these novels, the main characters sacrifice
personal well-being for the good of the community that has already rejected
them. Far from negating the social efficacy of their sacrifice, their alienation
from the community intensifies it. Thus by the end of The Scarlet Letter, the
“A” that stands both for adultery and for the woman taken in it has been trans
formed in the eyes of society. It is transformed by Hester’s willingness to live
outside the geographical boundaries of society while agreeing to live within its
moral ones. So, too, Uncle Tom, though himself innocent of wrongdoing, must
be ostracized and finally killed in order to prove that love is worth dying for.
And finally, Billy Budd, as he ascends the makeshift scaffold, utters his defense
of the paternalistic Captain who
him to his death. Billy’s “God bless
Captain Vere” is echoed by a chorus of fellow sailors whose response signifies
Billy’s success in converting hostility and possible rebellion into unanimous
acquiescence. Billy proves
goodness not by being innocent (since he has
fact killed Claggart) but by being abused and still loving in spite of it. His
e is followed by those sailors (and readers) who love him — and in fact

love him more perfectly for his martyrdom.
we
All three protagonists become complicit in their own martyrdom by will
ingly sacrificing their lives for a society that can only accept their individualism
if it is divorced from their bodies. Their fates indicate not only a cultural
dependence on aggression to create social consensus but the fact that such
abuse is a prerequisite for proving and, perhaps more importantly, engendering
love. Considered in terms of the sentimental response these protagonists are
meant to evoke, Hester, Tom, and Billy must be abused in order for readers to
love them. Our sympathetic response is contingent upon the reality of the pain
see them suffer. In Philip Fisher’s view, our sympathy is heightened pre
cisely because, as readers, we are powerless to prevent such pain. My point is
that such pain must not be prevented, because to prevent or relieve the pain is
to destroy the dynamic that creates love out of abuse. It is in the discipline of
abusing others that one is to learn love. But as the characters’ complicity in
their own destruction attests, the disciplinary aspect of abuse does not stop with
abusing others. For Hester, Tom, and Billy, the secret of disciplinary love lies
in turning aggression back on oneself. “Goodness” — the quality that signifies
an object’s fitness for inclusion in the community — is ultimately equated with
self-abuse.
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6. Although numerous nineteenth-century texts concern themselves with
the theological issue of atonement, two
works that deal with the subject of
vicariousness and its importance in producing a communal or national spirit are
Thayer and Bushnell.
7. In Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, Freud defines masochism in
relation to sadism in a similar way: “It can often be shown that masochism is
nothing more than an extension of sadism turned round upon the subject’s own
self, which thus, to begin with, takes the
of the sexual object” (24).
Freud’s pertinence to my argument arises again in
case study of the
“Wolf Man.” One fantasy of the Wolf Man involved “boys being chastised and
beaten, and especially being beaten on the penis. And from other phantasies,
which represented the heir to the throne being shut up in a narrow room and
beaten, it was easy to guess for whom it was that the anonymous figures served
as whipping boys. The heir to the throne was evidently he himself; his sadism
had therefore turned round in phantasy against himself, and had been convert
ed into masochism” (Three Case Histories 182).
My intention here is not to offer a psychoanalytic reading of Alcott’s work
but to suggest one of the cultural paradigms present in the late nineteenth cen
tury on which Freud had an opportunity to draw. What is left out of Freud’s
investigation, and what I am attempting to explore
is the question of
sadomasochism’s relation to love.
8.
See Brodhead and Goshgarian.
9. For the most part, critics have taken up one or another of Alcott’s gen
res, pitting them against one another as if the legitimacy of the one proved the
undoing, or “unmasking” of the other. Auerbach holds Little Women up as a
testament to the power of the female community, a sisterhood of women that
provides an alternative world to the rigid constraints of a male-dominated soci
ety. Bedell cites Little Women as “the American female myth,” with Jo March
as the plucky pilgrim who depicts the New Woman’s progress. That Jo’s values
appear to change during the course of the novel has given many critics pause;
for, as Stimpson observes, part of the problem of the novel, at least in terms of
its moral, is that “the untamed Jo in the beginning of Little Women seems more
lovable than the tamed Jo at the end” (968). And therein lies the dilemma. It
is a dilemma not only for those readers trying to figure out with which Jo they
are supposed to identify, but for those critics trying to identify the “real” Louisa
May Alcott.
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A woman wanders alone through the woods. As this
is a forest in New England, the trees she passes are
deciduous: maple, sycamore, birch. There is thick
undergrowth between the trees, burr-patches of moss
and wood fern, the occasional lightning-stricken
softening under
seasons growth of termites.
Occasionally, as she moves into a
she notices
the sun overhead, pale light filtering through tightly
latticed leaves.
Her movement is difficult, for this is a landscape
still unsurveyed, still free of the mappings that would
later arrive — stagecoach routes, railroads, and, later,
interstate highways. If she has been told about them
or is sharp-eyed enough to spot them on her own, she
trace her path through the woods by old Indian
trails, just barely visible now under the rising
canopies of witchgrass and Queen Anne s lace. She
is more interested in the trails, the long-buried
movements that they trace, than she is in her own
progress. She has come to the wilderness to renounce
progress. Unlike Theseus, she carries no yarn; unlike
Gretel, she does not mark her steps with bread
crumbs. Sometimes she glances for a moment over
her shoulder, and then, very quickly, she runs the sole
of her shoe over the dirt behind her, hoping to hide
the prints that
has left so far before escaping fur
ther into the gaps between the trees.
The woman is Susan Howe, wandering through
the wilderness of the
“New England . . . the
place I am” (Birth-mark 47). For Howe, the “contin
uous peculiar and particular voice” that she finds in
American literature is both constituted by and insep-
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arable from the culture of New England, with its residues of "iconoclastic Puri
tan piety,” its lingering anxieties caused by the "[h]eavy pressure of finding no
content” (49).1 This lack of content was,
her, the inevitable result of the
political displacement the first settlers in New England suffered. In moving
from the old world to the new, they went from being united, in dissent against
the monarchy, to inhabiting a condition of statelessness, in which "there was
nothing to unite against any more” ("Encloser” 190). Deprived both of the
unity bred by rebelliousness and of the old covenant between king and people,
the colonists clung to a conception of America as having been "pre-established
for them
the Author and Finisher of creation” (181).
This conception depended in large part on the typology of America as vir
gin wilderness. As Peter Carroll notes, this typology had its roots
Biblical
figurations of the wilderness as a
uniquely suited to religious fulfillment.
One such figuration found in the wilderness a "refuge from worldly corrup
tion,” a sanctuary from the increasing degeneracy of England (2). The wilder
ness also functioned as the "place of religious insight,” the space in which,
because of its distance from the secular bustle of the marketplace, God had
always chosen to instruct his disciples. But perceptions of the wilderness pos
sessed a more sinister valence as well: instead of functioning as a space set aside
for religious instruction, the wilderness could easily degenerate into "a living,
green labyrinth harboring wild beasts and wild men,” a trope for the secular
world of reprobation and sinfulness (Canup 22).
The phrase "wild men,” used in a North American context, refers, of course,
to Native Americans. As a consequence, the trope of the wilderness, of the
uncultivated Eden in the New World, carries with it the ethnocentric bias of
the Old World. Howe herself acknowledges this bias, noting that "most books
about the period and place must hesitate over the word wilderness. Because it
wasn’t wilderness to Native Americans” (Birth-mark 161). Indeed, the Puri
tans’ rhetorical construction of America as "a virgin garden preestablished for
them by the Author and Finisher of creation” necessarily suggests that the
"them” for whom the garden is preestablished
seek to expel the "not-them”
who dare to interfere (49). As new waves of
realized that the reality
of the North American continent differed from the hyperbolic promotional
material to which they had been exposed, they became intent upon subduing
"the wild nature of America before it could devour them” (Canup 20).
At times, though, the wilderness — the unmapped landscape itself and the
Native Americans who, not yet subjected to mapping, populated it — did
devour them. The results of such encounters take the form of captivity narra
tives, narratives that, as any reader of My Emily Dickinson, The Birth-mark, or
"Articulations of Sound Forms in Time” knows, have exerted
enormous
influence upon Howe’s work. Within the Manichean logic of Puritanism, to be
held captive in the wilderness, isolated from familiar traditions, was to be in
Babylon, the no-man’s-land in which "affliction and initiation are violently
One” (Howe, Emily 42). Consequently, captivity narratives became strenuous
performances, metaphors for "the process of Conversion” designed to prove
that, while beyond the
of community, the captive one had not become as
"prone to evil as any Heathen” (43).
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Howe’s “Articulations of Sound Forms in Time” reflects her attention to the
implications of such narratives for the trope of wilderness. The poem
as
its point of departure the story of the Reverend Hope Atherton, who, after an
Indian raid in which he participated ended in defeat, attempted to surrender to
the Indians, was rebuffed, and spent days wandering alone in the woods. Howe
notes that the incident left Atherton unanchored: since no one in his commu
nity believed that his offer to surrender had been rejected, he died an isolated
figure shortly after returning home. To mime the liminality of Athertons jour
ney, which took him through that aspect of wilderness neither inhabited by
native Americans nor appropriated by Puritan settlers, Howe sets her poem’s
syntax free to embody a play of possible meanings. The second part of the
poem, for example, opens as follows:
Prest try to set after grandmother
revived by and laid down left ly
little distant
other and fro
Saw digression hobbling driftwood
forage two rotted beans & etc.
Redy to faint slaughter story so
Gone and signal through deep water
Mr. Atherton’s story Hope Atherton
(6)

To read this text is to become, like Atherton, a wanderer within the “Nature”
that is “ soothing mother” (Emily 21). For example, the first word, “Prest,”
could be an indication that the poem will discuss the fate of Atherton, the
“priest” figure “pressed” into the margin between two competing cultures. But
the next line and a half do not deliver the narrative information that such a
reading would require. It is unclear, when reading this passage, who or what is
trying to “set after grandmother” or what it might mean to be “laid down left
ly.” Because the word “Prest” possesses neither a subject nor an object, in other
words, it is impossible to locate a coherent narrative within the passage’s frag
mented syntax. Instead, the poem must be read as an attempt to enact disjunc
tion and indeterminacy, states that recall the “Limitlessness,” the liminality, of
Atherton’s particular wanderings (Birth-mark 96).
In attempting to represent such limitlessness, Howe is doing more than
simply pursuing an easy equation between “the fragmentation of the universe”
and the “fragmentary nature of the text” (Perloff 526). Rather, she is trying to
rewrite, to write beyond, the Manichean dualism that characterized not only
the Puritan but also the Transcendentalist way of conceptualizing the wilder
ness. As Howe notes in My Emily Dickinson, the Puritans regarded the wilder
ness as simultaneously “a microcosm for Mankind’s fallen condition” and a New
World Eden provided especially for them
the provider of all things (40-41).
Emersonian Transcendentalism, by contrast, defined the natural world as an
Eden for the “inspired creative imagination” (Buell 171). This imagination
both constituted and justified itself by locating within nature “signs . . . that
ultimately 'tell’ the story of redemption, the triumph over limit and fate” (Burbick 30).
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/jx/vol2/iss1/7
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It is precisely this dualism within the trope of wilderness, the tension —
between the wild seen as Babylon and as Eden — that it embodies, that Howe’s
poetry and prose confront. Howe's “Thorow” does not necessarily call attention
to this dualism
more effectively than her “Articulation of Sound Forms in
Time” or her My Emily Dickinson. Instead, what makes this poem particularly
noteworthy is its focus. By invoking Thoreau in her title, Howe suggests that
the poem will concern, at least in part, her relation to this literary predecessor.
Howe’s choice to focus on Thoreau (interestingly, when referring to nineteenthcentury influences, she never mentions his mentor Emerson) is not surprising,
as the two share a belief that “exaggerated history is poetry” (Birth-mark 96).
But while “Thorow” honors Thoreau in many ways, it also questions the typol
ogy of wilderness that he both inherited and expanded. As the poem’s pattern
of wilderness imagery shows — references to
or trees can be found on
almost every page — Howe embarks, in “Thorow,” upon her own simultaneous
resurrection and revision of this typology, one fully conscious of its role in the
violence with which America was settled. The poem thus constitutes an
attempt to honor the threatening otherness that this trope has historically
embodied, while also criticizing the ways in which the natural world has been
used to construct visions of national and personal development. In short, Howe
exploits both valences of the typology of wilderness, both that of the wilderness
as Babylon and that of the wilderness as Eden, while simultaneously calling
attention to the dangers inherent in each.
In interrogating this typology, Howe makes of her own work a linguistic
wilderness. The forms of her wilderness register, in their splintered, fragmen
tary nature, the repercussions of American misreadings of the natural world.
Writing about Howe’s “Articulation of Sound Forms in Time,” for instance,
Linda Reinfeld notes that “language is broken and made strange by the histo
ry it seeks to articulate” (127). Peter Quartermain has adumbrated the precise
ways in which Howe’s language is broken, referring particularly to her “eschewal of conventional meaning[,] . . . rejection of conventionally intelligible syntax[,] ... [and] weird notation on the page” (189). Such choices reflect Howe’s
emphasis on recording “the stutter in history that cannot be translated,” her
desire to inscribe the tensions and involutions within the historical process
rather than to efface them (Howard 108).
This emphasis on representing
while at the same time “perpetually
and continuously... re-casting, re-seeing” that process makes of Howe’s poems
a maze or labyrinth (Quartermain 187). Unlike the pathways in three-dimen
sional labyrinths, though, these linguistic trails constantly turn in upon them
selves, running into one another in unexpected ways as Howe breaks down the
distinctions between words.
accomplishes this in part by coining new
words, altering their spelling so that they call to mind several existing words
without definitively resembling
of them. Toward the beginning of
“Thorow,” for example, Howe writes the following: “at Fort Stanwix the Char
rokey I paice” (46). Readers familiar with the conventions of pronunciation in
American English will instinctively want to pronounce Howe’s neologism as if
it rhymed with “pace.” But it is impossible not also to hear in it an echo of
“pays,” and, simultaneously, to see in it a sort of eye-rhyme of the word “peace,”
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even as its soft ending “ss” sound calls to mind the word “pass.” As a result this
word hovers among at least four other words, simultaneously suggesting all and
none of them.
The same principle is at work in the following set of lines:
So empty and so empty
Go back for your body
Hindge

It is tempting to read the last word of this section as if it rhymed with the word
“hinge,” tempting because such a reading reinforces the idea that this last word
acts as a hinge from one section to the next. But to interpret the word in this
way would overlook the “d” that forces readers to consider a wider range of
meanings. “Hind” might be an echo of “behind,” especially since a body clear
ly lies “back” somewhere beyond the
Read as a separate word,
“hind” also suggests a red deer, perhaps the subject of the “Hunt and not the
capture” with which the poem is in part concerned (53). With this interpreta
tion in mind, “hind” can also suggest the hind quarters of the animal as it runs
through the forest, always (since there has been no capture) just one length
ahead of its pursuers. Knowing that a hind is specifically a “female deer”
expands the possibilities still further (see “Hind,” OED). The female deer on
the edge of the forest, constantly eluding capture,
a metaphor for both
Howe herself and the marginalized, elusive women — Anne Hutchinson,
Emily Dickinson — by whom her poetic practice has been inspired.
In Howe’s text, then, the individual word itself often becomes a labyrinth.
That is,
word presents a wilderness of equally possible, and equally satis
fying, meanings. By design, there is no single way to emerge from this
labyrinth, no privileged meaning or set of meanings. Instead Howe indicates,
by coining neologisms that play both against and with existing words, that she
wants readers to become further and further “lost” in the play of possible signi
fications that she presents.
This same emphasis on linguistic play characterizes Howe’s manipulation
of phonemes. In “Thorow,” for example, Howe writes, “tent tree sere leaf
tre” (55). Obviously, most of these words contribute to Howe’s play with, and
interrogation of, the typology of wilderness: the “tent” could be that of the
“Scout” mentioned earlier in the poem, while the “sere leaf”
be attached to
the “tree” nearby. More important, though, is the linguistic fluidity that this
line embodies: the move from the short “e” of “tent” to the long one of “tree,”
the shift from the hard consonant “t” to the short one “s,” the end-rhyme of
“sere” and “spectre,” and the final blending of “t” sounds and “s” sounds in “
tre.”
Such phonemic fluidity also characterizes the last page of “Thorow,” which
I reproduce her in its entirety:

anthen
foiled

adamap
floted

uplispth
enend
blue wov
thefthe
keen
Themis
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thouscullingme
Thiefth
(59)

In this section, Howe combines her affection for neologisms with her insistence
upon the play of sound and meaning. “Anthen” calls to mind both the typical
narrative bridging device — “and then, and then” — and the anthems, both reli
gious and nationalistic, with which the New England of Howe and Thoreau
was settled. At the
time, it glides seemingly without effort into “enend,”
a word that suggests that the text has come to an end, can no longer be emended, even as, of course, it continues. The movement from short “a” to short “e”
traced in this line continues into the next
where “adamap” leads to
“thefthe” just as the map of Adam (the Bible) helped to
the “thefthe” of
New England’s wilderness from its original inhabitants. “Th”
dominate
the remainder of the text, as Howe invokes the presence of Themis, the Greek
goddess ofjustice, to witness the “Thiefth” responsible for the darker side of the
North American conquest (and perhaps to implicate Themis in that theft as
well). The “th” at the end of “Thiefth,” with which the poem ends, extends the
“th” sound into the space beyond the text, reminding readers of the conse
quences of that conquest — and of the Puritans’ religious, political, and sexual
ideology — in contemporary America.
The fissuring of phonemes is not the only factor contributing to undecid
ability in “Thorow,” of course. Howe also avoids creating textual hierarchies by
eschewing syntactical connectives. This emphasis on parataxis, combined with
her frequent use of neologisms, contributes significantly to the difficulty inher
ent in determining to whom or what many of Howe’s phrases refer. In the
example “at Fort Stanwix the Charrokey / paice,” for instance, are the Chero
kee pacing while they await word of a peace settlement for which they
later
be forced to pay? Could Fort Stanwix be a literal or metaphorical site at which
peace with the Cherokee was constructed (or destroyed)? Or does the word
“paice” suggest the many possibilities of peace that were passed over by the set
tlers arriving in what they thought of as their new country, or, in French, pays?
Each interpretation seems equally possible; the text offers no clues about which
one(s) to favor.
Another example of such undecidabilty occurs in the following passage:

The true Zeno
the immutable morality
Irruptives
thorow out all
the Five Nations
(46)
Zeno’s paradox suggests that, among other things, it is possible to divide sub
stances in half endlessly without reaching any central, constitutive essence.
Taken to its logical extreme, such an argument undermines the foundations of
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Western rationalism, which assumes a binary distinction between surface and
depth. Does this paradox suggest that “the immutable morality” that Chris
tianized Western culture posited for so long was also a mirage? Or does “Zeno”
play on the word “xenophobia,” in which case “the immutable morality” might
simply be an ironic invocation of the force that, if it existed, would prevent
xenophobia?
The word “Irruptives,” with its sense of something “having the quality of
... an ... invasion, especially of a hostile force or tribe,” does not help to resolve
these questions (see “Irruptive,” OED). Instead, “Irruptives” seems to modify
the phrases that follow. Read together, these phrases may convey the state of
the five Iroquois nations — in what is now New York State — as waves of white
settlement began to displace them. Not surprisingly, though, Howe refuses to
provide confirmation of such a reading. Instead, she immediately switches to a
different voice in the lines that follow: “To cut our wete / Of the Jentlemen”
(46). In so doing, she covers over any traces of a path that she
have inad
vertently uncovered, insisting once again on the inaccessibility of her syntacti
cal wilderness.
It is
here to consider Quartermains contention that one of the most
visible conflicts in twentieth-century American poetics has been that between
“semantic singularity and multiplicity” (9). To foreground the latter is, in turn,
to de-emphasize conventional and paraphraseable referentiality, or the “clarity
and definition of deixis, of pointing, of the" (Quartermain 187). Howes insis
tence on the elliptical and emblematic, in both her syntax and her diction, sit
uates her poetics firmly on the
of semantic multiplicity. In thus expanding
the possibilities of reference, Howe seeks to avoid what
calls, in her intro
duction to “Thorow,” “appropriating primal indeterminacy” (41). Instead, her
poetic method at once undermines and opens up the “the,” surrounding it with
“a halo of wilderness” (Quartermain 187).
The issue of appropriation is crucial to “Thorow,” as it would be to any
poem with so much invested in the typology of the American wilderness. If
this typology is one of the primary “fairy tale[s]” in American culture, it is also
one that, when examined closely, reveals “traces of blood” (Howe, “Thorow”
44).
Carroll notes, the Puritan settlers believed that the American wilder
ness was simply vacant soil. This
along with their knowledge that the
Indian population in New England had been decimated by plague shortly
before their arrival, provided them with “a rationalization for claiming title” to
the lands they found (Carroll 13). Differences in social organization between
the whites and the Indians provided further rationalizations for such claims:
John Winthrop, in particular, argued that the Indians had no right to the land
because “they inclose noe Land, neither have
any settled habytation, nor
any tame Cattle to improve the Land by” (quoted in Carroll 14). In his culture
based on law, the rights conferred by title and property inevitably superseded all
other claims.
If the underside of the American typology of wilderness is its culpability in
the decimation of Native American culture, then the underside of “Thorow” is
Howe's focus upon this culpability. The introduction to “Thorow” makes this
focus clear. Particularly noteworthy, at least for my purposes, are the quotations
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from Sir Humphrey Gilbert and from Thoreau that Howe inserts here. These
quotations foreground the “crooked” ways in which American culture has
attempted to construct Native Americans, and the role that the typology of
wilderness has played in such constructions (42). Characteristically, though,
Howe does not make of her text a specific political agenda for improvement”;
instead, she pursues a more crooked path, allowing her words to “escape into
their own mystery” while at the same time using them to recover truths “edited
out of our history” (“Encloser” 195).
The first hint that “Thorow” will concern itself with such truths comes in
its opening lines:
Go on the Scout they say
They will go near Swegachey
I have snow
and Indian shoes. (43)
Here, the text to come is framed as a hunt, or “Scout.” While these lines do not
provide any clues about the object of this hunt, they do suggest that it will
conducted in both “
shoes and Indian shoes.” This journey of exploration,
unlike those of the original settlers,
acknowledge the presence of Indians,
as well as that of whites.
Even as Howe frames her text as a journey of exploration and redemption,
she criticizes the role that the rhetoric of exploration played in the violent set
tlement of the New World. Such rhetoric constituted a “European grid on the
Forest,” a grid established by the “Measuring mastering” impulses of settlers
who confused property titles with ownership (45). In their eagerness to con
struct America as a “First precarious Eden,” she suggests, the Puritans instead
created a world in their own image, one “darkened by outstripped possession”
(44,
From behind the “
of a social system” based on “materialism,” the
“cast out” Indians gradually became “invisible alway,” distorted and
by
the “literature of savagism / under a spell of savagism”
49, 52).
The social
that the colonists erected was, of course, based not only
on materialism but also on law. Howe traces the effects of this system through
the poem as well, identifying the role of her New England forefathers as “Bearer[s]” of “law” (46). Noting that the instantiation of law often accompanies that
of settled cultivation, Howe inks the two in the neologism “Agreseror.” Here
Howe’s “notation for the eye plays against and with that for the ear,” empha
sizing the similarity between words beginning with “ag-”, such as “agriculture,”
and those beginning with “agg-”, such as “aggression” (Quartermain 185).
a
result, agriculture and aggression appear inextricably linked, much as they were
to settlers who used the Indians’ failure to enclose agricultural land as an excuse
for aggression against them. It is, Howe maintains, the “origin of Property /
that leads here,” property seized in spite of the “Indian names” that it already
possessed (“Thorow” 52).
To remove the “Revealing traces / Regulating traces” of the intrusion of
property from the forest (which is, of course, also a “Word Forest”), Howe
stages a purification ritual of sorts (“Thorow” 46-9). Thus, the snow, which is
“falling very deep” at the beginning of the text, eventually evolves into the
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“Wood and
/ all covered with ise” (48). Covered in this way, the landscape
comes to seem a “world anew,” one that gives rise to a “New life after the Fall”
(48-9). As a result, the “Thaw,” with its “Spring-suggesting light,”
in
Howe’s redemptive vision, to a recreation of the New World, a “Flood of light
on water” suggestive of the Biblical creation itself (51-4). Lest there be any
doubt as to the origin of this purifying force, Howe reminds us that “The source
of Snow” is “The nearness of Poetry” (50). Poetry may have the power to indict
Puritan culture but it also possesses the ability to counter its effects, if only by
enumerating them.
This attempt to purify the polluted landscape
Howe to Thoreau, the
figure after whom “Thorow” is at least partially named. Howe indicates his
influence on her text in her introduction, where she compares her visit to the
Adirondacks (the visit that, she implies, suggested the trail of associations
embodied
“Thorow”) with his to the Maine woods. At times in “Thorow,”
Howe momentarily gestures toward an idealism, a belief in the rejuvenative
powers of poesis, similar to that in Thoreaus work (52).2 This belief certainly
surfaces in such texts as Walden, which follows Emerson in its tendency to
sacralize the natural world as a mystic counterpart to the human one. Such a
sanctification of matter depends upon the Swedenborgian conception of the
natural world as a coherent network of signs waiting to be decoded by the fac
ulty of imagination. In this
system, the natural world derives the justi
fication for its existence from the imagination, whose authority and redemptive
power are in turn renewed by its successful interpretation of nature.
Yet
the text to which Howe refers in her introduction to “Thorow,”
dramatizes the failure of this system. In this text, Thoreau explores the upper
reaches of Maine around the region of Mt. Katahdin, an area that in his day was
still considered extremely rugged and inaccessible. So rugged and inaccessible
was it that Thoreau himself never made it to the top. Nonetheless, his experi
ence near the summit left its mark:
Perhaps I most fully realized that this was primeval, untamed, and forever
untameable Nature . . . while coming down this part of the mountain. . . .
Nature was here something savage and awful, though beautiful. ... I stand
in awe of
body, this matter to which I
bound has become so strange
to me. . . . Contact! Contact! Who are we? where are we? (Thoreau 524-5)

Here Thoreau expresses a sense of being overwhelmed not only by the region’s
vastness but also by its sheer materiality. Rather than being a site for his
encounter with the spiritual, then, nature becomes for Thoreau the confirma
tion of his link to materiality. As such, his
on Mt. Katahdin exem
plifies the alienation of body from spirit, an alienation that threatens to close
off the system of correspondences on which his relationship with nature has
been based. The natural world thus fails to provide him with the “habitable
ground of being” that Transcendentalist principles suggested it should (Milder
40).
By contrast, Howe does not seek, in the reinscription of wilderness typolo
gy that “Thorow” enacts, to use nature to create such a ground of being. In
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as I have already suggested, she attempts to disassemble the construction of the
natural world as the “domain of transcendental subjectivity” throughout
Thorow” (43).
does so most notably
avoiding mimesis, a “refusal of
narrative or hierarchical order” that constitutes her bid to reinvigorate the “
aged and war-blighted landscape” of seventeenth-century America (Reinfeld
134). Rather than, like Thoreau, presenting the struggle of a single conscious
ness to encounter and define itself— and its limits — through physical reality,
Howe thus structures “Thorow” so as to emphasize the potential polyvocality of
the literary text. Although she does not provide narrative information that
would enable readers to identify the various voices in “Thorow,” readers can
nonetheless identify some distinct
between the voice of “Go on the
Scout they say / They will go near Swegachey,” the one claiming, “I stretch out
my
/ to the author,” and the one (or ones) commenting, “selving /
forefending / Immeadeat Settlem / but wandering” (43, 51, 58). Here, then,
Howe reinvents the typology of wilderness. In her hands, it becomes not the
site of a single subjectivity’s encounter with — and affirmation of — itself but
rather that of an expanded definition of subjectivity, one that finds identity to
be necessarily polyvalent and its representation to be the “instantaneous appre
hension of a multiplicity” (42).
Moreover, Howe’s
of mimetic representation precludes the sort
of hard and fast divisions between nature and self, or mind and world, upon
which Transcendentalist subjectivity depends. Perloff has commented on
Howe’s “deconstruction of image” as the ground on which the poem is based
(78). To be fair, this assessment of Howe applies far less to “Thorow,” in which
feld
anywhere
takes
ges frequently occur,
than to many of her other texts. Nonetheless, even
in
sug
“Thorow” Howe makes sure to destabilize her own invocations of image to
ensure that they do not dominate the poem. At times this destabilization
the form of syntactical splintering. On the last pages of the text, for instance,
such phrases as “lily roof” and “swamp” hover close to “Encampt canoes wood”
(57). Howe here avoids mimesis by eschewing any syntactical connectives that
would tell readers whether, for instance, the canoes are “encampt” on the beach,
or whether the “lily” is
near the “swamp.” Even when her
seem more conventionally coherent, as in the passage that reads “The snow / is
still hear / Wood and
/ all covered with ise,” their generality — we don’t
know what trees are in this wood, for example — gives them a remote, almost
allegorical, nonmimetic feel (48). Such destabilization of mimesis collapses the
distinction between subject and object. In so doing, it allows one of Howe’s
speakers to evolve from walking “on Mount Vision” to claiming that “my whole
being is Vision” — the movement that Thoreau, in Ktaadn, found himself
unable to make (“Thorow” 49).
On that trip, and on his other naturalistic excursions, Thoreau was not, of
course, concerned exclusively with his own subjectivity. As Philip Gura
gests in his article, “Thoreau’s Mane Woods Indians: More Representative
Men,” Thoreau originally visited the Maine woods, including the region around
Mt. Katahdin, in order better to understand “his own race’s paradoxical long
ing for wilderness” (67). The figure through which he purported to do so was,
not surprisingly, that of the Indian. It would be incorrect to condemn outright
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Thoreaus relationships with, and conceptions of, Native Americans. The
Maine Woods, of which Ktaadn is one component, was, after all, “a deliberate
encounter with the Indian as much as the forest” (Schelling 117). So strong
was Thoreau’s interest in the Native American
of life that he kept eleven
notebooks on the subject, notebooks that
not discovered until after his
death. In a period of American history — and literary history — during which
Indians
more often condemned than celebrated (and when they were,
more often than anything else, extinguished), his genuine curiosity about their
culture was noteworthy.
But for all of its sincerity, Thoreau’s interest in Native American culture
revealed the prejudices of his era. As Robert Sayre notes, Thoreau was influ
enced by the ideology of “savagism,” the Euro-American “universal myth of the
condition of uncivilized people” (x). According to the terms of this ideology,
Native Americans might be either “noble or base” but would invariably be “sim
ple hunters who were not Christian and not civilized” (xi). Thoreaus Native
American is thus more a type than a human being, an image of “the Indian”
composed of equal parts escape fantasy and paranoia.
Such fantasies are clearly at work in Ktaadn, which was, as Gura maintains,
written specifically to “discover what was representative about the Indians”
(69). Thoreau privileges the same qualities in the local Native Americans that
he does in the local landscape: the more “savage” and unspoiled by society, the
better. For this reason, his first glimpse of a Native American in Ktaadn
the form of a lament. Noticing an Indian man carrying an empty
of
whiskey, Thoreau makes an example of the Indians’ “history of. . . extinction”
(481). This history, according to Thoreau, accounts for the newfound popular
ity of both Catholicism and politics among this particular tribe, a trend that
deplores as being less authentic and respectable than “a row of wigwams, with
a dance of powwows, and a prisoner tortured at the stake” (482). Similarly, he
expresses his preference for Native Americans living in the wild to what
terms their “degraded” counterparts, whom he compares to the “lowest classes
in a great city” (529). For Thoreau, then, as for most who subscribed to the
myth of the noble savage, Native American customs were only notable insofar
as they bore little or no resemblance to white ones.
By the same token, Thoreau associates Native Americans with the land
scape when he wishes to emphasize its wild and relatively untraveled nature, but
de-emphasizes their presence as he sees fit. Almost the first fact a reader learns
is that “Ktaadn” is “ Indian word signifying highest land” (479). Later in the
text, he notes that “Indian hunters” were responsible for the skeleton of a moose
lying “on this very spot,” thereby underscoring his own proximity to the moun
tain’s summit — and, consequently, his distance from society (514). Having
rhetorically filled the landscape with Indians, Thoreau proceeds to empty it as
he approaches the zenith of his journey. Gura notes that Native Americans
become part of the background as Thoreau nears the summit of Mt. Katahdin,
an absence that Thoreau rationalizes by claiming that “simple races, as savages,
do not climb mountains” because they consider them
(520-1). As in
modern quest narratives, in which the sherpas of the Himalayas are often over
looked once they shepherd Western spiritual seekers to their chosen lamas,
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Thoreau’s Native Americans prove useful to his quest only when they do not
get in
way.
It is just such corners of the “elegaic western Imagination” that Howe bur
rows into in her poem (“Thorow” 55). As Andrew Schelling notes, “Thorow”
is marked throughout by Howes awareness of the logocentric ideology of savagism, “the inscriptional power that reduced ‘Indian to a literary convention, a
book’s cliché” (117). This ideology is partly responsible for the “European grid
on the forest” — that is, the grid of prejudices through which Euro-Americans
have constructed Native Americans as the other (Howe, “Thorow”
This
grid is of course, also a literal one: Schelling reminds readers that Thoreau
often earned money “measuring mastering” the New England landscape as a
surveyor (Schelling 115; Howe, “Thorow” 45). The result of such surveying,
Howe suggests, was the substitution of “First trails,” and then “lines,” for the
“little known” place
granted by the Indians, names that were simply
“tossed away” in the Euro-American onslaught (53).
Central to the suppression of Native American
has been the ten
dency, in Western cultures, to privilege textuality over other methods of con
ceptualizing and organizing
For this reason, Howe subverts the
conventions of textuality throughout “Thorow.” Perhaps the most obvious way
in which she accomplishes this is by emphasizing that “[transcription of artic
ulate sound onto paper always gets it down wrong” (Schelling 115). In Howe’s
text, “Swegachey,” which was, as Schelling maintains, probably a French word,
becomes an example of the “systematic derangement of hearing” committed by
Anglophone settlers upon words from other languages (Schelling 116). Simi
larly, Howe represents “Cherokee” as “Charrokey,” a way of reminding readers
that all transliterations of Indian names into English exemplify the imperialism
that led to the seizing of Indian land (“Thorow”
Nor are foreign names the only vehicle Howe chooses to press home her
point. She also employs archaic spellings of familiar words — as when, for
instance, she refers to “gentlemen” as “Jentelmen,” and to “wheat” as “wete”
(“Thorow” 46).
also scatters capital letters randomly throughout the text,
writing “Seem,” for example, with a capital “S” (45). Writing in a different
context, Charles Bernstein has identified in such strategies an “antiabsorptive
formal effect” designed to “insist on a jerky, or hesitant, reading” (25). By
building such hesitations into the process of reading, Howe causes her reader
to “dwell in, on, be of / ... to be / the thing described” (Bernstein 25). Like her
e of mimesis, this reliance on archaic spellings and modes of punctua
tion
suggest
breaks down the traditional distinction between subject and object and
46). of
s, by implication, that conventional notions
an poetic subjectivity are yet
more “regulating traces” (Howe, “Thorow”
So too do Howe’s strategies
foreground the ways in which the historical process causes some spellings, and
some forms of usage, to be codified, while others come to be considered incor
rect. By exploding such textual conventions, Howe reveals that they are no
more than conventions, with no inherent or universal grounding. She thus calls
attention, albeit indirectly, to the inherently exclusionary nature of convention
itself.
In Howe’s hands, then, the “figment of a book” — that is, of textuality —
that has dominated Western culture is exposed as
unwitting instrument of
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Euro-American oppression (“Thorow” 54). Textuality may not be evil in and
of itself, she suggests, but when it becomes "the literature of savagism / under a
spell of savagism,” it contributes to the forces of “Complicity” with that oppres
sion (49,55). “Thorow,” with its literally “broken letters,” attempts to break the
Book, and to substitute in its place the “Original of the Otherside / understory
of anotherword,” a language that resists the codifying pressures of logocentrism
(50). In this project, Howe is the “Author the real author,” scouting for the last
remaining “Indian names” in the “Word Forest” (49, 51, 52).
Perhaps it is not surprising, then, that “Thorow” ends by exploding beyond
the visual boundaries of textuality itself. The first thirteen pages of the poem
provide little sense of the explosion to come. Here, Howe breaks her text into
relatively brief segments ranging from six to twenty-one lines each. Within
each of the poems two parts, she establishes a normative length for each seg
ment; thus, most of the segments in the first part of the poem are ten lines long,
while many of the ones in the second part run twice that length. Because of
this normativity, and because of the short black lines demarcating
segment
from the
the bulk of the poem visually recalls the “grid on the forest” that
the Puritans and later settlers employed as part of their “measuring mastering”
project (45).
As if to signal Howe's repudiation of that project, this grid-like appearance
disappears from the poem's final four pages. Instead, the poem here exceeds the
customary rectangular format of textuality in general. At one point, a snippet
of text — significantly, the words “Cannot be / every / where I / entreat” —
curves toward the upper left-hand corner of the page; at another, the words
“neck / islet / batteau” overlap lines reading “Gone to have a Treaty. With the
French at Oswego / & singing their war song / The French Hatchet” (56). In
an ironic commentary on the restrictions imposed by textual convention, Howe
includes the warning, “The Frames should be exactly / fitted to the paper, the
margins,” on a page where precisely the opposite is the case (57).
It would have been exceedingly easy for Howe to end her poem in this way,
with the words on the page placed so as to mirror the chaos of the wilderness
beyond. Yet even if Howe differs from the Puritans and Transcendentalists in
her reluctance to find, in the typology of wilderness, a totalizing narrative, she
is equally unwilling to abandon that typology to solipsism, to the “Chaos and
Violence of my own hands clapping” (Emily 114-5). For this reason, the last
page of “Thorow,” its twelve words carefully laid out on the page, is a particu
larly striking
for Howe to have chosen to end the poem. Because I have
already discussed the phonemic fluidity of this ending, I will not
so again
here. It is worth noting, though, that the layout Howe has chosen for this page
calls to mind an image of rocks forming a path across a stream. Each word in
a language, she thus suggests, constitutes a path out of the forest, a way to
reframe conventional, and conventionally damaging, constructions of wilder
ness. At the same time, by choosing to end the poem with neologisms and
archaisms — “foiled,” for instance, recalls the obsolete word “follery,” or foolery
— Howe reminds her readers that each word also embodies a path further into
history (see “Folle,” OED). Only in “sounds and spirits” — especially in the
sounds and spirits of individual words, whether they are obsolete, current, or
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exist only in the future — can we locate the “traces in a geography” that repre
sent Howe’s vision of history (Birth-mark 156).
I suggested at the beginning of this essay that Susan Howe had come to the
wilderness to renounce progress. Progress, whether technological or political,
has been intimately bound up in American literature and culture with the
impulse to conquer wilderness. To conquer wilderness had always been to sub
ject it to linearity — that of maps, of telegraph
of railroad tracks, of nat
uralists’ notebooks. Thus spelled into place, the wilderness was put, more often
than not, into the service of nationalistic ideology, employed to
up “an
American identity founded on representing a landscape of immensity and wild
” (Wilson 5).
No wonder, then, that Howe pays particular attention to “the gaps, the
silences” in
American texts, and includes
as such an important
structural component in her own (Birth-mark 180). Gaps and silences preclude
the linearity inherent in all grammatical systems. So too do they resist being
put in the service of cultural and nationalistic mythologies. Instead, their
emptiness emblematizes all of the voices — voices of women, Native Ameri
cans, antinomians, or simply those who fall between the cracks of category —
that such mythologies leave out.
In foregrounding such ellipses in her own work, Howe destabilizes the
Transcendental opposition between self and nature, or between text and world
— an opposition that can in turn be regarded as a reaction against the Puritan
one. In doing so, she makes her text itself a wilderness of linguistic play, an
indeterminacy riddled with ellipses. She thus rescues the typology of wilder
ness from its service to nationalism, reinventing it as the “sounding of uncer
tainty” that nationalism represses (Birth-mark 181). Such a
of course,
is no more than the writers in her personal canon — Dickinson, Melville, Row
landson, Thoreau — have also tried to do. How tempting, then, to end with a
on of Howe back in the forest, scuffing the dirt of the Indian trail she has 
discovered so as not to leave footprints.
she looks up, she sees a figure ahead
of her, stumping along with his walking stick, muttering to himself as he scrib
bles in his notebook. To someone observing from a distance, the two figures
might almost, in the grayish-blue wash of a late winter afternoon, momentari
ly blend together — then the two shapes break apart, going their separate ways,
yet comfortably wandering in the same word forest.

As

Notes
1. Howe has spoken in interviews of her inability to conceive of poetry as
something apart from history, the actuality within and against which the
writer works. This actuality is in turn inseparable from geography. As Howe
notes, there is “an amazing difference between the history of upper New York
State and the history of Massachusetts. . . . Trust the place to form the voice”
(Birth-mark 156). Such texts as William Carlos Williams’s In the American
Grain, D. H. Lawrence’s Studies in Classic American Literature, and in particu
lar Charles Olson’s Call me Ishmael have, Howe maintains, made crucial contri
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butions to her conception of the essential relationship between “writing and
place and force” (158).
2. Despite her brief gestures toward rejuvenation in “Thorow,” Howe is, as
I have previously noted, profoundly different from Thoreau in the skepticism
she manifests toward the trope of an earthly Eden. Even “Thorow,” whose tone
at times belies such skepticism, ends in the scorn and spat-out despair of thouscullingme / Thiefth” (59).
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1.

The emphasis on language as a privileged site of
political struggle and the resulting celebration of
power relations as anarchical and dispersed are
among the most politically dangerous maneuvers
sanctioned by some forms of poststructural/postcolonial theory in cultural studies today.1 Insofar as these
emphases tend to conflate any kind of “resistance”
within a structure of power relations as “revolution
ary,” they participate in undermining the struggles of
oppressed people. Specifically they allow the val
orization of any work able to produce postcolonial”
credentials as politically progressive without under
standing the specific history of aesthetic forms and
ideologies that produced that
A relatively
common example of this type of criticism may be
observed in an article by Arjuna Srivastava published
in Ariel in 1989. His argument drives at a formal
analysis of what is unquestionably a seminal “post
colonial” novel, Salman Rushdies Shame. History, he
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argues, is an imposed form — specifically myth à la Roland Barthes — on real
events; therefore,
project that puts forward a narrativization of history
countering the traditional, hegemonic
of it is “liberating.” That this argu
ment is not necessarily opposed to what Rushdie himself would say about his
work counts for precious little. The analysis defends Rushdie — often enough
with his own words — against all
that “his work is becoming more
and more British in idiom and style” (Srivastava 75): it is true that Rushdie is
writing novels in English, but, Srivastava claims at one point, Saleem
in
Midnight's Children “specifically mentions that at
point he is speaking
Urdu” (76) and in Shame our notions of “written linearity as a given are chal
lenged.” Srivastava suggests that “these recurring acts of reader estrangements
serve a political end: they force the reader to question her own ideological
assumptions about literature, language and culture, and they are a way of
redressing the balance.” This is all well and
but does it therefore follow
that Rushdie’s novels are “liberating” in
sense?
The problem is that in its ever-growing role as the sanctioned representa
tive of the “radical left” in the mainstream, poststructuralism is granting to itself
the ability to define the Emits of the lefts ideological expression. In other
words, in defining as “revolutionary” ideologies and aesthetics which ultimate
ly stem from dominant ideologies, poststructuralism participates in the twofold
task of permitting “safe,” assimilable, subordinate ideologies as pressure valves,
while simultaneously defusing and/or excluding those ideologies that may
potentially be able to analyze existing social interactions — locally, nationally
and globally — in genuinely radical ways. To return to Srivastava, his article
criticizes the traditional, linear
of history as “knowing the end result, and
linking it retrospectively to its beginning” (63); one might, however, say the
same of his analysis of Shame. Instead of seeking to understand how a text
works and to comprehend its conditions of production, Srivastava — and much
of what falls under the rubric of “postcolonial” (and, more generally, poststructuralist) criticism — essentially creates but another myth in certifying a text
simply because it deals with the “condition of post-coloniality.”
The analysis of Shame that follows owes much to Aijaz Ahmad’s excellent
essay on the novel (123-58). Ahmad’s conclusions — as well as his theoretical
enemies — remain, I think, quite similar to my own in the final instance. How
ever, while Ahmad is more concerned with asking “unauthorized” questions
about the content of the novel, which force to the surface underlying ideologi
cal motives in the text,
analysis will keep to more formal lines, hoping to
demonstrate that the novel’s formal structure — above and beyond what might
be thought of as primarily its content — serves to preclude the possibility of
revolutionary solutions to the problem of Pakistan.
One might suggest that Sara Suleri’s well-known essay on Shame has
already shown us a critical perspective on that novel from a formal approach.
She argues that Shame
must take on as its fictional provenance a series of events so sensational, so
violent in its currency as gossip, that the text is impelled to construct elab
orate defenses against the lure of melodrama by focusing obsessively on its
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own literariness and its status as a formal artifact. Its narrative self-con
sciousness suggests a deep embarrassment at the idea of political discourse,
a nostalgic will to create apolitical pockets in the garments of such lan
guage. As a consequence Shame turns to narcissism as a ploy of evasion,
enacting rather than addressing the curious posture of what it means to be
ashamed. . . . Shames narrative peculiarities become paradigmatic of the
casualties frequently accrued by contemporary postcolonial writing. These
mutilations are most readily apprehended through a reading of the strange
ly shrugging course of Rushdie’s narrative, which implies that because it
cannot possibly
justice to its history, it can at least do violence to itself.
(174)

Her observations are well taken, but her conclusions are not far-reaching
enough. To be sure, Shame is seeking to avoid melodrama via its self-conscious
narrative technique; and certainly this move serves to dehistoricize and to pre
sent as folklore, ahistorical and uncontextualized, the events surrounding the
execution of Z. A. Bhutto (Suleri 184). Suleri’s analysis, however, ultimately
falls short. Rushdie’s "nostalgic will” is not towards the apolitical but rather
towards the idea of liberal humanism, a well-established ideological underpin
ning of capitalism and the political entities that have nurtured and proliferated
it since the time of the French Revolution. Similarly, Suleri’s seeming wish for
the novel — that it had addressed “the curious posture of what it means to be
ashamed” — explicitly evades calling for a politically progressive presentation
of the problem of Pakistan by focusing instead on a desire for a more confes
sional, more personal narrative. From this perspective, Suleri’s critique appears
to become a continuation of the politics that Rushdie’s novel offers, continuing
its turning away from “history” towards the “apolitical” realm of “what it
to be human.”
Suleri argues that there exists in Shame a “peculiar complicity between a
recognizably radical ideology and a startlingly conservative need to take refuge
in formalism” [175]. The problem is that there is nothing particularly radical
about the ideology portrayed in Shame. A
form has by
means
been imposed on the novel’s ideological content; rather, its conservative content
has found an appropriately conservative form. Suleri’s formal oversight is, I
would argue, due to her peculiar understanding of the relationship between
form and content within the text. Form cannot simply be imagined as the body
into which the all-powerful author breathes the spirit of content. Nonetheless,
this model is
the one that Suleri’s critique of Shame requires: Shame
could have been made better, she argues, if its “radical ideology,” a critique of
Pakistani politics, had found a similarly radical mode of expression. A far more
useful and, I believe, ultimately more progressive paradigm, one that allows us
better to understand the dialectical relationship between form and content, is
offered by Terry Eagleton:
The signified within the text is what I have termed its “pseudo-real” — the
imaginary situation which the text is “about.” But this pseudo-real is not to
be directly correlated with the historically real; it is, rather, an effect or
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aspect of the text's whole process of signification. What that whole process
signifies is ideology, which is itself a signification of history. The relations
in question can
clarified by a simple diagram:

signifier
signified
|
HISTORY

(80)
To recast Eagletons argument in the terms of this discussion, one would say
that form (signifier) and content (signified) are engaged in an active relation
ship (signification) that can be described as a process of meaning production.
The task of the literary critic is therefore to understand the mechanisms
through which each text produces meaning and the relationship that its pro
duction has to the ideological configurations at the historical moment of its
production. As Eagleton argues, “the 'truth’ of the text is not an essence but a
practice — the practice of its relation to ideology, and in terms of that to histo
ry” (98). Discovering the “truth” is therefore not simply a matter of cataloging
politically questionable elements found in the text or showing how an aspect of
the form subverts traditional, hegemonic conventions. Rather, the literary crit
ic must lay bare the way in which the text works as “a ceaseless reciprocal oper
ation of the text on ideology and ideology on text, a mutual structuring and
destructuring in which the text constantly overdetermines its own determina
tions” (99).
At this point, I would like to propose that a useful — though not uncontroversial — tool for beginning this critical investigation is the Greimassian
semiotic rectangle.2 What Greimas’s theory permits us to do — which a more
poststructurally oriented reading cannot — is to identify the extreme limits of
a text’s imagination, that is, the range of solutions it can offer or dismiss. The
concept of closure is important here: ideology marks the limits of imagined
actions and outcomes in a given situation and therefore does not open up pos
sibilities so much as it closes them off. If, as Fredric Jameson has observed, texts
attempt “to resolve, in the imaginary, what is socially irreconcilable” (Marxism
382-3), I would suggest that the semiotic rectangle allows us to map the ideo
logical geography of the text’s imaginary
In other words, through the
semiotic rectangle it is possible to unravel what the text “knows” and, logically,
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what it does not “know” in order the better to understand its practice. This
“semiotic reduction,” as Jameson has explained, “aims at rewriting a verbal
linguistic text into more fundamental mechanisms of meaning” (“Foreword”
ix). In other words, one is at this point attempting to extract a cognitive ideol
ogy from its narrativization in the novel — a what-the-text-knows from whatit-says. The rectangle, therefore,

constitutes a virtual map of conceptual closure, or better still, of the closure
of ideology itself, that is, as a mechanism, which, while seeming to gener
ate a rich variety of possible concepts and positions, remains in fact, locked
into some initial aporia or double bind that it cannot transform from the
inside by its own means. (xv)

To anticipate, this is literally the trap within which Rushdie’s Shame is caught:
its existence is, in a sense, its own solution.
What follows is an analysis of the formal structures of Shame in an attempt
to understand the specific character of the ideologies that appear in that novel.
The analysis
begin producing a semiotic rectangle of the novel as whole.
Putting that rectangle aside briefly, I will demonstrate that Shame contains two
generic forms — the fairy tale and the political satire — and that the antago
nism and interactions between these two genres in the novel play as significant
a role as that between any of the characters. Indeed, by revisiting the original
semiotic rectangle and emphasizing in turn the fairy tale and then the political
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satire, we find that, despite Shames overt appearance as political satire, Rushdie
can only resolve the political issues presented in the novel forcibly through the
form of the fairy tale and the ahistorical understanding of “man” and history
which that genre can contain.

2.
Shame is, by its own testimony, apparently about two characters, Sufiya and
Omar. As the Narrator observes, “this novel is about Sufiya Zinobia. ... Or
perhaps . . . Sufiya Zinobia is about this novel” (59); and Omar is, of course,
“our peripheral hero” (234). Taking a cue from the novels title, one might say
that they represent, respectively, “shamefulness” and “shamelessness.” As the
rectangle is not symmetrical, it is important to insist on its first term being
occupied by Sufiya/“shamefulness.” From these two contraries (sx & s2), one
can
the rest of the rectangle as shown in diagram 1.
Neutral Contraries:
Raza Hyder (-s2) and Iskander Harappa (-S1)
The neutral contraries (-s2 & -s1 in the rectangle, Raza Hyder and Iskander
Harappa, are characterized by a higher degree of ambivalence than the con
traries on the
axis (s1 & s2). Whereas Sufiya and Omar are, with a few
notable exceptions, strong place-markers of “shameless” and “shameful,” Raza
and Isky are not so clear-cut. Their more ambiguous respective existences in
the novel can be observed easily enough, but the Narrator also goes to some sig
nificant lengths to put this topic on the table. Discussing a play about the
French Revolution, the Narrator observes that with Isky and Raza it is not sim
ply a black-and-white opposition of Danton versus Robespierre, “the epicure
against the puritan” (266). Both characters act in roles which must be defined
negatively. Raza is not “shameful” but rather “not-shameless.” Isky is not
less, but merely
may “not-shameful.” If anything, in Isky’s case, “pride” may
seem an appropriate term. It is certainly indicative of his attitude throughout
his imprisonment, and it is finally responsible for his premature death at the
hands of Colonel Shuja (262).

Haroun Harappa/Militancy:
The Combined Term (Simple Implication) of Deixis 1 (s1 + -s2)

The deixis shared by Sufiya and Raza is one characterized not only by puritanism — that is, by a taboo against pleasure shared by both characters, though
articulated and circumvented in different ways — but also by extreme violence,
the psychological-supernatural violence of Sufiya and the state violence initiat
ed by Raza. It
at first seem odd that Haroun Harappa occupies a position
that is the synthesis of the two chief Hyder characters. The key, however, lies
in the real person whom Haroun is supposed to represent: Prime Minister Z.
A. Bhutto’s son, Mir Murtaza Bhutto.
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In Shame, Haroun is a ridiculous, minor character. He is, in the Narrator’s
opinion, “a buffoon” (285). If he is removed from the novel, the plot suffers
only minor damage, almost as if he were a later addition. Mir Murtaza Bhut
on the other hand, did something rather significant two years before Shame
was published: he organized the largest hijacking in history. The London Sun
day Times painted him as follows:
To his detractors [Mir Murtaza] Bhutto is known as Baby. He is undoubt
edly intelligent, but until early 1979, he seemed fonder of parties than pol
itics. . . . He surrounded himself with American friends, and chased girls.
He was, in short, a playboy.... [After his father’s execution] he would only
talk about revenge: “Today,
launch the long struggle,” he said. (“The
Vengeance” 17)

When his father was executed, Murtaza suddenly transformed himself from an
epicurean student at Oxford into a dedicated, revenge-driven puritan-militant.
He immediately dropped out of Oxford and traveled to Libya and Syria, set
tling eventually in Kabul. Modeling it on the Palestinian Liberation Organiza
tion, he formed the Pakistani Liberation Army. Their first major strike, carried
out by the militant wing of the group, al-Zulfikar (literally “the sword,” repre
sented overtly in Shame, as al-Iskander), was the hijacking of Pakistani Interna
tional Airlines (PIA) Flight 326.
Through their fictional counterparts, Haroun and al-Iskander, the Narrator
labels Murtazas and al-Zulfikar's approach to the problem of Pakistan as buf
foonery. Indeed, Haroun’s efforts are entirely futile, as he is eventually captured
at the conclusion of the novel’s hijacking episode (287). Rushdie’s antagonism
to militancy (through the Narrator, of course) should not come as
great sur
prise at this point in the novel. Long before we even meet Haroun, we have
been exposed to the absurdity of Babar’s participation in what is clearly meant
to be Baluchistani resistance. This group
corresponds in reality to the
Baluchistan People’s Liberation Front. Rushdie’s depiction of the guerrillas is
undeniably dismissive, portraying them as a gang of naive fools:
[W]hen [Babar] was in the mountains with the separatist guerrillas, he was
told the story of the angels and the earthquakes and the subterranean Par
adise; their belief that the golden angels were on their side gave the guer
rillas an unshakable certainty of the justice of their cause, and made it easy
for them to die for it. (140)

The futility and absurdity of their practice is crudely brought home in Rushdie’s
discussion of their sexual inclinations:
There were guerrillas who preferred the passivity of sheep; for others the
goats’ friskiness was impossible to resist. Many of Babar’s companions
went so far as to fall in love with four-legged mistresses, and although they
were all wanted men they would risk their lives in the bazaars of Q. in order
to purchase gifts for their loved ones: combs for fleeces
acquired, also
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ribbons and bells for darling nannies who never deigned to express their
gratitude. (141-2)

As Timothy Brennan points out, Babar "resists the backwardness of
com
rades who regularly copulate with sheep” by falling in love instead with a pop
ular singer (138). The difference is enough to elevate Babar above the common
rebel, but he is finally no more effectual (or admirable) than the rest. The end
result of Rushdie’s “
” is laughter — a laughter the precise purpose of
which is to generate immediate and unmeditated dismissal. Bakhtin has noted
that laughter familiarizes an object, brings it close, “thus clearing the ground for
an absolutely free investigation of it” (23). In sharp contrast to Bakhtins
description, the purpose of laughter in this case aims at a pretense of familiar
ity, one in which the object of mirth — militancy — can be easily and sum
marily dismissed by a sweeping gesture of contempt without a hint of serious
analysis. Militancy, while appearing as an option, is finally untenable in the
novel as a solution.

Arjumand Harappa/Political Opportunism:
The Combined Term (Simple Implication) of Deixis 1 (s2 + -s1)
If militancy is, in a sense, putting your money where your mouth is, then polit
ical opportunism is putting your mouth where the money is. Rushdie’s carica
ture of political opportunism, Arjumand Harappa, is obviously enough based
upon Benazir Bhutto. On the whole, Rushdie has precious little positive to say
about the recently ex-Prime Minister,
that she is better than General Zia
ul-Haq. In
of her book, Daughter of Destiny (1989), Rushdie is
exceedingly condemning of the rosy picture she paints of her father’s govern
ment:

The resulting omissions from the story are as revealing as the bits she puts
in. She manages, for example, to get through her entire account of her
father’s government without once mentioning the little matter of genocide
in Baluchistan. She speaks quite correctly of the Zia regime’s torture
camps, both in Baluchistan and elsewhere . . . but draws a daughterly veil
over the Bhutto people’s very similar
fails to mention Bhut
to’s strenuous efforts at election-rigging in 1977, efforts which, by giving
him a victory of ludicrously implausible proportions, gave Zia his opening,
allowing him to take over on the pretext of holding new, non-controversial
polls. Worst of all, she falsifies Bhutto’s role in the events leading to the
secession of Bangladesh to a quite scandalous degree. (“Daughter” 57)
Obviously, Benazir Bhutto rode into power when she did due in
small part
to her name. Since Z. A. Bhutto’s execution, his tomb has become something
of a shrine for many. Benazir Bhutto’s need to keep her father’s memory alive
and untarnished was a primary political necessity. Likewise, Arjumand’s simi
larly worshipful adoration of her father makes her character the
of
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shamelessness (Omar) and pride (Isky). Indeed, the novel implies an almost
incestuous relationship between Arjumand Harappa/Benazir Bhutto and
Iskander Harappa/Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. First, Isky’s wife, Rani Harappa, notes
on occasion: “There are times when [Arjumand] seems more like [Iskys] wife
than I do” (188).
Benazir Bhuttos
family nickname, Pinkie, is
used by Rushdie as the name of Isky’s paramour.3
Of course, this all occurred some six years after Shame was written. Dur
ing the time of the novels composition, Benazir Bhutto was in and out of jail
and under house
Rushdie is not without a measure of respect for her
position and her
He declares:

She is a brave woman, has had a hard life and has come a long way as a
politician from the inexperienced days when she would issue Zia with ulti
matums she could not enforce. In Pakistan’s forthcoming elections Benazir
Bhutto and the People’s Party represent Pakistan’s best hope, and if I had a
vote in those elections, I would probably cast it in her favour. (“Daughter”
58)
Nonetheless, as early as Shame, Rushdie is already highly suspicious of Benazir
Bhutto’s use of her father to further her own political ambitions. After Arju
mand and Haroun seize power from the fleeing Raza Hyder, Arjumand has her
mother placed under guard for having made the shawls portraying The Shame
lessness of Iskander Harappa: “People engaged in building new
have no
time for embroidered criticisms” (306). This is particularly interesting in light
of the political opposition Benazir would eventually face from her brother,
Murtaza, and her mother. It is entirely likely that she was engaged in a strug
gle against her mother for control of the PPP almost immediately following her
father’s execution. Her book,
of Destiny, makes it very
— even
in its title — that she alone is the torchbearer of Z. A. Bhutto’s legacy, and that
she is regularly put into confrontation with that legacy’s implacable enemy,
General Zia. Going beyond the simple solipsism generated by the form of an
autobiography, Benazir Bhutto is not just the protagonist of her book but of
Pakistan and its future. Sure enough, nothing injudicious is ever said about
other family members. Even her descriptions of her strong disagreements with
Murtaza’s belief in violence are articulated as hot-headed political discussions;
when all is said and done, they are still one big family.4 Still, other family
members are pushed into the background or are seen as being misguided. As
her book title suggests, Benazir is the one who has right and history on her side.
This fostering and manipulation of the myth of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto to further
her own political ambitions finally leaves Rushdie
about Benazir Bhutto’s
politics at the time of his writing Shame.

One should also note
interesting detail about both combined terms: they
represent the two solutions to the political problems of Pakistan enacted by the
children of Z. A. Bhutto. One is a course of armed violence operating from
outside Pakistan, while the other is a strategy of Machiavellian manipulation
from both inside and outside Pakistan. These were certainly
of the more
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publicized forms of resistance to the government of General Zia at the time of
Shames writing. As one might easily surmise, neither of these strategies is, for
Rushdie, the long-term solution to the problems of Pakistan. Nonetheless, both
are dismissed not through
type of political analysis, but rather through —
of all things
an analysis of sexual peculiarities associated with their propo
nents. Militancy as a solution is dismissed, in the first place, through the humor
surrounding the bestial practice of the rebels in Q. and, secondly, through the
his s activities stem
m that Haroun
anyfrom sexual sublimation following
first,
Naveed’s
rejection of him. Similarly, Benazir Bhutto’s representative, Arjumand, is char
acterized as a repressed, man-hating woman — the "virgin Ironpants” — who
loves her father perhaps a little too much and finally adopts a cold political
ambition after
death, using her heretofore despised sexuality as a weapon
(209) and putting her mother under arrest once Raza is overthrown. Harouns
sexual indiscriminacy stands directly juxtaposed to Arjumand’s sexual frigidity.
It is therefore not surprising that these two dismissed solutions join together
towards the end of the novel to begin "a new cycle of shamelessness and shame”
in Pakistan (306).

'

Bariamma/Family History/Stories:
The Neutral Term (-s1 + -s2)

Bariamma occupies the unique position of being the other storyteller in Shame.
The Narrator observes:
Bariamma’s mildly droning recital of the catalogue of family horrors had
the effect of somehow defusing them, making them safe, embalming them
in the mummifying fluid of her own incontrovertible respectability. The
telling of the tales proved the family’s ability to survive them, to retain, in
spite of everything, its grip on its honour and its unswerving moral code.
. . . [Her] stories . . . were the glue that held the clan together, binding the
generations in webs of whispered secrets. Her story altered, at
in the
retellings, but finally it settled down, and after that nobody, neither teller
nor listener, would tolerate
deviation from the hallowed, sacred text.
(79)

As Brennan has observed, the equating of Bariamma’s stories with a "hallowed,
sacred text” is far from innocent (128). The Quran was ostensibly the raison
d'être for Pakistan’s existence and, at the time of Shames writing, the proffered
legitimation for the Zia government. To claim, then, that the "sacred text” of
Bariamma’s stories held the "family” together — especially considering
Ahmad’s recognition that the history of Pakistan is represented as a family
affair in Shame — is to cast some suspicion on their ultimate beneficence
(Ahmad 140).
It is not too difficult to imagine Bariamma’s position as a synthesis of Raza
Hyder and Isky Harappa. For one, she is the matriarch of the family and
genealogically the one who binds them together. She is the element that trans
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forms Shame's imagined history of Pakistan into a family feud, a rivalry between
distantly related cousins. Second, her stories are neither shameless nor shame
ful: they
as they are — at least, after those first few revisions — in order
to show what the family has been through. In this they are beyond being
shameless or shameful. The tales exist in the past, and the existence of the fam
ily in the present proves its ability to surmount the past, whether shameless or
his tal
ful. As the neutral term, however, Bariamma
and
her tales, as
as the
Likewise,
connections to the past and the sense of family and community the tales repre
sent, are precisely that term in the equation structurally excluded from being
the solution to the novel.

The Narrator/Shame/The Postmodern Tale:
The Complex or Ideal Term (s1 + s2)
Looking at the neutral axis and its synthesis, one discovers that the three terms
form a big, happy family — quite literally.
in a sense, the complex
axis and its synthesis form another family of sorts. Sufiya, Omar and the Nar
rator are the only three main characters conceived outside of the known per
sonalities of Pakistani politics. Not surprisingly, Sufiya and Omar are the two
characters who engage the majority of the Narrators more self-reflexive
moments and are most often in the spotlight of
thoughts and analyses
throughout the course of the novel. The three of them are the last characters
left onstage in the final pages of the book, and it is out of the ruins of the final
apocalyptic meeting of Sufiya and Omar that the Narrator rises to present his
In essence, then, the Narrator and
his "postmodern
” novel are born of the
e. his
two
villain
choice

cataclysmic union of shamefulness and shamelessness.
The issue ahead of us is twofold: what is the specific nature of this "post
modern” narration and why are Bariamma’s stories so opposed to it? These are
finally, strictly speaking, formal questions; in order to answer them, it is neces
sary to dissect Shame into by
what seem to be two of its major constituent genres:
the fairy tale and the political satire.

3.
We will start this process
taking Rushdie — or more precisely, the Narrator
— at
word when he says that Shame is a "modern fairy tale” (72).5 Viewing
the novel from this partial perspective allows us to separate it formally into dif
ferent but interacting parts. Following Vladimir Propp’s well-known schema
Morphology of the Folktale, we find that Shame does indeed show the structure
of a "fairy tale” — but only some of the time. The breakdown of the novel into
Propp’s morphological categories brings to light a fairy tale with two ""moves,”
as Propp calls them: Raza’s murder of Omar’s brother, Babar, and Omar’s desire
for Raza’s daughter, Sufiya. These
moves come together in Omar’s mar
riage to Sufiya — and the betrayal of family that his
— and are
resolved through the deaths of both
and hero at the end. At this point,
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a number of observations about the “fairy tale” extracted from Shame appear.6
First and foremost, only half the novel — quite literally — belongs to the
tale portion of the narrative. If one were to be totally schematic about it,
approximately 150 pages of Shame (including all of chapters 4, 5 and 9) con
tribute nothing to the novels progression through the functional elements of
the “fairy tale” as delineated above. These pages are located primarily in the
first three-quarters of the novel, whereas the last quarter of the novel remains
dominated by the “
tale.”7
Second, the Harappas
no part whatsoever in the fairy tale portion of
Shame. As half the text is outside the “fairy tale,” it should come as no great
surprise that half the dramatis personae are likewise absent. Arguably, Iskan
der Harappa does appear functionally as a “home” from which the hero, Omar,
is forced (a classic fairy tale device [see Propp 39]), but the overall importance
of this role is marginal and its absence from the scheme of the fairy tale (or its
being
to another character) would
the tale little, if at all.
With the Harappas out of the way, one discovers that Shames “fairy tale” is
really only about the Shakil-Hyder families with — and this is the third point
— the character of Raza Hyder generally acting in Propp’s functional role of the
villain. Propp explains that the villain’s “role is to disturb the peace of a happy
family, to cause some form of misfortune, damage, or harm” (27). Raza, espe
cially in the murder of Babar, which will produce the Three Sisters’ motive for
revenge, enacts most of the specific functions attributed
Propp to the villain
of a fairy tale.8 While it is not his first appearance in the novel as a whole,
Raza’s entry into the town of Q. (along with
subsequent interaction with
Babar)
his entrance into the fairy tale aspect of Shame.
Raza’s occupation of this structural position may not seem immediately sur
prising considering that the “inspiration” for
General Zia, was generally
viewed as a villain in the British press and among Pakistani cosmopolitans liv
ing in Britain at the time.9 This was especially true after the execution of Bhut
to. Nonetheless, Rushdie is, after the fashion of his general pessimism, out to
condemn anyone and everyone. The events that follow Raza’s entry into Q. fall
so neatly into Propp’s functional elements, that, in a sense, the pathology of the
tale cannot afford Rushdie the luxury of such an encompassing sardonic
stance.10 It is almost as if Rushdie had Propp’s Morphology opened in front of
him as he wrote. Raza’s strong ties to the functional role of the villain of
Rushdie’s “fairy tale” will eventually have a significant impact on this analysis.
Fourth, as told through the form of the “fairy tale,” Sufiya’s transformation
into the Beast occurs strictly through sexual anxiety. Like Rushdie’s dismissal
of Haroun and Arjumand because of their sexual hang-ups, the “fairy tale”
reduces to a psychosexual issue the “shame” that brings the Beast out of Sufiya.
Sufiya is a girl in a woman’s body, unable to control her drives, prevented from
fulfilling them, and incapable, finally, of even recognizing them:

There is a thing that women do at night with husbands. She does not do
it, Shahbanou does it for her. I hate fish. Her husband does not come to
her at night. . . . But she is a wife. She has a husband. She can’t work this
out. The horrible thing and the horrible not-doing-the-thing.... There is
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an ocean. She feels its tide. And, somewhere in its depths, a Beast, stir
ring. (237)

The sexual relationship between Shahbanou and Omar and the eventual preg
nancy of the former are the catalyst for bringing the Beast in Sufiya to the sur
face.
Sufiya Zinobia stiff as a board in bed. Trying to bring the good things out
of her head, babies, her father’s smile. But instead there is only the thing
inside Shahbanou, the thing that husbands make, because he did not give
me the baby she took it inside her instead. She, Sufiya, possessed by fault
and
That woman who loved me. And my husband, who can blame
him, he never had a wife. Overandover [sic] in her empty room; she is a
tide rising towards flood, she feels something coming, roaring, feels it take
her, the thing, the flood or perhaps the thing in the flood, the Beast burst
ing forth to wreak its havoc on the world, and after that she knows noth
ing,
remember nothing, because it, the thing, is free. (241-2)

Sufiya is a classic case of sexual repression producing powerful hysteria. Absent
in the "fairy tale” are any non-sexual reasons for the transformation. Indeed,
what we have is a tale of a hero seeking to break through his love’s repressed
sexuality. Initially terrified of its power when it is finally released as the Beast,
our hero willingly
to its passion in a deadly embrace:
[Omar] stood beside the bed and waited for her [Sufiya/Beast] like a bride
groom on his wedding night. . . . He struggled against [her eyes’] hypnotic
power, their gravitational pull, but it was no use,
eyes lifted, until he was
staring into the fiery yellow heart of her, and saw there, just for an instant,
some flickering, some dimming of the
in doubt, as though she had
entertained for that tiny fragment of time the wild fantasy that
was
indeed a bride entering the chamber of her beloved; but the furnace burned
the doubts away, and as he stood before her unable to move, her hands, his
wife’s hands, reached out to him and closed.
His body was falling away from her, a headless trunk, and after that the
Beast faded in her once again, she stood there blinking stupidly, unsteady
on her feet, as if she didn’t know that all the stories had to end together,
that the fire was just gathering its strength, that on the day of reckoning the
judges are not exempt from judgment, and that the power of the Beast of
shame cannot be held for long within any one frame of
and blood,
because it grows, it feeds and swells, until the vessel bursts. (317)
The language is blatantly erotic; the sex-death correspondence is plain, and the
expenditure of sexual force experienced by the Beast in Omar’s decapitation is
all too obvious. What isn’t completely evident is that Omar must desire his
death, at least according to Omar’s own discourse on the nature of hypnosis:
"Impossible to persuade a subject to do anything she [or he] is unwilling to do”
(138). The question we should ask is: if
and sexual consummations
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are, by their very nature, productive, what is finally produced in the cataclysm of
the final scene? Or better still, what is finally reproduced? As I have said above,
the Narrator is the only one left standing in the last paragraph. Who is he?
And what do he and his story stand for?
4.
What remains of the novel after the fairy tale portion of Shame is extracted
amounts more or less to the narrative of the political situation in Peccavistan:
the rebellion in Q., the Independence of the Eastern Province, the
of
Iskander and his party, Iskander’s overthrow, and the ascendancy of Raza and
his Islamic Republic. As is obvious — and as others have discussed quite ade
quately elsewhere
correspondences between events in Peccavistan and real
in Pakistan pervade the novel.
Brennan has succinctly phrased it,
“Shame covers a central episode in Pakistan’s internal fife, which it portrays as a
family squabble between Iskander Harappa (Zulfikar Afi Bhutto) and his suc
cessor and executioner Raza Hyder (Zia ul-Haq)” (119).11
Indeed, this is the specificity of the political parody offered in Shame-, the
reduction of political struggle in Pakistan to an internal family antagonism.
Ahmad observes critically:

The problem is that the
of a certain class — rather, a ruling elite
— is presented, in the rhetorical stance of the book, as the
of a
“country.” Far from being about “the East” or even about “Pakistan,” the
book is actually about a rather narrow social stratum — so narrow, in fact,
that Rushdie himself is able to portray all the major characters as belong
ing to a single family. (140)
Ahmad’s criticism on this point is obviously very well founded, even if
Rushdie’s reduction of this political struggle to a family quarrel is not com
pletely invented.12 Nonetheless, briefly, for the purpose of this argument, let us
accept this authorial strategy uncritically as an allegory, but with a twist. Frank
Palmeri writes:
a mode of praise,
raises its subject from a lower rank to a high
er
as a
it implies systematic, hierarchical, authoritarian, and cos
mic order. When parody dissolves allegory, irony results. (14)

In the case of Shame,
is able to elevate the topic of an elite family to
that of the nation as a whole, but with the dissolution brought on by parody,
irony remains. Additionally, these two modes — allegory and irony — work
perfectly into Rushdie’s play on the novel’s “fifteenth-century” setting. Palmeri
again observes:

Whereas allegory served as the preeminent form of expression in the Mid
dle Ages, irony has served as the predominant form of literary expression
for the last three centuries.
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Strangely enough, Shames fifteenth-century setting can be either “medieval”
times (forgetting the Hegirian calendar and invoking allegory) or modern times
(by recalling the Islamic reckoning and thereby emphasizing irony). One can
therefore see the combination of allegory (far from a “mode of praise” here) and
parody in Shame as a means, at one and the same time, of reducing political
struggle to family conflict and of utilizing that hierarchical reduction to ridicule
the real.
According to Palmeri, narrative satire — for we can call the other genre
Shame political satire — is characterized by the following features: 1) the
reduction of nobility to commonality; following Bakhtin, “an unresolved dia
logue between opposed and parodied philosophical alternatives ... [describing]
a dialectic without a synthesis”; 3) the ability to subsume other genres; 4) the
presence of reversals but the absence of recognitions; and 5) as opposed to poet
ical satire, a more subversive and progressive world view due to its higher
potential degree of overdetermination (1-17). Excluding the first of these,
which is not only obvious in some of the cruder moments of Shame but has
already been suggested in the reduction of political struggle to family conflict,
will now proceed through these points in an effort to tease out the specific
nature of the political-satiric genre in Shame and its ramifications overall.
In keeping with the second characteristic of satire, this genre in Shame is
incapable of producing a solution to the problems it poses. Palmeri writes:

[N]arrative satires aim not to arrive at a truth that can be neatly formulat
ed, but rather to use the process of parodic inversion in order to investigate
philosophical attitudes toward the world; to this end, they invert both the
officially accepted orthodoxy and its antagonistic inverted opposite. This
parodic dialogicality produces satires distinctive open-endedness, which
resists both comic and tragic forms of resolution and closure. The marriage
that closes comedies emblematically signifies reconciliation between
opposing social groups and philosophies, but satire excludes compromises
and middle grounds as it portrays extreme positions and their opposites.
Narrative satires do not end with an
harmony; the struggle they
embody between opposed views of the world reaches no satisfactory reso
lution or synthesis. (4)
The political-satiric portion of the novel represents Pakistani politics as an
antagonism between two opposed alternatives — the “Socialist/Western
reformism of Harappa versus the Islamic militarism of Raza Hyder, both disin
genuous, corrupt and repressive.13 This antagonism is schematically represent
ed in diagram 2 (see below, page 50). The ideological terms occupied by Iskan
der Harappa and Raza Hyder are finally unsynthesizable in the text, or rather,
to anticipate the course of my argument, they are unsynthesizable within the
political-satiric portion of the novel. It is not a simple matter of putting the
black hat on Raza/Zia and placing him in the position of scapegoat for the
troubles of Pakistan. The issues run deeper than this and reveal a more overde
termined structure in play. The Narrator is therefore correct to observe:
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Iskander Harappa was not just Danton; Raza Hyder wasn’t Robespierre
pure-and-simple. Isky certainly lived it up, perhaps he was something of
epicure, but he also believed that he was always, unarguably, right. . . . And
Raza Hyder? Is it possible to believe that he took no pleasure in what he
did, that the pleasure principle was not in operation, even though he
claimed to act in the name of God? I don’t think so.
Isky and Raza. They, too, were Danpierre and Robeston. Which
be an explanation; but it cannot, of course,
an excuse. (267)

Or for that matter, a solution. For further understanding of this problem,
must turn to the third "capability” of political satire: its ability to subsume other

Diagram 2. Semiotic Rectangle of Political-Satiric Portion of Shame

Narrative satire, as Palmeri points out, is the literary form most capable of
incorporating other genres within its structure. This is, of course, not unique
to the satiric novel. Bakhtin writes that the novel
permits the incorporation of various genres, both artistic (inserted short
stories, lyrical songs, poems, dramatic scenes,
and extra-artistic (every
day, rhetorical, scholarly, religious genres and others). In principle, any
genre could be included in the construction of the novel. . . . Such incor
porated genres usually preserve within the novel their own structural
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integrity and independence, as well as their own linguistic and stylistic
peculiarities. (320-21)

Nonetheless, Palmeri argues that the extremely dialogic nature of narrative
satire makes it unusually welcoming to opposing narrative styles in order “to
suggest the conventionality and limitation of any single form of reference. In
this way, narrative satire establishes a dialogue among forms” (5). Thus, it
would appear that Shame, as narrative satire, is able to incorporate the fairy-tale
form within itself — or at least this configuration is required by and for the
standard reading of the novel.
a reading is precisely what has made Shame, in Ahmads words, a
“classic of [the] counter-canon,” though the novels ostensible purpose is like
wise what made this reading possible in the first place. The “postcolonial” or
“Third World” novel seeks “to give appropriate form (preferably allegory, but
epic also, or fairy
or whatever) to the national experience” (Ahmad 125,
124). As Ahmad argues, this developing counter-canon of “postcolonial” writ
ing arbitrates inclusion and exclusion of texts based upon the level of overt
commentary on the nature of being colonized and grappling with its afteref
fects. Likewise, the overwhelming impulse among literary critics when reading
a text such as Shame is to analyze it primarily from this perspective. Doing so
forces one to read Shame first and foremost as political satire (that is, as a polit
ical
with parody). To
this, however, one must understand the fairy
tale element as a device in the service of the more important, all-encompassing
political satire, disregarding what the Narrator makes perfectly clear: Shame is
“a modern fairy tale” (72).
As it turns out, the Narrator is only too correct: Shame is first and last —
quite literally — a fairy tale. If one views the fairy tale as being only the
“peripheral” tale — in the
way that Omar is the “peripheral hero” in the
novel — then one misses the inevitable formal failings of the political-satiric
genre for Rushdie. In other words, Shames political satire cannot really contain
the fairy-tale portion of the novel. We find instead that the genres remain quite
distinct from one another, each occupying, conveniently enough, just about half
the novel. On the one hand we have the political-satiric portion of the novel
(the political struggle between Isky and Raza); on the other we have the fairy
tale (the tale of love and
between the Shakils and the Hyders); and
between them (or better still, above them), mediating them, turning the one off
and the other on,
find the Narrator and a textbook example of “postmodern”
self-reflexive narration. Further still, both on a purely obvious and on a struc
tural level, we can see that the fairy-tale portion both begins the novel and ends
it. This latter point is important: the Narrator cannot resolve the dilemmas
broached by the novels political-satiric portion within that genre; the novel
must instead escape into the form of the fairy tale in order to produce, or at
least to pursue, a solution. Quite literally then, in an attempt to escape from
the insolubility of narrative satire, the Narrator himself kicks Raza out of power
and installs Arjumand and Haroun in a manner that he self-mockingly admits
is slipshod:
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Well, well, I musn't forget I m only telling a
My dictator will
toppled by goblinish, faery [sic] means. "Makes it pretty easy for you,” is
the obvious criticism; and I agree, I agree. But add, even if it does sound a
bit peevish: “You try and get rid of a dictator some time.” (284)

Thus concludes Shame's political satire: the fairy tale, in the person of Sufiya
Zinobia/Beast, spirals in towards the center to chase the political satire out of
the novel for good. The last twenty or so pages are spent in the mode of the
fairy-tale genre attempting to resolve the ideological antagonisms produced
over the course of the novel as whole.
The structural implications of this formal retreat can be clearly demon
strated by making a revision to an abridged form of the original semiotic rec
tangle (diagram 1). The changes are shown in diagram 3. First, unlike the rec-

Diagram 3. Revisions to the Original Semiotic Rectangle of Shame

tangle drawn specifically from the political-satiric genre (diagram
the over
all rectangle for the whole novel has access to the importance of the Narrator
and his narrative self-awareness. This larger perspective permits a synthesis of
Isky and Raza to be found in the form of Bariamma and the stories that hold
the family together and in power. Whereas no synthesis between these terms
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was possible within the confines of the genre of political satire, one is possible
in the overall narrative; but it is a synthesis that can never be a solution. The
solution to Shame is not found in the genre of political
or — apparently
contradicting the demands of “counter-canonicity” — in the questions of the
Pakistani nation that it satirizes. The solution is instead found outside both in
the form of the
tale and in the state of migrancy.14
Moreover, there is actually a fluctuation in the third term of Shames over
all semiotic rectangle, depending upon whether one emphasizes the fairy-tale
portion of the narrative or the political satire portion (see diagram 4). When

Diagram 4. Comparison of Neutral Axes and Terms
the emphasis is placed on the fairy-tale genre in the overall narrative, the Three
Sisters seem to represent the -s1 position of “not-shameful”/"pride” (alongside
Isky, to the small extent that he
in this portion of the novel). What do
Raza and the Three Sisters have in common? In the most mundane, yet impor
tant, sense, they both represent homes in which Omar lives at various points
his life. The opposite of “home” in Shame is a state of migrancy; and the fact
of this antinomy places further weight upon the sense of “home.” In the larg
er sense suggested by the use of migrancy in the novel, one might interpret
“home” more generally as the nation-home. On the other hand, emphasizing
the political-satiric portion of the narrative brings out the formal antagonism
in the piece: the neutral axis, political satire (Raza versus Isky), opposes the
complex axis, fairy tale (Sufiya versus Omar). Their combination, as seen in
diagram 4, yields the general antagonism in the novel between the political
satire of the nation (the neutral axis) and the fairy tale of migrancy (the com
plex axis).
Strangely, the glue that the Narrator applies formally to the novel is none
other than General Zias counterpart, Raza Hyder. As Jameson has observed of
Greimas’s semiotic rectangle, the fourth term is the most critical; it is the nega
tion of the negation (“Foreword” xvii). It is Raza, then, who unites the two
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genres at their own levels, moving in and out and between them, and playing
the role of the villain in both: the killer of Babar and the executioner —
intended, at least
of Isky. Likewise, in the real world, the existence of the
novel Shame is predicated upon the actions of General Zia. Regardless of
Rushdie’s claims to a more universal indictment of politics in Pakistan, “Zia” —
that is, the ideological place-marker for the individual named Zia ul-Haq and
his perceived actions in Pakistan — is the raison d’etre
Shame.
We come then to the penultimate characteristic of narrative satire: its halftragic quality (in the Aristotelian sense) of having reversal without recognition.
There are many reversals in Shame, and, as indicated above, there is recognition,
insofar as Omar “recognizes himself” for what he is. Nonetheless, he is the only
character to do so. Isky goes down after his own obnoxious fashion; Raza does
not even realize he has said his last words. Only Omar catches a glimpse of
who he is and what he has done — though only immediately before his destruc
tion at the hands of his bride. At this point in the argument, Omar’s solitary
recognition should come as no great surprise: there can be no recognition in
the political-satiric genre proper, but only through the fairy-tale element of
Shame. In other words, Shame does not break the “rules” of the political-satir
ic genre here; it merely circumvents them through the employment of its “
tale.”
Typically the fairy
projects a particular image of “man” through its hero.
Max Lüthi suggests:

The fairy tale sees man as one who is essentially isolated, but who, for just
this reason — because he is not rigidly committed, not tied down — can
establish relationships with anything in the world. . . . The fairy tale . . .
which knows of failure and depicts it in its secondary characters, shows in
its heroes that despite our ignorance of ultimate things, it is possible to find
a secure place in the world. (143)
Lüthi’s characterization of the hero certainly appears able to subsume Omar,
the migrant and translated man, under its rubric. Indeed, just as the Narrator
believes that the epigraph to Shame could be the last fine of Kafka’s The Trial,
Lüthi pinpoints similarities between the fairy tale and the work of Franz Kafka.
Specifically, characters are not individuals so much as they are figures, “doers
and receivers of the action” (145). Again, Omar’s peripheral existence — his
not being the principal actor in what is supposedly his own story — is perfect
ly in line with Lüthi’s characterization. For Lüthi, a fundamental difference
between the fairy tale and the
of Kafka obtains:

Whereas Kafka’s figures stand helpless and despairing amidst the confusion
of relationships they do not understand, the fairy-tale hero ... unexpected
proves to be strong, noble, and blessed. The spirit of the folk fairy tale
parallels that in modern literature to a degree, but then the listener is
relieved of his feelings of emptiness and filled with confidence.

Omar never reaches a point in Shame where he is “strong, noble, or blessed.”
True, he alone in the novel achieves a certain recognition about what has hap
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pened in the story of his life. Nonetheless, his reaction is purely that of resig
nation, welcomed as the consummation of a marriage, but no less a resignation
of it. He is, to borrow Lüthi’s expression, a negative hero of modern
literature.
I have claimed from the outset, however, that Omar is not really the ideal
solution to the ideological problems posed by the novel, despite his being the
hero of the fairy-tale portion of Shame. This position is instead occupied by the
Narrator, who alone remains standing at the apocalyptic conclusion of the
novel:

And then the explosion comes, a shock-wave that demolishes the house,
and after it the fireball of her burning, rolling outwards to the horizon like
the sea, and last of all the cloud, which rises and spreads and hangs over the
nothingness of the scene, until I can no longer see what is no longer there; the
silent cloud, in the shape of a giant, grey and
man, a figure of
dreams, a phantom with one arm lifted in a gesture of farewell. (317;
emphasis added)
The Narrator s solitary emergence from the narrative is in essence a birth, the
result of the pseudo-sexual union of Omar and Sufiya. As I have previously
argued, the combined terms of the overall semiotic rectangle, Haroun and Arjumand (see diagram 1), are expressed through “abnormal” sexuality; similarly, the
ideal term is synthesized quite literally through a “proper” — indeed, long over
due — “sexual” encounter.
Moreover, the Narrator is also the product, at a formal level, of the attempt
to synthesize the two
operating in Shame. Throughout the vast majori
ty of the novel, the Narrator works by mediating between political-satiric and
fairy-tale genres. Finally, however, it is the Narrator alone who exists at the
novels conclusion after Sufiya
spiraled in and swept away the political
satire, and after Omar and Sufiya have consummated their marriage in a Göt
terdämmerung, bringing down the walls of Shames fairy-tale world. This
destruction of genres is precisely an attempt to accomplish formally what the
novel does in its content: the imposition of solutions through escape, in this
case, an escape from formal insolubility. These formal antagonisms are repre
sented in diagram 5 (see below, page 56). Just as the form of political
does not allow for the resolution of ideological tensions — thus forcing Shame
instead towards the fairy-tale genre for its conclusion — the interplay between
the political-satiric and the fairy-tale genres does not permit a
of the
two in any way and requires an “artificial” resolution to
the reader “the
way out.”
To consider how Palmeri’s final characteristic of narrative satire — its progres
sive political nature — works in Shame
that one follow the same moves
analytically that Rushdie makes in the
one must leave the realm of polit
ical satire, consider the world of the fairy tale, and finally end up alone with the
Narrator. To follow this path, let us consider Lüthi’s analysis of the “image of
man” in fairy tales, to which I have already referred: at times it explicitly strays
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from a pure formalism — let alone historicism — in order to valorize a neoJungian perspective of the
He writes:
It has ... been
that fairy tales derive from the wishful thinking of poor
people or those who have been unsuccessful or slighted. But such psycho
logical and sociological interpretations are too limited. Wish dreams and
wishful thinking play a part in fairy tales, just as they do in all human mat
ters, and social tension and yearnings also are reflected in them. . . . Fairy
tale figures have an immediate appeal. . . . [Kings, princes, gold, dragons]
are, for the human imagination, age-old symbols for what is high, noble,
and pure or dangerous, bestial and unfathomable. . . . [T]hese are images
for something more fundamental: mans deliverance from
unauthentic
existence and his commencement of a true one. . .. [T]he fairy tale depicts
processes of development and maturation. (138-9)

Despite the fact that throughout his work on
tales Lüthi pays attention to
the sociological and historical specificity of fairy tales, he appears ultimately
concerned with the universal "human” essence that these
all seem to por
tray. Yet this retreat is far from unusual: ideologically speaking, the fairy tale
appears to talk to (and from) an ahistorical, transcultural concept of "man.” The
fairy tale is (and "always-has-been”) told to children who, unaware of its
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moment of production, nonetheless delight in the hearing. Not surprisingly,
there is a powerfully non-ideological appearance to the genre: it is concerned
with the “human essence,” not with those more particular beliefs or interests of
transient societies.
To twist the logic of Lüthi's claim around, one could say something similar
of Shame. It is regularly imagined that Shame, being a quintessential postcolo
nial novel,” expresses “the wishful thinking of poor people or those who have
been unsuccessful or slighted.” On the contrary, however, Shame is finally about
and ultimately resolves itself within
image of man that is supposedly uni
versal and transcultural. The Narrator quite explicitly offers the following
tion to the problems of Pakistan:

[When a dictator falls] it is discovered that he has brought God down with
him, that the justifying myth of the nation has been unmade. This leaves
only two options: disintegration, or a new dictatorship . . . no, there is a
third, and I shall not be so pessimistic as to deny its possibility. The third
option is the substitution of a new myth for the old one. Here are three
such myths, all available from stock at short notice: liberty; equality; fra
ternity.
I recommend them highly. (278)

The recommendation is presented with sarcasm, suggesting that the solution is
really a “no-brainer.” These values should be obvious to all precisely because
they reaffirm a sense of what it means to be “human.” The novel s detour
through the genre of the fairy tale is actually a retreat into a form that permits
one to reaffirm a universal image of man, of “being human.” In other words,
the Narrator must move through an ideology of liberal humanism in order to
reach some sort of ideological closure. The novel cannot resolve itself within a
solution conscious of its own historical specificity, but rather only within a historical
ly based ideology imagined as ahistorical. Through
invocation of the rights of
man, the Narrator finally validates as universal the “myths” generated by the
French Revolution, much as he has previously sought parallels to Isky and Raza
in the antagonism between Danton and Robespierre. It seems, then, that
Shame departs significantly from Palmeri’s characterization of satire: far from
being a politically progressive literary text, Shame is ironically a reaffirmation of
the basic ideological bywords of European colonizing powers.15

5.
I would argue that the foremost task for the Marxist critic today must be the
defense of a rigorous standard of literary criticism. In order to understand the
ways in which historical ideologies appear in literary objects, one
to ana
lyze the formal structures of those objects. When one works only with the the
matic elements, one misses textual subtleties that, often enough, are crucial to
understanding how texts relate to their
conditions of production. Shame,
viewed in this light, is far from the revolutionary text that a poststructuralist
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reading technique allows. Instead, Shame seems literally to enact what Terry
Eagleton has said about texts in general:

[T]he text presents itself to us less as historical than as a sportive flight
from history, a reversal and resistance of history, a momentarily liberated
zone in which the exigencies of the real seem to evaporate, an enclave of
freedom enclosed within the realm of necessity. We know that such free
dom is
illusory — that the text is governed; but it is not illusory
merely in the sense of being a false perception of our own. The text’s illu
sion of freedom is part of its very nature — effect of its peculiarly overde
termined relation to historical reality. (72)

Shame appears to follow this pattern at every turn: the protagonist is "periph
eral,” the fairy tale is outside the political satire, the Narrator is outside Pak
istan, and liberty, equality and fraternity are outside history. Nevertheless, the
mechanism through which the text finds its "enclave of freedom” is not so
straightforward. Brennan has argued that Rushdie’s work, in contrast to stan
dard "postmodernist” texts, contains "too much ‘real history’ . . . juxtaposed
with a highly personal, subjective and often humorous account of the effect of
those real historical events on people who, while they are unable to master his
tory’s flow, make the events meaningful by coming to understand their human
cost” (141). The qualities of Rushdie’s writing to which Brennan refers are the
very
that make Rushdie so appealing aesthetically; conversely, they are
also the devices through which Shame is able to defuse history within itself.
"History is what hurts,” Jameson has somewhat famously opined. When all is
said and done, Shame is a complexly structured attempt to shake off that pain.
Seemingly avoiding Eagleton’s "sportive flight from history,” Shame confronts
history, manipulates it, and packs it into terms that the text can handle — or
more properly, that it thinks it can handle. It first tries to laugh the pain away
through political satire and then tries to escape through the
tale. After a
cathartic moment reminiscent of Kafka, the Narrator simply obliterates histo
ry, and it is here, in the brief moment of its lonely apocalypse, that the text finds
its "liberated zone,” outside of history. These formal tensions and antagonisms
(as well as the text’s attempts to resolve them) are the product of Shames par
ticularly overdetermined relationship to history. The text forces "ideology into
contradiction, discloses the limits and absences which mark its relation to his
tory, and in doing so puts itself into question, producing a lack and disorder
within itself” (Eagleton 95). If Shame is successful aesthetically and, for many
critics, politically, it is because it handles the difficult contradictions that it pro
duces exceptionally well.
Aesthetic merits aside, one can read Shame as "liberatory” only by adopting
a reading technique that similarly strives to occlude history. With its hidden
pessimistic, nihilistic attitude toward struggles against exploitation, poststruc
turalism (and for that matter Shame) tends to demonize slow, trepeditious, often
faltering class-based revolutionary movements, while simultaneously glorifying
any successful discursively counter-hegemonic act as the most politically meri
torious course of action. It is an attitude easily accommodated by Shame. To
return briefly to Srivastava’s article on Rushdie, we find:
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The so-called colonial writers [whom Rushdie] writes about are deter
mined to subvert the “myth” (in Barthes’ terminology) of literary tradition
and canon, to revolutionise the language through (among others) metafictive techniques. What they point to by using the dominant language is
Barthes’ view that myth-language of an oppressive group is "rich, multi
form, supple” — it eternalizes the world, by relying on intransitive language
(149). If myth” is essentially right wing, then writing is revolutionary and
left wing, and to the consternation of the dominant group of mythmakers,
extremely committed literature (Barthes 148, 156). To those who are still
ideals
of using
writing as actually
a political tool, Catherine
beical about the value in
Belsey cautions that any political struggle has to be verbalized in order to
escape forever being marginalized (21). Rushdie echoes this view in Shame,
(76; emphasis added)16

The purpose of Srivastava’s article is to prove that Rushdie’s working in the
“dominant” genre, language and mode of history is highly subversive, and thus,
in the Foucauldian sense, “liberating.” While it is true that Shame is revolu
tionary, we should remember that its revolution
took place back in
1789. Shame cannot stand up to a revolutionary role in the current conjuncture.
It is deeply entrenched in an anti-revolutionary, bourgeois ideology that Sri
vastava entirely ignores. Srivastava quotes the passage wherein the Narrator
suggests liberty, equality and fraternity as solutions, noting only that “Rushdie
is not blind to the fact of his own role as political propagandist. . . . Rushdie’s
novels are intensely political” (76-7). Aside from their being somewhat mun
dane, these observations simply gloss over the political implications of
Rushdie’s waving the Tricolor
the one moment where he explicitly offers a
solution. Neatly elided is an unqualified, unanalyzed revalidation of the dom
inant “myths” of “Western” society,
that stand in sharp contrast to the
historical processes of imperialism that produced the ideology of the “twonation theory,” the actual nation-state of Pakistan itself, and eventually the
events there that would become the explicit and immediate inspiration for
Shame.
One can argue that Rushdie’s appropriation of a “Western” literary form in
a “Western” language is “revolutionized” through the application of “postmod
ern” literary techniques — for example, metafiction — only by ignoring those
formal qualities of Shame that are supposedly under analysis. More than any
Quranic or Gandhian view of history (as Srivastava suggests), Shame comes out
of a still powerful modernist literary tradition. Its author is a well-educated,
canonically well-read British cosmopolitan. Shames literary ancestors are
therefore, not surprisingly, the works of Kafka, Eliot, Joyce, and so forth. If the
very form of the novel may be considered problematic due to its development
alongside mercantile and industrial capitalism, can modernism, developing
alongside the late imperialism of the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen
turies,
viewed any less suspiciously? In other words, following Benjamin’s
observation that “the bourgeois apparatus of production and publication can
assimilate astonishing quantities of revolutionary themes . . . [and] can propa
gate them without calling its own existence, and the existence of the class that
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owns it, seriously into question” (229; cf. Althusser 30), it is important to see
the modernist form as a hegemonic apparatus of literary production entirely
capable of defusing even the most radical of subordinate ideologies. Shames
content is not particularly revolutionary, and its form serves to reinforce and
even
the
’s conservative posture. Raymond Williams once
observed that

the avant-garde, in the sense of
artistic movement which is simultane
ously both a cultural and political campaign,
become notably less com
mon. Yet there are avant-garde political positions from the earliest stages
— dissident from fixed bourgeois forms, but still as bourgeois dissidents —
which can be seen as a genuine vanguard of a truly modern international
bourgeoisie which has emerged since 1945. The politics of this New Right,
with its versions of libertarianism in a dissolution or deregulation of all the
bonds and all national and cultural formulations in interest of what is rep
resented as the ideal open market and the truly open society, look very
familiar in retrospect. For the sovereign individual is offered as the dominant
political and culturalform, even in a world more evidently controlled by concen
trated economic and military power. That it can be offered as such aform, in such
conditions, depends partly on that emphasis which was once, within settled
empires and conservative institutions, so challenging and so marginal. (61-2;
emphasis added)

It may be a matter of debate as to how “avant-garde” Rushdie actually is, but
the point, I believe, still stands: the forms — the genres — in Shame converge
upon the pinpointed term of the individual, the migrant cosmopolitan writer,
rising above the apocalyptic contestations of history. In doing so, the novel
revealing
plishes the formal
assimilation of the few
by counter-hegemonic ideologies
his
his

that it contains into an overall narrative of “postcoloniality.” The Narrator crit
icizes Omar in a
manner:
Men who deny their pasts become incapable of thinking them real.
Absorbed into the great whore-city, having left the frontier universe of Q.
far behind him once again, Omar Khayyam Shakil’s home-town now seems
to him like a sort of bad dream, a fantasy, a ghost. The city and the fron
tier are incompatible worlds; choosing Karachi, Shakil rejects the other. It
becomes, for him, a feathery insubstantial thing, a discarded skin. He is no
longer affected by what happens there,
its logic and demands. He is
homeless: that is to say, a metropolitan through and through. A city is a
camp for refugees. (157)
The difference between Omar and the Narrator is, according to the latter, the
former’s denial of
past. If there is one thing that the mere existence of the
novel is supposed to demonstrate to the reader, it is that the Narrator is cer
tainly not guilty of this denial. His history is far from insubstantial;
roots
— Indian, Pakistani and English — still make claims on him. Nevertheless,
the condition of migrancy portrayed by the Narrator in Shame facilitates an
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imagined separation from history through the form of the "sovereign individ
ual.” In the end, the Narrator seems to stand outside the novel — and, by
implication, history — peering into it as through a
commenting on
it and finally rising above its ashes in the end.

Notes
1. Quite clearly, the terms ‘poststructuralist” and “postcolonial” are not
interchangeable adjectives. Rather, I use the term “postcolonial” to connote
those theoretical perspectives of world imperialism past and present that have
been heavily influenced
— indeed, have risen alongside and out of— post
structuralist movements. Insofar as I believe the two to be very much part of
the same moment and sharing in similar politically problematic perspectives,
the terms overlap to some extent for
Simply put, I situate “postcolonial”
theory within the realm of poststructuralism.
2. Very simply described, the rectangle attempts to diagram the competing
ideologies in the text as well as the results of their
combinations. The

first step in the process is to identify the two main antagonistic ideologies in the
‘text, oftentimes represented by particular characters or
of characters.
These two terms are called contraries and are designated
the symbols, s1 and
s2. Next, one identifies the exact opposites of these two contraries, thus logi“
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cally completing the antagonism of s1. and s2. Each of these two new terms is,
respectively, in a contradictory relationship with the corresponding
term and
is, as such, designated -s1 or -s2. (They are arranged in the rectangle as shown
below.) After the identification of the competing ideologies and their logical
contradictions, one begins to combine the terms around the sides of the rec
tangle. The contraries, s1 and s2, combine to form the complex term or ideal solu
tion, This is straightforward enough: the solution to the problems posed in the
text is the resolution of the antagonism between the two principal competing
ideologies. On the other hand, the contraries, -s1 and -s2, combine to form the
neutral term. Logically, the synthesis of the these two contraries produces a
term that can never be the solution to the texts dilemma. (It is important to
note, however, that while the text does not offer it as a solution, the neutral
term is nevertheless a possibility that the text is capable of imagining but must
explicitly or implicitly dismiss.) Lastly, the terms produced on the left and
right sides of the rectangle are simply known as the combined terms. These gen
erally fill out the rectangle, marking the range of possibilities offered by the
text. Unlike the neutral term, the combined terms are, to some extent, imag
ined by the text as viable possibilities. Unlike the ideal solution, however, they
are not the resolution that the text can finally offer. As with the original four
terms of the rectangle in its simple form, the combined terms are often repre
sented by particular characters. (My reading of Greimas is derived from Jame
son [“Foreword” viii-xvii].)
3. See any of the accounts of conversations with family in Bhutto, Daugh
ter ofDestiny.
4. See, for instance, Daughter ofDestiny 287-8 (a conversation on violence
in struggle between Murtaza and Benazir taking
after the PIA hijacking)
and 295-8 (the interaction between Murtaza and Benazir when their brother,
Shahnawaz, is found dead, likely from poisoning).
5. Throughout this essay, I use masculine pronouns to designate the Nar
While the Narrator does indicate that he has recently become a father
(123), it is the only reference that Shame makes to his gender. The unqualified
assumption that the Narrator is male would be amiss in a novel in which, as
Ahmad argues, gender is complexly figured.
6. In an earlier draft of this essay, I included a tedious exposition of the
fairy-tale portion. Moments in the novel
linked up with the appropriate
fairy-tale element, as described by Propp. The conclusions that this section of
my essay reaches
made based upon that exposition.
7. Obviously, I do not mean to suggest that the generic divisions in Shame
are rigidly distinct and that lines of demarcation may easily be drawn through
out the text to indicate their respective territories. Characters, plot devices, set
tings and so forth all overlap, and thus the genres do as well. Instead, we might
say that at any given moment in the novel one generic form or the other is
largely dominant and, anticipating a later argument in this essay, that the two
forms work with, against, and off one another. Indeed, from
aesthetic per
spective, it is precisely this interplay that
Shame interesting; but, from a
political perspective, as I hope to prove, it is also what makes Shame finally reac
tionary.
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8. On the two occasions in which the function of the villain is fulfilled by
a character other than Raza Hyder, it is performed by the guerrillas in Q. It is
not Raza who deceives Babar but rather an earthquake, drink and, more impor
2talesthe
in '
ly,
' ' 'guerrillas
involved
' in the any
armed
in Q. Considering
'
' ' struggle
lesser ' an
Rushdies attitude
militancy, it is not insignificant that these guerrilla
groups should be the sole substitute for Raza in the role of villain.
9. In later years, after the writing of Shame, Zia was portrayed less harsh
ly in the wake of Thatcher's and Reagans support for his government.
10. This is, of course, not a particularly outrageous claim. It is, more or
less, simply a matter of Rushdies siding with the
of two evils. For exam
ple, while Rushdie has always had grave problems with the PPP and Bhutto
(both Benazir and her father), he still prefers them to the regime of General Zia
ul Haq. See Rushdie, “Zia” and “Daughter.”
11. Brennans essay on Shame lists a number of Peccavistan-Pakistan cor
respondences (as well as a few words on the significance of names in the novel).
Part of the present study details a number of others. One peculiar corre
spondence occurs when Rani Harappa sees Isky’s corpse. Claiming that Isky
could not have been hanged, because there is no mark from the rope left on his
neck, she deduces that his killers must have hanged him after he was already
dead (Shame 205). Shortly after Z. A. Bhuttos death, this same rumor was cir
culated. Bhuttos first wife (not Begum Nusrat Bhutto, who was not allowed to
see the corpse) claimed that the former prime ministers corpse “showed none
of the normal signs of hanging,” and the family suggested that he had been tor
tured to death in an effort to extract a confession (“Bhutto Murdered” 5). See
also “Bhuttos Widow” 20, and Schofield 241. It is interesting to note that the
difference between Bhutto and Isky is that while the former was rumored to
have been tortured to death, the latter brought on his sudden death
Rushdies novel by insultingTalvar Ulhaq (262).
12. As Zia allegedly said to Benazir Bhutto, “Our families have known
each other for generations” (Daughter ofDestiny 247).
13. Suleri argues this point, viewing the political milieu of Shame as a con
flict between westernization and fundamentalism (182).
14. It is important to note here that, following Propp’s scheme of the form,
fairy
always involve characters leaving their home or community, in order
to return at some later point. “Migrancy,” quite literally, is a formal character
istic of the fairy tale genre and we find it present in Shame, not just in Omars
journey but also in the Beasts escape from Sufiya, from the attic and from the
bounds of behavior considered acceptable to the community.
15. It is not that “liberty, equality and fraternity” are inherently undesirable
but rather that they are extremely loaded terms, carrying
historical burden
of meaning from which they cannot disentangled. Their invocation is prob
lematic insofar as it is a reteat away from history (and a progressive analysis of
it) towards “myths” that present themselves as given and ahistorical. Rushdie
is not necessarily wrong to suggest “liberty, equality and fraternity” as solutions,
but what one finds missing in Shame is
sense of how these ideals are to be
truly realized, a lack ultimately owing to the limits of Rushdie’s political
ideological horizon: liberal humanism.
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16. Srivastava’s reading of Barthes is not entirely
Barthes does not
make the blanket claim that all writing is necessarily revolutionary. He writes
instead: “I have been asked whether there are myths on the Left.’ Of course,
inasmuch, precisely, as the Left is not revolution. Left-wing myth
precisely at the moment when revolution changes itself into ‘the Left,’ that is,
when it accepts to wear a mask, to hide its name, to generate an innocent meta
language and to distort itself into ‘Nature’” (146-7). Insofar as Rushdie’s sug
gested myths of liberty, equality and fraternity are “all available from stock,”
surely Barthes argues against Srivastava’s point by noting: “Left-wing myth is
always an artificial myth, a reconstituted myth: hence its clumsiness” (148).
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In May 1887, Charles Stewart Parnell coolly attend
ed a performance at the Lyceum Theatre in London.
Just weeks before, the London Times had begun to
publish its infamous serious of articles, "Parnellism
and Crime,” which sought to link the leader of the
Irish Parliamentary Party with the 1882 assassina
tions in Dublin’s Phoenix Park of Lord Frederick
Cavendish and Thomas Burke, the chief and under
secretaries of Ireland. Parnell’s imperturbable man
ner was no doubt noted by the Anglo-Irish manager
of England’s premier theater, Abraham Stoker.1 Par
nell’s hauteur and self-possession were already leg
endary, though doubtlessly steeled in this instance by
his knowledge that the charges made in the Times
were false, based as they were on forgeries reputed to
be letters in Parnell’s own hand condoning the mur
ders. In retrospect, Parnell’s masterfully staged
appearance at the Lyceum amid a scandal that cast
him in an infernal glow of violence, savagery, and ter
ror was emblematic of the ambiguous mythic stature
that "the uncrowned King of Ireland” attained, a leg
endary status that only grew more controversial after
his death in 1891. Parnell captivated the late-Victo
rian and Edwardian imagination — a looming
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specter whose heroic and scandalous life fascinated equally his Irish, English,
and American contemporaries and whose ghost haunts the
of Stoker's
most famous work, Dracula.
The power of gothic form, and especially of its most enduring manifesta
tions, such as Dracula and Frankenstein, depends upon the polyvalent signifi
cance and indeterminate identity of its monstrous protagonists. Dracula owes
much of its mythopoeic power to the uncanny ability of its central figure to call
forth a diverse and even mutually contradictory set of symbolic associations —
sexual, anthropological, historical, psychological, economic, and political. Such
a “monstrous double” possesses a talent for polymorphous masquerade; his
allure depends in part on his superhuman capacity to assume whatever
he
pleases. In his notes for Dracula, Stoker projected a scene (never written) in
which a painter attempts to render a lifelike portrait of the vampire but discov
ers that, “however hard the artist tries, the subject always ends up looking like
someone else” (see Belford 261-2; and Frayling 344).
Stokers Dracula does not simply recapitulate the life of Charles Stewart
Parnell in a straightforward allegorical fashion. Many other figures have been
plausibly
as the original of Stoker's most famous character, including Sir
Henry Irving, Sir Richard Burton, Henry Morton Stanley, Franz Liszt, Jacques
Damala (the Greek actor married to Sarah Bernhardt), Oscar Wilde, Sir
William Wilde (the father of Oscar Wilde), Walt Whitman, and of course, the
fifteenth-century Wallachian prince Vlad Dracula (also known as Voivode
Dracula, Vlad Tepes, and Vlad the Impaler), about whom Stoker had read while
researching Dracula.2 But while acknowledging that there is no single source
for Dracula, who is a composite and free transformation of his many originals,
I shall nonetheless suggest that Parnell serves as a model (and a particularly
malleable and politically suggestive one) for Stokers aristocratic vampire.
The vampire as nationalist liberator. The idea is bizarre, fantastic. And yet
the singular quality that may explain Parnells immense political appeal is
he shared with Stoker's Dracula: a protean capability to assume whatever
or image his audience found most
(and even illicitly) appealing. Which
is not to deny that Parnell was a champion of the political rights of the Irish
people or a resolute and controversial advocate of Irish nationalism. Nonethe
less, what has continued to strike his critics and defenders alike for more than
a century is Parnells charismatic power to embody the inchoate and conflicting
dreams and desires of
followers (and it might be added, the deepest fears
and paranoid fantasies of his enemies).3 No doubt all successful politicians
must have something of the actor in them, but Parnell was, for all his indis
putable breeding, education, wealth, intelligence, and influence, the stage Irish
man par excellence. Terry Eagletons characterization of Parnell in Heathcliffand
the Great
is a recent and typical example of the kind of response that
Parnell's cult of personality even now elicits from critics, biographers, and his
torians:
The Irish are no doubt more remarkable for showing off than any other
but there was certainly a sense in which they knew themselves to be
permanently on stage. And it is suitably symbolic that two of their greatest
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champions, Daniel O’Connell and Charles Stewart Parnell, displayed in
their discourse a mastery of equivocation and ambiguity which would have
been the envy of Mallarmé. As that oxymoronic animal, a radical landlord,
Parnell could offer himself as a conveniently indeterminate space in which
different forces — Fenianism, constitutionalism, agrarian agitation —
might temporarily congregate. He was not the only Irish leader to live his
existence as a kind of symbol, converting
Anglo-Irish aloofness into a
blankness in which others could find themselves conveniently reflected.
(143)4
Whatever the specific parallels Stoker
have intended to evoke between
Dracula and the Irish leader (it is finally impossible on the basis of scant bio
graphical evidence to know what the circumspect and secretive author intend
ed his greatest literary creation to signify), he makes full use of the license
granted him by the gothic form. The result is a mythic (and melodramatic) pro
tagonist who embodies the charismatic appeal and metamorphic quality of Par
nell’s persona taken to a higher power. As such, Dracula manages to embody
not only certain features commonly associated with Parnell but others inconsis
tent with what his most reliable biographers tell us of him. Dracula thus not
only incarnates the attributes of Parnell as radical nationalist, dangerous leader
of the Catholic masses (though himself a Protestant), and secret ally of violent
revolutionary movements, he also incarnates a demonized version of the very
sort of traditional and conservative Anglo-Irish Ascendancy landlord who
despised Parnell as a traitor to his class. To be sure, there was and continues to
be no perfectly consistent
of Parnell’s life and career, owing in no small
measure to his powers of political equivocation and protean self-invention.
Nevertheless, it is a mark of the plasticity of Stoker’s Dracula that he outstrips
even Parnell in his capacity to personify the various historically, politically, and
religiously incompatible forces that contended with one another in nineteenth
century Ireland.
By reading Stoker’s gothic romance in the context of Parnell’s turbulent
political career, with particular emphasis on the revolutionary struggles of the
Irish leader for land reform and Home Rule, I aim to suggest how Dracula
functions as an overdetermined figure onto whom are cathected many of the
most formidable political and social issues of nineteenth-century Ireland.
Among these
are the challenge of the peasantry, working class and
rising bourgeoisie to the political power and economic privileges of the landed
interests in Ireland; the increasingly problematic role of women in democratic
politics of the day; the violent confrontations between rebellious Irish nation
alists and a repressive English government; the recurrent religious and cultural
struggles between the Irish Catholic majority and the Protestant Ascendancy;
and finally the general threat to the integrity and durability of the British
Empire posed by increasingly forceful demands for Irish political autonomy.
An overarching argument runs throughout the separate treatment of these mat
ters: like Parnell, Dracula appears as a blank screen onto which the incoherent
and conflicting dreams and fears of emergent Irish nationhood are imagina
tively and sometimes surreptitiously projected. As Tim Healy, one of Parnell’s
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closest political associates and a spokesman for the Irish Parliamentary Party
put it, “We created Parnell. . . and Parnell created us. We seized very early in
the movement the idea of this man with his
silences, his historic name,
his determination, his self-control,
aloofness — we seized that as the can
vas of a great national hero” (quoted in Foster, Modern
I suggest
that Healy’s words might serve as an apt characterization of Dracula. For the
genius of the charismatic Irish nationalist leader, like that of Stoker’s aristo
cratic vampire who employs the imperial “we” when speaking of himself, resides
in his power to embody in himself the inchoate dreams of a new social
tive at once profoundly desired and deeply troubling. To bring into existence
such
entity would mean symbolically to raise in the midst of the living body
politic a nation of the Undead.
2. “between the living and the dead”
Parnell was a member of a wealthy Anglo-Irish Ascendancy family that had
settled in Ireland in the mid-seventeenth century. A Protestant landlord with
a sizable estate in County Wicklow, Parnell was descended from a line of dis
tinguished public men who had wielded considerable economic and political
power in Ireland and who, moreover, had earned a reputation initially for loy
alty to British imperial rule and subsequently for liberal reformism and stead
fast Irish patriotism in the face of oppressive imperial government. Born in
1846, Parnell was the eldest
of an Anglo-Irish father, John Henry Parnell,
and an American mother, Delia Tudor Stewart. Parnell attended private school
in Ireland and later Cambridge, and at the age of twenty-nine was elected to
the British Parliament. A champion of Irish nationalism and a fierce critic of
British rule in Ireland, Parnell joined Isaac Butt’s Home
League and as a
member of Parliament courted the support of radical and extremist elements in
Ireland (including a number of prominent Fenians).5 By 1877 Parnell had
effectively succeeded Butt as president of the Home
Confederation and
had become the leading
among the Irish members of the British Parlia
ment. In 1879, already an increasingly popular figure in Ireland and America,
especially among Irish Catholics, Parnell became the president of the Irish
National Land League, which had been recently founded by Michael Davitt.
This organization agitated for sweeping agricultural and economic reforms in
Ireland, going so far as to call for the abolition of landlordism. While Parnell
remained a strict “constitutionalist” who refused to endorse the “physical force”
nationalists, he approved openly of many controversial tactics of the Land
League, including rent strikes and social ostracism (boycotting), while refusing
to work actively to put an end to agrarian “outrages” that ranged from threat
ening letters and the maiming of livestock to physical assaults on and assassi
nations of “rack-renting” landlords and their agents. However much Parnell
claimed to remain fully within the law, he benefited politically from the violent
and sometimes murderous illegalities of his supporters during the “Land War”
of 1879-82.6
Parnell’s leadership of the Land League, and his earlier participation in the
tactic of “obstruction” (filibustering) in the British Parliament as a means of
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forcing consideration of Irish political issues, made him a controversial, even
much hated
in Britain among Tories and Liberals alike, to say nothing of
Unionists and most Anglo-Irish Protestants in Ireland (see for instance Morris
476). Paul Bew, a biographer of Parnell, argues that “even moderate national
ist opinion — let alone Irish Tories and Liberals — saw Parnell as an extrem
ist.. . hopelessly entangled in dangerous and speculative projects” (39). Even
so, by 1880 Parnell had become the chairman of the Irish Parliamentary Party
and the single most important Irish political figure since “the great Liberator,”
Daniel O’Connell. Parnell’s continued backing of the Land League, even after
major legislative concessions were made by the British government (the 1881
Land Law), prompted the prime minister, William Gladstone, to order his
arrest and call for Parliament to outlaw the Land League. When the already
high level of agrarian violence associated with the land agitation continued to
rise after Parnell’s detention in Kilmainham jail, Gladstone released him and
the other key members of the Land League and further promised to grant new
concessions on land reform, all in
for Parnells assistance in helping to
bring the violence to an end.7 The “Kilmainham Treaty,” as the deal was
known, was ultimately perceived by Parnells supporters as an immense triumph
for him and his party and further enhanced his status as an Irish patriot, hero,
statesman,
and martyr.
After
release, Parnell became the leader of the newly established Irish
National League, which sought Home Rule for Ireland. Having secured a
“sealed concordat” between the Roman Catholic Church and the nationalist
movement, Parnell and
party won a sweeping victory in the general election
of 1885, winning 86 seats and thereby gaining control of the balance of power
in the
elected parliament at Westminister. By 1886, Parnell had formed
alliance with Gladstone’s Liberals, having secured the assurance of the
prime minister that his government would introduce a Home Rule
for Ire
land. Following the narrow defeat of the First Home Rule
in 1886, the
Times began publication of “Parnellism and Crime.” A Special Commission
was established by Parliament (with Parnell’s consent), which effectively placed
the entire Nationalist movement on trial. Its purpose was to investigate Par
nell’s role in the Phoenix Park murders, as well as the complicity of nationalist in
mistress With the
rs
Fenian violence and the “outrages” of the land agitation.
revelation in 1889 that a man named Richard Piggot had forged the letters pur
portedly proving Parnell’s complicity in the Phoenix Park murders, the Irish
leader was vindicated, becoming in the process more popular than ever and
reaching the zenith of his political power. Home Rule seemed to be within his
and Ireland’s grasp.
But within months of his exoneration, Parnell’s career was
In
late December of 1889 he was named as correspondent in a divorce case initi
ated by Captain William O’Shea, a former member of Parliament and disaf
fected ally of Parnell, and the husband of Parnell’s English
for nearly
a decade, Katharine O’Shea. In 1890, the scandal surrounding his adulterous
relationship led to Gladstone’s repudiation of Parnell and to the rapid collapse
of popular support for the Irish leader. Having been officially denounced by the
Catholic clergy in Ireland, Parnell tried unsuccessfully to hold on to control of
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the Irish Party, which split in 1890 with a majority opposed to his continued
leadership. In 1891, Parnell’s already frail health deteriorated precipitously as
he sought in vain to recoup
political fortunes. Having once been the idol of
immense crowds in Ireland and America
he had been invited to meet
the president and address Congress), Parnell was roundly vilified in public; his
detractors included many Irish Catholics who were once his most ardent sup
porters. At
political rally, a member of the violently anti-Parnellite crowd
threw lime in Parnell’s face, and at another meeting an angry mob ripped the
doors off his
while a priest
“Down with libertinism!” (see Mor
ris 488). The Parnellite candidates were repudiated in a number of by-elec
tions, and with his personal and political reputation in
Parnell died
in 1891 at the age of forty-five. In death, however, he became an ever more
potent symbol of resurgent Irish nationalism, an immortal martyr whose very
name was a source of inspiration
Irish patriots eager to
their freedom
from British imperial rule.
This rough outline of Parnell’s career cannot do justice to the way in which
he was popularly described and imaged in Stoker’s day. For public rhetoric,
especially that of Parnell’s English (and Anglo-Irish) critics, often cast the Irish
leader in the role of a mythic, prophetic,
figure, or not infrequently a
tyrannical, demonic, and even monstrous one. For example, shortly before
Gladstone ordered the arrest of Parnell, the prime minister delivered one of the
most famous speeches of
career. His remarks were aimed at discrediting
Parnell’s attempted subversion of the Land Act of 1881 and were clearly meant
to warn the Irish leader that the Liberal government would make full use of its
powers in putting down what it regarded as a seditious attempt to inflame vio
lent agrarian resistance to British rule. On October 8,1881, Gladstone, speak
ing before a great crowd at the Cloth Hall banquet at Leeds, denounced Parnell
in a striking manner:
He desires to arrest the operation of the Land Act; to stand as Moses stood
between the living and the dead, to stand there not as Moses stood, to arrest, but
to spread the plague. ... If it shall appear that there is still to fought a final
conflict in Ireland between law on the one side and sheer lawlessness upon
the other, if the law purged from defect and from any taint of injustice is
still to be repelled and refused, and the first conditions of political society
to remain unfulfilled, then I say, gentlemen, without hesitation, the resources
ofcivilization against its enemies are
yet exhausted. (Quoted in Morley 3:
61; emphasis added)8

The speech, published in the Times (and thereafter regularly quoted in many
subsequent biographies of Gladstone and Parnell), is remarkable for its image
of Parnell as an inverted or demonic Moses, a false prophet and tyrannical lib
erator who inhabits the tenebrous realm between life and death, an alien and
malignant force with the necromantic power to hasten the plague even to the
shores of England itself. An avid
of political news, the future author
of “The Un-dead” (Stoker’s original title for Dracula) must surely have read
Gladstone’s speech.9 If so, his attention might well have been arrested by a
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nearby passage in the same speech in which Gladstone attacked those political
opponents (among whom Parnell was numbered) who falsely proclaimed that
“the vampire of free trade was insidiously sucking the life-blood of the country”
(quoted in Morley 3:61; emphasis added). Here Gladstone
against pro
tectionists such as Parnell who employ the false metaphor of the vampire
blacken the good name of free trade. But it is nonetheless suggestive that in
the very speech in which Parnell appears as a tyrannical prophet and unholy

THE IRISH FRANKENSTEIN.
“ The baneful and blood-stained Monster • • * yet
it not my Master to the ery
into it my own spirit? ” • • • • (Extract from the Works of 8. Parnell, M.P.)

Figure 2.
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necromancer who threatens to unleash a plague upon the land, Gladstone
should have prominently deployed the metaphor of the vampire.
In another celebrated speech of the same period, Gladstone denounced
Parnell and the Irish Nationalists as “marching through rapine
the disinte
gration of the Empire” (quoted in Churchill, Great Contemporaries 285; see also
Ranelagh 137). Shortly after the gruesome Phoenix Park
(Cavendish
and Burke were stabbed and their throats slashed with surgical knives), Sir John
Tenniel’s “The Irish Frankenstein,” a famous cartoon of Parnell as Victor
Frankenstein, appeared in the pages of Punch on May 20, 1882 (see figure 2).
Featuring Mary Shelleys monster as a masked, knife-wielding assassin in the
foreground (his pronounced subhuman traits betray the signs of contemporary
English racial stereotypes of the Irish) and a kneeling Parnell/Frankenstein in
the background, the cartoon seeks
blame the Irish leader for providing the
animating spirit of the monstrous crimes that have been perpetrated.10 Not
long after Parnell’s death, a newspaper article the Spectator, with the sugges
tive title “Banquo’s Ghost,” referred to the Irish leader as an “evil genius” (15
April 1893;
while another in the Fortnightly Review described him as
“that sad, strange, shadowy figure, prophet, desperado, ruler, madman, martyr
all one” (1 November 1893; 705).11 On October 24, 1885, on the eve of the
decisive elections that were
propel Parnell and the Irish Nationalists to a
leading role in Parliament, Punch published another remarkable cartoon by
Tenniel entitled “The Irish "Vampire”’ (see figure 1). The cartoon shows a
gigantic vampire bat hovering over a young and apparently unconscious female
figure, whose harp (labeled “Hibernia”) lies beside her. The scene is illuminat
ed by a full moon suspended above the horizon. Emblazoned across the out
spread wings of the vampire bat are the words: NATIONAL LEAGUE. The
bat bears a recognizably human face, its eyes focused on its victim, its bearded
mouth opened menacingly as it descends. The vampire’s features are so finely
detailed that its identity cannot
mistaken: it is Charles Stewart Parnell.12
Given the gothic and even vampiristic
that swirled around Par
nell in the 1880s and 90s, it seems likely that Stoker’s portrait of Dracula
should have drawn on the “myth” of the Irish leader for inspiration.13 This
hypothesis is strengthened when we
into account Stoker’s well document
ed interest in contemporary Irish and English politics, his direct involvement
in British imperial rule in Ireland as a one-time civil servant in the employ of
English authorities in Dublin Castle, his lifelong support of Irish Home Rule
and friendship with leading members of the nationalist movement, his passing
acquaintance with and deep admiration for Gladstone (with whom he discussed
Parnell), and his own equivocal feelings toward and disappointment in the
leader of the Irish Home Rule movement.14 Once seriously entertained, this
thesis draws considerable support from abundant and suggestive textual paral
lels between Parnell and Dracula that may be mobilized by the politically atten
tive reader of Stoker’s novel. For example, both Parnell and Dracula are known
for their haughty and reserved aristocratic bearing and for their uncanny power
of commanding respect and attention. An arresting phrase that Winston
Churchill uses to describe Parnell could easily find its place in Stoker’s descrip
tion of Count Dracula: “Here was ... a being who seemed to exercise uncon-
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sciously an indefinable sense of power in repose — of command awaiting the
hour” (Great Contemporaries 281).15 T. P. O’Connors 1891 biographical mem
oir of Parnell casts the Irish leader in a similar role:

What the Irish saw in Parnell was a man who was proud, scornful of Eng
lish indignation. . . . The strong nation was humbled by the weak, in the
person of Parnell; the proud conqueror baffled; the scorn of the dominant
race met with a scorn prouder, more daring and more deep. ... It was a
spirit’in some respects evil, and at first decidedly malignant; but it was the
spirit of self-confidence, pride and hope which Parnell thus inspired. . . .
Parnell . . . was the first man who, for two generations, approached the
proud and, as England then was, cruel and contemptuous
and
compelled him to stand and listen — and obey. (Quoted in Murphy 72-3)
Moreover, like Dracula, Parnell was often viewed in England as aforeign threat,
as a hostile alien presence who, as an MP at Westminister, pursued his designs
against English rule in Ireland while safely ensconced at the very heart of the
British Empire. Sir Charles Dilke, one of Parnell’s parliamentary adversaries,
described his antagonist with a mixture of awe and xenophobia: “He acted like
a foreigner. We could not get at him as at any other man in English public life.
He was not one of us in any sense. Dealing with him was like dealing with a
foreign power” (quoted in Murphy 77).16
Like Dracula, Parnell was said to possess an almost hypnotic gaze; the pen
etrating and fiery quality of his eyes is a commonplace in contemporary por
traits of the man.17 Both Parnell and Dracula are also distinguished by a
propensity for disguise. Dracula assumes not only the forms of a bat, wolf, and
dog but also the more prosaic ones of a coachman and of the bourgeois lawyer,
Jonathan Harker. In particular, the foreign aristocrat always conceals or trans
forms his appearance in order to make
his clandestine visits to his Eng
lish women: Lucy Westenra and Mina Harker. During his decade-long affair
with Kitty O’Shea, Parnell resorted to similar subterfuges when making his
semi-secret visits to his mistress in England, donning peculiar disguises in order
to pass unrecognized. One of Parnell’s most important political eutenants and
a friend of Stoker, William O’Brien, described meeting Parnell in a thick fog
near Greenwich in December of 1886, in a scene straight out of a late-Victori
gothic thriller:

I suddenly came upon Parnell’s figure emerging from the gloom in a guise
so strange and with a face so ghastly that the effect could scarcely have been
more startling if it was his ghost I met wandering in the eternal shades. He
wore a ... costume that could not well have looked more bizarre in a drea
ry London park if the object had been to attract attention. (Quoted in
Ranelagh 142)18

Parnell’s strange proclivity for disguise and invisibility became more pro
nounced after the scandal of his
with O’Shea broke. Like Dracula when
he is hunted down first in London and later in Transylvania, Parnell exhibited
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an understandable paranoia, a "constant fear of being followed, and made
attempts at disguise which only served to give him a sinister appearance” (Bew
96). Henry Labouchere, a political advisor of Parnell and another friend of
Stoker, warned the Irish leader about the dangers of attempting to pass among
the "teeming millions” of London (Dracula 71): “Do not go into the East End
or you will be taken for Jack the Ripper” (quoted in Bew 96). Given Stoker's
comment that the 1888 Whitechapel murders of Jack the Ripper “originated
from the same source” as the murders in Dracula, Labouchere’s anecdote con
cerning Parnell is unusually suggestive.19
Stoker often seems to have seized upon Parnell’s most peculiar personal
habits for his portrait of Dracula. For example, one of Parnell’s more notable
eccentricities, commented upon frequently contemporaries and later biogra
phers, was his
with finding gold in the Wicklow mountains near his
ancestral estate (see
7-8; and Churchill, Great Contemporaries
Stok
er’s vampire, in the guise of the mysterious coachman who transports Jonathan
Harker to Castle Dracula, pursues a similarly weird obsession when he chases
a supernatural blue flame that one night a year indicates the location of “hid
den gold” buried beneath the ground about his estate (Dracula 33). Parnell’s
many personal oddities included an unusually superstitious disposition; for
example, he had an intense "loathing” of the color green — a serious handicap
an Irish politician with nationalist aspirations (see
9). This tendency
finds its exaggerated counterpart in Dracula, whose entire life is bounded by
superstitions of the most varied and deadly serious kind. As Van Helsing puts
it, "tradition and superstition are everything” to the count (Dracula 307). Even
Parnell’s alleged paranormal ability to detect the presence of his beloved Kitty
O’Shea when she entered the Ladies’ Gallery in the House of Commons has its
echo in the telepathic connection that exists between Dracula and his female
victims, especially with the woman responsible, at least indirectly, for his final
downfall, Mrs. Mina Harker.20 In short, Stoker seems to have ransacked the
Parnell legend for a great many personal effects with which to costume his
gothic villain. The cumulative effect of these many
is a
demonized portrait of Parnell as criminal, sensualist, adulterer, aristocrat, and
demon, who threatens the domestic harmony, legal structures, political institu
tions, and moral conventions that undergird Victorian society and the British
Empire.
3. "I would

master still”

Although Dracula has most frequently been understood by critics to pose
chiefly a psychosexual or sociocultural threat to Victorian England, Stoker
places great emphasis upon the political stature of the count and insists upon the
larger historical significance of his attempted invasion of Britain. Dracula him
self repeatedly emphasizes for his Victorian bourgeois foes that as count he has
"commanded nations, and intrigued for them, and fought for them, hundreds
of years before they were born” (370). Like Parnell’s many political antagonists,
the would-be destroyers of Dracula must concede that their enemy is a great
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political figure. As Van Helsing puts it, “then was he no common
for in
that time, and for centuries after, he was spoken of as the cleverest and the most
cunning, as well as the bravest of the sons of the ‘land beyond the forest’” (309);
“he was in ife a most wonderful man. Soldier, statesman, and alchemist. . . .
He had a mighty brain, a learning beyond compare, and a heart that knew no
fear and no remorse” (388-9). Pressing forward with recent efforts to read
Dracula in political terms, I suggest that Stoker’s Dracula retains much of Par
nell’s political significance and revolutionary character — that is, his assault on
the inhabitants of England is linked with a persistent historical threat of polit
ical violence directed against British rule in Ireland. However, it must be
emphasized that Dracula’s polymorphous capacities as a political figure exceed
even those of Parnell. As such, Dracula’s personal and genealogical history also
associates him with a group to which Parnell was linked by familial and class
affiliation, but to which the progressive and even revolutionary political objec
tives of the Irish leader were opposed: the traditional Anglo-Irish Ascendancy
in its conservative, imperialistic, and politically repressive historical role. In a
virtually Derridean sense, the figure of Dracula functions as a “trace,” or “mar
gin,” the site at which fundamental historical and cultural differences are at
once generated and dissolved, a kind of symbolic hinge through which con
flicting religious ideologies and political animosities
move, converge and
diverge.21
The identification of Dracula as both Irish political revolutionary and
exploitative Anglo-Irish landlord is facilitated by David Glover’s recent work,
which argues for geographical and ethnographic similarities between nine
teenth-century Ireland and the imaginary representation of Transylvania and
the Balkans in Stoker’s fiction (see Glover 32-43, 73). “Transylvania,” as Van
Helsing knows, means literally, “Beyond the Forest,” which is strikingly close to
the phrase current from the fourteenth century on that was used to describe
those parts of Gaelic Ireland lying outside of Anglo-Norman and later British
control: “Beyond the Pale.” In general, the conditions in Dracula’s homeland,
however much they reflect the “real” state of nineteenth-century Transylvania
and Wallachia (or at
rate, the popular descriptions of these places provided
by British travelers and tourists), correspond to many of those in Ireland in the
latter half of the nineteenth century. Both are characterized by divisive and
even murderous ethnic
(Dracula 449); both are notable for their rela
tive poverty, economic backwardness, and depressed agricultural state; in both
an exploited peasantry suffers from the depredations of a declining (and some
times absentee) landholding class clinging desperately to feudal or neo-feudal
privileges; both are inhabited by a rural population that appears to secularized
British Anglicans as extraordinarily superstitious (which is to say Catholic);
both have suffered in the recent past from
plagues and disasters that
have led to a massive depopulation of the countryside
413);22 both have
suffered from centuries of
political and religious strife, and imperial
rule by foreign peoples, some of whom have attempted to impose an alien reli
gion upon the populace; and both may be said to lack, in any strict sense, a
national identity that supersedes ethnic, religious, cultural, and dynastic affilia
tions.
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Draculas name, as more than one critic has noted, is a homonym for the
Gaelic phrase “droch fhola? meaning “bad blood” (see Belford 264; and Lloyd
119). In keeping with the Irish roots of his gothic tale, Stoker provides the
count with a noble genealogy that departs fancifully from that of the historical
Dracula but symbolically aligns his ancestry with that of the Anglo-Irish
Ascendancy, from which Parnell (and far more distantly and indirectly Stoker
himself) descended: “We Szekelys have a right to be proud, for in our veins
flows the blood of many brave races who fought as the lion fights, for lordship.
Here, in the whirlpool of European
” (42). Like the ancestors of the
Anglo-Irish Ascendancy, the Draculas
to rule by right of conquest.
Moreover, the Szekelys and the Anglo-Irish are by
means pure-blooded but
rather descended from several waves of conquering peoples: Berserkers, Huns,
and Magyars on the one hand; Celts, Norsemen, Old English (Normans), and
New English on the other. The racially hybridized Draculas have fought a
series of religious wars against the Turks, as well as dynastic and territorial
struggles against the Hungarians (to say nothing of the Lombards, Avars, and
Bulgars). Similarly the Anglo-Irish for centuries have been immersed in reli
gious warfare (principally between Protestants and Catholics), dynastic strug
gles (the Jacobite challenge of the late seventeenth century), and violent
attempts to assert or maintain their political autonomy in the face of foreign
invaders, including such anti-British interlopers as the Spanish and French.
Even the imperial
of the Draculas in the Balkans and Asia Minor, as
the occasional allies of the Hungarians and the Four Nations, echo the impor
tant role members of the Anglo-Irish played in advancing and defending the
British Empire throughout the world. (The Duke of Wellington, Sir Richard
Burton, and Garnet Wolseley, as well as many other prominent heroes of
British imperialism, were all Anglo-Irish). To be sure, Draculas encyclopedic
summary of
noble “house” and “race” can seem confusing, convoluted, and
even contradictory. (Are the Szekelys foes or kin of the Magyars? Are the
Draculas defenders of or apostates from the one true faith? Are Dracula’s
ancestors foreign conquerors or native patriots?) But if my thesis is correct, the
obscurities and anomalies of Dracula’s ancestral history are partly explicable as
the analogue of the peculiarly complex and tangled history of the Anglo-Irish
Ascendancy that produced an Irish nationalist and revolutionary such as Par
nell. As Foster explains, the “Protestant Ascendancy” included members
“whose descent could be Norman, Old English, Cromwellian or even (in a very
few cases) ancient Gaelic” (Modern Ireland 170). It is worth noting that Par
nell’s own heritage was unusually hybridized even for an Anglo-Irish landlord:
his mother was an American. Like Dracula, Parnell could claim direct descent
from a number of famous patriots, politicians, rebels, and warriors; his mater
nal grandfather was the famous Admiral Stewart — “Old Ironsides” — who
distinguished himself in several naval battles against the British in the War of
1812.
It may seem odd that a foreign nobleman should symbolize for Stoker a rev
olutionary threat to the British imperial order. But one must remember that for
centuries many of the most celebrated
of Irish resistance to English rule
were aristocrats — Hugh O’Neill, Red Hugh O’Donnell, Edward Fitzgerald —
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or members of the Anglo-Irish (Protestant) Ascendancy — Theobald Wolfe
Tone, Robert Emmett, Henry Grattan, and Parnell. To be sure, by Parnells
day, the great majority of Ascendancy landlords
historical anachronisms
fighting a rearguard action against the progressive forces of English liberalism
and the more radical challenge of Fenianism, the Irish Land League, and the
National League. A few of the more astute and pragmatic members of the
Ascendancy were aware of the precarious nature of their economic fortunes and
political power. In the opinion of at least one of Parnell’s biographers, it may
well have been his profound sense of the historical decline and politically vul
nerable position of the Ascendancy that contributed to Parnell’s revolutionary
ardor.
offers the controversial thesis that Home Rule or complete Irish
independence might have been the means by which Parnell, "a conservative . .
. nationalist with a radical tinge,” hoped to salvage the declining political and
economic fortunes of the Ascendancy (136). In Bew’s view, Parnell (like Yeats
and Lady Gregory in a later phase of nationalist agitation) hoped that by sev
ering ties with England, an independent Ireland might provide a safe haven for
the Ascendancy, a last refuge from the onslaught of egalitarian modernization
(see 73-4, 90, and 136-7).23
The count acknowledges that the glory of his house is a thing of the past:
"The warlike days are over. Blood is too precious a thing in these days of dis
honorable peace; and the glories of the great races are as a tale that is told”
(Dracula 43). In Stoker’s novel the sanguinary pursuits of the
aristoc
racy are literalized in the course of history and belittled as Dracula’s monstrous
blood-drinking addiction — an old habit just can’t seem to kick. Vampirism
is not so much the practice of a healthy nobility in its historical prime as the
decadent habit of a senescent class that tries desperately to
its existence
long after it has lost its political raison d'être. Like the Undead, the Ascendan
cy live beyond their historical moment. Stoker’s image of this decaying class is
reinforced
depiction of the count’s precarious financial status. Harker is
shocked
his discovery at Castle Dracula that the count must live entirely
without servants. The noble boyar performs the most "menial offices” (41) of
cook, chamber maid, and coachman. The count often laments the passing of
his aristocratic
of life: "the walls of my castle are broken; the shadows are
many, and the wind breathes cold through the broken battlements and case
ments” (36). The medieval ruins of castles, homes, and churches that Dracula
inhabits in his native Transylvania and in England reveal the Ascendancy not
in its historical glory but at the point of its ultimate financial and political col
lapse. Although he continues to claim the feudal prerogatives of the nobility,
the count
no longer rely
the wealth of his landed estate for his financial
sustenance. Castle Dracula is thus Stoker’s gothic counterpart to the doomed
"Big House” of the Anglo-Irish historical novel. Stoker’s depiction of the
count’s predatory abuse of the local Transylvanian peasantry
well echo the
kind of Fenian denunciation of Ascendancy landlords as "cormorant vampires”
and "coroneted ghouls” made popular by Parnell’s associate Michael Davitt or
his sister Fanny Parnell (see Foster, Modern Ireland 375; and Glover 51). As the
fortunes of the ruling class degenerate, it resorts to ever more desperate and
exploitative measures — bleeding the peasantry dry.
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Parnell’s reputation for liberality, his widely acknowledged status as a pro
gressive, entrepreneurial, and generous landlord, set him apart from the great
majority of Anglo-Irish landlords of his time. Nonetheless, his own financial
fortunes
be echoed in Dracula’s increasingly dire economic predicament.
For Parnell’s Wicklow estates,
those of a great many of his Ascendancy
compatriots, were unprofitable and by 1883 heavily mortgaged. So anxious was
Parnell for finances that he was forced to rely on his mass of political support
ers for funds; the
huge subscription of £37,000 they generated
came to be known as “the Parnell tribute” (Bew 62). One of Parnell’s less suc
cessful schemes — a massive program for the reclamation of abandoned estates
in the West of Ireland — may correspond to Dracula’s equally disastrous real
estate speculations in London. Parnell and an associate made vast and widely
publicized purchases of uncultivated lands in County Galway with the appar
ent intention of relocating thousands of Irish peasants to these new areas in
attempt to reclaim estates that had been abandoned by absentee landlords (see
Bew 63-4). Dracula buys up abandoned property in London, which he hopes
to resettle and presumably repopulate with his growing army of vampiristic vic
tims. Dracula’s clandestine scheme proves as fruitless as did Parnell’s widely
publicized one.
But given the highly fluid character of Dracula’s identity, another logically
inconsistent but oneirically compatible interpretation of Dracula’s attempt to
reestablish himself in London suggests itself. As Eagleton has argued, the
extended subplot
Dracula’s transportation of coffins filled with earth
literalizes, via the dream logic of gothic romance, a conventional political
insight of the period: the Ascendancy cannot survive without their landed
property. Separated from his blessed/cursed plot of earth, which in Dracula’s
view has been sanctified by the blood of the many battles fought over it, the
Ascendancy lord will perish — his existence is unimaginable without it (Eagle
ton 215-6; see also Deane 89-90). Ironically, it is this very dependence on the
soil that Emits Dracula’s mobility and renders him a virtual corpse during busi
ness hours. From this vantage point, Dracula seems to represent the conserva
Ascendancy landlord rather than Parnell, whose detractors often attacked
him as “a social radical totally lacking in respect for the rights of property” (Bew
136). The more extreme demands of Parnell’s Land League — the abolition of
landlordism, redistributionist land reform — certainly represent political solu
tions at odds with Dracula’s anachronistic hopes of clinging to his ancestral
estates in Transylvania. However, it should be remembered that in his ongoing
negotiations with Gladstone over the Land Acts and Home Rule, Parnell
fought for assurances that the dispossessed Irish landlords would be hand
somely compensated, if not by the British taxpayer, then by the Irish. If then
Dracula plays out in an oneiric mode the often bloody struggle over property
rights in Ireland, in which the landed estates of the Ascendancy were under
stood as both cause and object of centuries of civil conflict, the count’s attempt
to transfer his “property” to England might also be understood as the
metaphoric equivalent of his looking to the English law for the protection and
preservation of his financial and social interests. Like those Ascendancy land
lords whose estates
purchased from them
the terms of the Land Act,
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and who in many cases moved to England where they attempted (not always
successfully) to reconstitute their fortunes, Dracula abandons his manorial
estates overseas and attempts to recoup his financial position in London, all in
an ultimately vain attempt to escape the historical fate of his anachronistic
European class: annihilation.
At certain moments, Dracula strikes a less intransigent pose, as if he were
not so much an alien invader as a displaced refugee (of however noble a back
ground) who seeks a new home within the secure order of Victorian Britain.
Abandoned by his servants and peasants, who fear and despise their “lord,”
Dracula reluctantly seems to undergo a metamorphosis that arguably is the
“real” historical counterpart of
more supernatural acts of transformation: he
learns to become an (English) bourgeois. He prospects for gold, acquires the
professional skills of the rising middle-class — Jonathan Harker suggests the
count “would have made a wonderful solicitor” (45) — and increasingly trans
fers his wealth into liquid assets (the bank notes and gold coins he stuffs under
his clothes in London), which supplant land as the modern form of capital.24
As Stephen Arata has argued, Dracula, as the Occidental counterpart of the
British orientalist, studies, masters, and ultimately learns to mimic the ways of
the new ascendant class of English imperialists and businessmen; in short he
learns to “pass” as a Victorian gentleman in London itself (632, 634-41).25
The result is an odd inversion of the traditional social hierarchy. In a ges
ture that typifies much of Victorian literature of the late imperial period, Stok
seems unusually concerned to characterize his middle-class crusaders as the
true inheritors of the mantle of nobility: as Van Helsing says to Mina, “your
husband is noble nature, and you are noble too, for you trust” (238). In gener
al, Stokers romance faithfully carries out a narrative strategy that appears in
British literature at least as early as the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries, wherein the highest or purest form of nobility belongs to the ascen
dant bourgeois characters, who supplant the degenerate aristocracy of the
ancien regime. This
inversion of the social hierarchy helps to explain
why Stoker’s gothic romance, which presumably is less bounded by the conven
tions of the nineteenth-century realistic novel, is nonetheless so relentlessly
obsessed with the details of business agreements, clinical reports, and legal con
tracts. Dracula provides a
landscape in which the historically incom
patible aristocratic and bourgeois forms of class identity, lodged in competing
notions of economic and political status, blood-lines and inheritance, civil and
property rights, might be juxtaposed, inverted, or transformed. While the spir
itual ennoblement and social elevation of bourgeois characters is effected
through their supernatural battle with the “last” surviving representative of an
older aristocratic order, their struggle is fought with the material weapons of
business contracts, legal forms, medical reports, train schedules, and the other
tools of the professional bourgeoisie. The Victorian middle-class protagonists
claim for themselves the forms of honor, glory, spirituality, and religious eleva
tion that used to be the “privilege” of the aristocracy, while requiring that all the
material prerogatives of the count be legitimized and regulated by the customs
and laws of a middle-class liberal democratic regime.
Of course, Dracula’s metamorphosis into a bourgeois might be understood
as
more than a Machiavellian pose that enables him to preserve rather than
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relinquish his claim to mastery and lordship: “I have been so long master that
I would be master still — or at least that none other should be master of me”
(32). His “occidentalism” would not then signal his willing assimilation to
modern bourgeois culture but would instead represent the tactical means by
which Dracula hopes to conquer England and
in Van Helsing’s words,
“a new order of beings” (389). Here, Parnells career provides a clear historical
analogue. Though the foremost Irish political
of
day, he spoke with
an impeccable English accent and struck
fellow Irish parliamentarians as
“the most English Irishman ever yet seen” (see Churchill, Great Contemporaries
282; and Bew 9).26
a liberal-minded entrepreneurial Protestant landlord
law
divide
mere
loyalty 
ng
owed
his
anboth
his
his
to improve
own
and
fortunes, Parnell
changes
hisby ’ material
an his tenants
appeared to most of
contemporaries to have aligned himself with progres
no
sive political and social ideas in England. Moreover, like Dracula, who studies,
among other things, English “politics” and “ ” (30), and whose careful, pre
cise and systematic manner of carrying out
plans is praised by his enemies
(291), Parnell
a great deal of
success to his ability to master and
manipulate the complex rules and rhetoric of the English legal and parliamen
tary systems. As
avowed “constitutionalist,” Parnell did not openly embrace
violent resistance to British rule in Ireland, but virtue of his talents as a par
liamentarian, popular campaigner, public speaker, fund raiser, and demagogic
nationalist politician, he managed to threaten the power of the empire in a way
other figure of
age did.
Like Gladstone and the Liberals, who in the early 1880s discovered that
even the most sweeping land reforms would neither satisfy Parnell nor defini
tively resolve the Irish Question, Van Helsing and
Victorian allies must
admit that their struggle with Dracula does not end even after they (symboli
cally) repossess
English properties and force him to flee from London.
More is at stake here than the
tenure, distribution, and control of land and
property. Even as he is driven from English shores, the count swears to pursue
his mortal struggle against his foes: “My revenge is just begun! I spread it over
centuries, and time is on my side” (394). We catch here a hint of the unbridge
able
between the revolutionary nobleman and the representatives of the
Victorian imperial order. For the truly intractable issue seems to be not Drac
ula’s financial interests or the
his presence promises to make in the
tenure and title of property but rather the count’s threat to the political
that binds the British subject to the Empire. Until he is utterly defeated and
destroyed, the count, as leader of the Undead and as master of those who have
been infected by his desires, will claim as his own people those — like Mina —
who have hitherto been the dutiful subjects of Britannia.
Of course, like Parnell, Dracula ultimately does not rely entirely upon the
efficacy of constitutional means but as a “prophet armed” benefits from the con
stant if implicit threat of violence. Here we come to one of the most signifi
cant subterranean connections between “the Rebel Prince” of Ireland (Morris
468) and the Transylvanian prince of darkness: their unholy associations with
murder, rapine, and bloodshed. In
incendiary speech as famous as Glad
stone’s at Leeds on October 8, 1881, Parnell defended himself and his contin
ued opposition to the Land Act at Wexford on October 9. Characterizing the
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EngEsh prime minister as “this masquerading knight errant, this pretended
champion of the liberties of every other nation
those of the Irish nation”
and as a “schoolboy” whistEng “on his
through a churchyard at night to
keep up his courage” (terms ironically appropriate to Van Helsing and his band
of Victorian “crusaders”), Parnell notably refused Gladstone’s
to repu
diate pubEcly the Fenian “dynamite policy” (O’Shea 1: 194-8). Arguing that,
in Gladstone’s view, “no man is good in Ireland until he is buried and unable to
strike a blow for Ireland,” Parne virtually defied the prime minister to arrest
him (1: 195). In an
that quickly became a standard anecdote in the
Parnell hagiography, the Irish leader, when a supporter asked who would take
his place if he were jailed, responded: “Ah, if I am arrested Captain Moon ght
wi take my place” (quoted in O’Shea 1: 198). Parnell’s reply was a
veiled threat of new agrarian outrages to be carried out on the part of violent
“moonlighters,” as they were commonly known. Their widespread and much
feared nocturnal visitations, which, in a few of the more spectacular cases publicized at the hearings of the Special Commission, led to the deaths of women
and children, provide the turbulent historical background to Dracula’s own sur
reptitious moonlight depredations. (It is suggestive that Dracula on several
occasions quite EteraUy assumes the form of moonlight when carrying out his
nocturnal attacks on Renfield, Mina, and Lucy).27
Though never substantiated, the public charges that Parnell tacitly sup
ported agrarian outrages, the Phoenix Park murders, the dynamite campaign
waged by Irish-American Fenians in the heart of London in 1883 and 1884,
and the renewed violence that flared up in the late 1880s in the aftermath of
the defeat of the First Home Rule
assured Parnell’s reputation as a kind of
revolutionary terrorist and seditious criminal of the most brutal kind, a “real”
alien monster who sought by any means at his disposal to dissolve the Act of
Union that married Ireland to the British Empire. If the ultimate horror of
Dracula’s campaign against the English nation is not the deaths of a handful of
middle-class Londoners but rather the creation of a “new order of beings” who
might come into existence at the very heart of the British imperium (389), then
Parnell’s greatest threat was not the violent murder of British subjects but the
prospect that he might bring into
a whole new people, a nation of free
Irish citizens under his leadership.

4. “the children of the night”
Stoker’s theoretical commitment to Home Rule and his backing of Irish
nationali was qualified by his disapproval of violent Fenianism and many of
Parnell’s tactics, and it was surely in tension with
enthusiasm for the glory
of the British Empire.28 Consequently his portrait of the would-be nationalist
liberator accentuates the ethically questionable aspects of revolutionary politics.
Nevertheless, Stoker cannot help but generate sympathy for his vampire. Mina
Harker, though already a victim of Dracula’s assault, which puts her soul at
peril,
pity for the count, the “saddest case of all” (397). The moral
rhetoric of his foes continually circles back to credit Dracula with a formerly
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noble nature that has at some indeterminate moment in the distant historical
past, and in a manner that Stoker refuses to specify,
corrupt. In a
moment of empathy, Mina implies that the counts demonic behavior is, in a
theological sense, not a product of his unfettered will. Her liberal Protestant
ideology identifies Dracula as a victim, that is, as one who has also been the
prey of a vampire. She insists that he must truly yearn for freedom, for release
from
condition (397). Jonathan Harkers passing suggestion that it is the
"holiest” love that has led many a good soul into "the ghastly ranks” (383) is of
course part of the romantic repertoire of the gothic form, but it is also ambigu
ous enough to allow for a kind of patriotic love of one’s own kin or country that
might partially exonerate both Dracula and Parnell. This intriguing possibili
ty is strengthened by Dracula’s answer to the rebuke that he has
loved:
"Yes, I too can love; you yourselves can tell it from the past” (55). In
excur
sus on vampirism, Van Helsing suggests that Dracula, the proud Transylvanian
voïvode, for all his power and rank, is "not free.
he is even more prisoner
than the slave of the galley, than the madman in his cell” (308). Stoker’s liber
al sensibility breaks through to grant a
concession: the evil of Dracula is
intimately connected with and possibly even a product of his lack of liberty.
Stoker’s novel thereby dramatizes the dialectical nature of the romantic
struggle for political liberation and thereby replays a trope of English (and
Anglo-Irish) thought that dates back at least as far as Burke’s Reflections on the
France. In Dracula the enlightenment
goal of total liberation
ion in he
his
warder,
turns into a nightmare of figure
terrorism, murder, and brutal sensualism. The spe
cific Irish backdrop of Parnell’s quest for Home Rule darkens Stoker’s gothic
fable; the action of the novel takes place in the wider context of a conquered
people’s struggle for political self-determination and against an empire that
claimed to grant full liberties and protection under the law to all its subjects.
On at least one occasion, Dracula assumes the metaphoric guise of a would-be
liberator of an enslaved people. He appears before Mina as "a sort of pillar of
cloud” (333), which prompts Mrs. Harker to remember the passage from Exo
dus 13: 21-22, "And the Lord went before them by day in a pillar of cloud, to
lead them the way; and by night in a pillar of fire, to give them light.”29 In
short, Dracula appears in the guise of the Lord leading the children of Israel
out of captivity in Egypt. To be sure, Dracula, unlike Parnell, never appears
before the Irish nation, nor even before characters explicitly identified as Irish.
Nonetheless, seems attractive to and attracted by those individuals and types
who are marginalized and disenfranchised in Victorian England: women, for
eigners, the poor, and inmates of mental asylums.30
More than any other
in Dracula the character of Renfield serves as a
stand-in for the Irish adherents of Parnell and the nationalist cause. Though
Renfield is nowhere referred to as Irish,
condition as
imprisoned subject
under direct British supervision, one who in the absence of his English
John Seward, must be monitored by an Irish doctor named Patrick Hennessey,
provides fertile ground for an allegorical reading. Renfield's erratic conduct fol
lows a pattern that Parnell’s detractors detected in his most troublesome Irish
Catholic and Fenian followers. His violent outbursts correspond closely to the
slightest movements and the merest whims of his "Master” (132). As the vam
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pire-killers discover, his actions are a barometer of Draculas
and desires.
Like the Irish peasants who were reported to have knelt in the presence of Par
nell, Renfield is capable of extreme acts of worshipful self-abasement. When
the count bids him to be patient, he becomes a docile, even model subject, while
at other times, when possessed by the count, he fights “like a tiger,” “more like
a wild beast than a man” (135). The particulars of his murderous attack on
Seward, in which Renfield uses the Doctors (presumably surgical) knife as a
weapon,
to recall one of the more sensational details of the Phoenix Park
murders of Cavendish and Burke. While the immediate context of this assault
suggests that Renfield’s attack is merely an outbreak of homicidal mania, his
verbal outbursts raise the prospect that he is fighting, or at least believes he is
fighting, against institutional oppression and for his political rights and prop
erty, as well as for his beloved leader: “They shan’t rob me! they shan’t murder
me by inches! I’ll fight for my Lord and Master!” (203). Placed within the con
text of Fenian and agrarian violence in Ireland, Renfield’s remarks appear as a
demonic parody of the political slogans employed by violent nationalists and
Parnellite advocates of land reform. Read allegorically, Renfield emerges as the
nightmarish image of the “crazed” moonlighter and “insane” nationalist agita
tor that Parnell was
to have sponsored and even directed.
Stoker deepens the portrait of Renfield by granting him moments of lucid
ity which he articulates a doctrine of human liberation and self-government.
In one telling scene, Renfield claims that he is as sane as at least the majority
of men who are in full possession of their liberties” (314). His request is sim
ple and straightforward: as a subject capable of rational self-government,
should be set free: “Let me go! let me go! let me go!” (317). For Renfield, spir
itual or mental freedom without possession of concrete civil liberties is a con
tradiction in terms: “I want to think and I cannot think freely when my body
is confined”
Above all, he wishes to be sent “home" without delay (313;
emphasis added). His demand for freedom is linked explicitly with the demand
for his own home(land); were he capable of rational self-government, he would
deserve to live in his own home unsupervised by English warders. Of course,
Seward and Van Helsing suspect that Renfield’s rationality, dignity, and self
possession are merely a form of madness, all the more so because Renfield refers
to the count as his “lord and master,” whom he might serve in “some diabolical
way” (320). For all their devotion to liberalism, enlightenment science, ratio
nality, and the rule of law,
and Van Helsing refuse to grant that Ren
field could be a rational creature capable of self-government.31 Like many Irish
subjects caught in the violence between Fenians and the British crown, Ren
field perishes in the brutal, conflict without ever regaining his “home.” Stoker
clearly lays the blame for Renfield’s violent death on the count. But Renfield’s
peculiar complaint, “I don’t care for the pale people” (361), with its buried pun,
hints that his British custodians, or at the very least, those who inhabit the
of British government within the Pale, are in some manner partly responsible
for his dismal
Even his
tacitly recognize that they must share
the burden for his demise, for otherwise they would not resort to falsifying his
death certificate to avoid an unwanted inquest (373).
If Renfield functions at a deep symbolic level as an allegorical stand-in for
those Irish subjects whose hopes for national self-determination
frustrathttps://egrove.olemiss.edu/jx/vol2/iss1/7
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ed, or even for those who were callously sacrificed in the struggle for land
reform and Home Rule, then Quincy Morris assumes an oddly ambivalent if
critical role in the unfolding of the "political unconscious” of the novel. As an
American, Morris would presumably be
indifferent to relations between
Ireland and England. Nevertheless, the intriguing possibility remains that this
rough and ready representative of the Wild West and the new American impe
rialism may himself have a hidden stake in English-Irish politics. This specu
lation is supported by certain highly suspicious if shadowy connections between
Morris and Dracula. Morris is the first to use the term "vampire” in the novel
or to suggest that Lucy has been bitten by a vampire bat. Lucy’s condition
unexpectedly deteriorates rapidly immediately after she receives a transfusion of
blood from Morris; previous transfusions by contrast worked to halt or at least
slow the advance of her vampirism. During a scene in which Van Helsing and
the others hold a conclave indoors in which Dracula is first named as their
enemy, Morris leaves the group, and then fires into the room where the vam
pire-killers are assembled, subsequently claiming that he was aiming for a vam
pire bat (on the window sill) that no one else inside the home had noticed.
Later, after Dracula makes a hasty escape following his critical assault on Mina
Harker, Quincy is inexplicably seen running from the house and hiding in the
shadow of a great yew tree outside the asylum. Still later Jonathan and Mina
are awakened
suspicious noises outside their bedroom door; suspecting
another assault by Dracula, Jonathan opens the door only to discover . . . Mor
ris. All of these details suggest that Quincy, although he ultimately sacrifices
his life in an effort to kill Dracula, is nevertheless secretly allied with the count.
On the basis of this evidence, Arata argues that Morris is to be seen as an
instance of a new American imperialism that challenges the global dominance
of the British Empire (642-3). But another possibility remains. Like the IrishAmerican Fenians and allies of Parnell, who worked actively (and secretly) in
the United States and the United Kingdom for the violent overthrow of Eng
lish government in Ireland, Morris — whose original first name in Stoker’s
notes for the novel was "Brutus,” assassin of the emperor Caesar — seems to
harbor a hidden if complex antipathy to the representatives of the British impe
rial order (see Frayling 342). Whether or not "Morris” is intended by Stoker to
an Irish-American name,32 the importance of America and Americans in
Parnell’s struggle against British rule would not have been underestimated by
the author of Dracula. Parnell made several tours of the United States (as did
Stoker), where he raised money and popular support for his political designs,
lobbied Congress and the American presidency for moral and diplomatic assis
tance, and in general looked to the United States for resources in order to press
his case with the British Parliament. As the archetypal American in Stoker’s
gothic romance, Morris serves to embody the
and deeply ambivalent
attitude of the United States towards imperial Britain, an attitude profoundly
affected
the large Irish-American immigrant community that wielded a
growing political influence in late-nineteenth-century American politics.
One last group of characters who seem especially susceptible to the charms
of Dracula is, of course, women. Critics of Dracula have made much of Stok
er’s profound suspicion of "the New Woman” and the way in which his hostili
ty toward female emancipation informs his gothic romances and novels (see
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Glover 100-135; and Senf). I would suggest that Stoker’s anti-feminist sym
pathies, so palpably evident in Dracula, draw considerable inspiration from the
often problematic relationships between Parnell and the various women who
played significant roles in his political and personal life. Dracula reincarnates
in the form of gothic romance the semi-mythical portrait of Parnell as both
criminal and sensualist. Most thoughtful political analysts of Parnell’s career,
even those not predisposed to sympathize with his political ambitions, would
grant that the charge of sensualism against Parnell had little basis. Few dis
puted that he was devoted to Katharine O’Shea, to whom he was faithful from
the beginning of their relationship until
death. The couple had a daughter
who died in infancy and were, in fact, belatedly but legally married after
O’Shea’s divorce became final. Thus, the anti-Parnellite myth of the man as
libertine, though based on a substantiated charge of adultery, was a gross mis
characterization. Even so, in rendering his gothic portrait of the polymorphic
Dracula, Stoker turns as readily to the demonic myth of Parnell as to a histor
ically trustworthy biography of the real man.
Allowing for the greater sensualism of Dracula, whose memorable taunt,
"your girls that you all love are mine already” (394), resonates throughout the
novel, Stoker’s portrait of the count as womanizer and roué nevertheless bor
rows from and freely transforms Parnell’s life in melodramatic ways. For
Katharine O’Shea was much more than Parnell’s adulterous lover; she was also
one of his closest and most influential political confidantes. A key intermedi
ary between Parnell and Gladstone, she served as a semi-secret courier for their
political correspondence and in general as a kind of diplomatic intermediary for
her husband in his parliamentary and political
When the public scan
dal surrounding O’Shea’s adulterous relationship broke, the sudden visibility of
her erotic hold on Parnell led detractors to cast her in terms as gothic and
mythical as those applied to Parnell. She was “O’Shea Who Must Be Obeyed”
(an
to H. Rider Haggard’s She, who seeks to usurp the throne of
Queen Victoria) and even more suggestively “the were-wolf woman of Irish
politics” (Marlow 259). O’Shea’s fictional counterpart, Mina Harker, is like
wise granted by Dracula something of the same power and status that Parnell
conferred upon his
“Queenie.” She is aware of Dracula’s every move
ment and by virtue of her psychosexual bond with the count has access to male
political plans and secret knowledge that would otherwise be denied by her lib
eral middle-class English husband and his friends. At a time when women
could not vote or hold public office, Katharine O’Shea was granted not only the
ear of Parnell but also that of the prime minister of England. By a force of cir
cumstance as compelling as that which led Gladstone to accept O’Shea’s
uniquely influential role despite her sex, Van Helsing and the vampire killers are
compelled to hang upon every word of the telepathic Mina Harker. Though
they wish to exclude her entirely from their councils, inevitably the enemies of
Dracula consult her, and they finally come to depend upon her analysis and
advice to deal effectively with the count. Like O’Shea, Mina becomes the
morally compromised but nonetheless powerful female medium at the center of
a political crisis that is international in scope.
The legend of Parnell’s “tragic” fall often casts O’Shea in the critical role as
the seducer or corrupter of the heroic nationalist and political liberator. Parhttps://egrove.olemiss.edu/jx/vol2/iss1/7
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nell’s contemporaries, adherents, and early biographers were wont to see Par
nell’s weakness for a married woman as
fatal flaw, the singular cause of his
political catastrophe. While his relationship with O’Shea was an open
among the more knowledgeable Irish and English politicians of the day, its
public disclosure was the event that precipitated the end of his political career
and any immediate prospect for Irish Home Rule. Parnell shares with Dracu
la a fatal destiny in which an English woman (O’Shea, Mina) who is the object
of the hero/villain’s obsessive attentions proves to be the instrument of his
undoing. Though historians continue to debate whether Captain O’Shea was
encouraged
Parnell’s political foes to file the divorce complaint in court,33
the fact remains that in Parnell’s case as in Dracula’s,
erotic attachment to a
married woman provided
enemies with the weapon by which they wrought
his destruction. In life Parnell was no less a Byronic figure than his fictional
counterpart.34 It is fitting then that a romantic if nonetheless historical inci
dent — Kitty O’Shea’s theatrical gesture of burying with Parnell’s coffin the
faded petals of a red rose that the Irish leader had presented her at their first
meeting — finds its gothic echo in Dracula, where Van Helsing orders that a
branch of the “wild rose” be placed atop the count’s coffin in order to seal his
doom (421).
Of course, Mina is only one of Dracula’s many “women,” who also include
Lucy Westenra and the trio of aristocratic vampires who seduce Jonathan
Harker in Castle Dracula and are ultimately destroyed by Van Helsing. By no
the libertine his religious critics accused him of being, Parnell was
nonetheless very closely associated with women other than O’Shea, who were
in many respects just as controversial and politically influential as his mistress.
Among these were Parnell’s mother, Delia Stewart, who was often (though per
haps inaccurately) understood to be one of the chief sources of her son’s vehe
ment anti-British attitudes, and, even more prominently, Parnell’s sisters, Fanny
and Anna. The sisters were instrumental in the organization of
of the most
radical and violent organizations involved in the Land
the group known
as the Ladies Land League, branches of which were formed in the United
States, Ireland, and Scotland. At the height of the land agitation, and particu
larly during the period of Parnell’s imprisonment in Kilmainham jail, Anna
Parnell assumed a crucial public role in leading the organized resistance against
landlordism and British imperial policy in Ireland. An outspoken feminist and
political agitator of violent and imposing character, Anna courted
and
infamy in equal measure with her provocative actions and speeches. Her criti
cism of Gladstone was regarded as so extreme as to make Parnell’s own rhetoric
seem tame by comparison. Carrying the war of words to the heart of Glad
stone’s electoral home, Anna went
a speaking tour of Glasgow in 1881,
where she favored the local Irish population with the following characterization
of the prime minister: “[He] is a wretched, hypocritical, bloodthirsty miscreant
. . . who is having your own countrymen and countrywomen slaughtered now
at home to suit his own vanity” (quoted in Foster, Charles Stewart Parnell
On another
she deftly skirted an outright call for physical violence
against Gladstone and his Irish secretary, W. E. Forster: she told an audience
in Edinburgh that “she could see no advantage to shooting Mr. Forster or Mr.
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Gladstone, as these gentlemen living were doing a service to Ireland which if
they were dead they could not do; they were teaching the Irish people the utter
folly and weakness of trusting
English statesman, or
Englishman, to
work reform in Ireland.”35 Parnell’s critics charged that he could not control
Anna or the increasingly violent group of women who constituted the mem
bership of the Ladies Land League. Parnell’s sister was accused of giving sup
port to the agrarian violence in Ireland during the Kilmainham imprisonment
of the Land League leadership, and even Katharine O’Shea in her memoirs
argued that Anna was beyond the control of Parnell himself (O’Shea 1: 260-1).
In a final effort to save himself from further political embarrassment and regain
control of
followers, Parnell cut off all funds to the Ladies Land League, an
action that effectively put
end to Anna’s political career and led to her life
long estrangement from her brother.
Given the free manner in which Stoker seems to have adapted the already
fantastic contemporary myths surrounding Parnell, it seems
that Drac
ula’s
” of Lucy Westenra — whose Anglo-Irish last name belongs to
the barons of Rossmore of County Monaghan (McCormack 843) — and his
other women is a gothicized portrait (complete with its conventional psychosexual features) of Parnell’s own highly controversial and problematic relations
with the women of his distinguished family. Like Anna Parnell, Lucy and the
female vampires at Castle Dracula are infected by the violent spirit of the man
they follow and to whom they are related by blood. But once vampirized, these
women carry out violent moonlight outrages of their own, frequently without
the direct knowledge or consent and sometimes even against the express wish
es of their "lord and master.” Dracula must intervene to save Jonathan Harker
from his female adherents, whose attitude toward the count involves an odd
mixture of love, hatred, admiration, scorn, and bitterness. While the dominant
critical view of Dracula’s threat stresses his libidinal corruption of innocent or
repressed Victorian females, the more significant and politically charged conse
quence of his power is that women under his influence turn violent. It is the
political rather than the specifically sexual liberation of women that most
threatens the Victorian imperial order. Dracula’s criminality consists not sim
ply in his power over women who follow
but also, and more impor
tantly, in his inability to control them completely after they have joined the
ranks of the living dead.

5. "knights of the Cross”
It is a sign of the fully secularized character of academic criticism in the pre
sent age that a gothic novel that insistently takes up religious themes should be
commonly read as though its religious subject matter were merely a pretext for
some other presumably deeper
on the part of its author.36 This seems
especially unfortunate in the case of Dracula, given that its author, raised in the
Church of Ireland, received his formal university education at a time of impor
tant religious and sectarian controversies on both sides of the Irish Sea. In 1869
the Church of Ireland was disestablished by an Act of the British Parliament.
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During the years that Stoker spent at Trinity College (at which time the uni
versity did not admit Catholics), one of its most prestigious faculty members,
the Reverend Dr. George Salmon, Regius Professor of Divinity, played a piv
otal role in the so-called “Revision Controversy,” a public and highly con
tentious dispute concerning the reform of the doctrines, rituals, and political
of the Church of Ireland in the wake of its disestablishment. Officially
independent from both the British government and the Church of England for
the first time since the Act of Union, the Church of Ireland was engulfed in a
struggle between its traditional Anglican and militant evangelical wings to
redefine its relationship to both the Church of England and the Roman
Catholic Church. The Irish debate, it should be noted, did not take place in
isolation but contemporaneously with a struggle within the Church of England
between two camps, ritualist and anti-ritualist.
In Ireland the evangelical wing of the Church of Ireland was reacting
against Anglican accommodation with Catholicism, represented by the Oxford
Movement, and contemporary developments in the Catholic Church itself,
such as the dogma of papal infallibility. The evangelicals, who were ascendant
in the Church of Ireland by the late 1870s, sought to “purge from the Prayer
Book all traces of sacerdotalism and ‘Romanism’” (Akenson 303; see 302-18
generally). One of the focal points of the controversy was the nature of the
Eucharist, with the evangelicals successfully amending the catechism to the
effect that the Lord’s Supper was to be “taken only in a heavenly and spiritual
manner, through faith” (308).37 Other successful reforms included the deletion
of many of the saints’ days from the church calendar and a sweeping series of
changes in the
canons governing public worship, mainly
the elimination or reduction of many ritualistic elements — the use of candles,
wafer bread, incense, the mixing of water and wine, processions, the placement
of a cross on or behind the communion table, the carrying of any cross, banner,
or picture in a religious ceremony — that blurred the distinction between
Protestant and Catholic services (306-7). While the “Revision Controversy”
was more or less resolved by 1878, other public disputes between the Church of
Ireland and the Catholic Church punctuated the 1880s and 1890s, including
Leo XIII’s papal bull against the Anglican orders in 1896 and the countercri
tiques delivered by Anglican divines shortly thereafter — a dispute that once
more touched upon differing doctrinal views with respect to transubstantiation
(see Webster 397-8).
These sectarian controversies were only the most recent chapters in a long
and troubled history of religious conflict in Ireland. A series of Penal Laws
passed in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had deprived Catholics
of many civil rights and
freedoms: the Catholic clergy had been ban
ished; the rights of Catholics to vote and hold military and civil offices were
abolished; Catholics
barred from election to Parliament, forbidden to
work as solicitors, prohibited from teaching or sending their children abroad for
a Catholic education; and severe restrictions were placed on the right of
Catholics to buy and hold land. Though some of these laws were repealed in
the late eighteenth century, full restoration of rights did not take place until
1829 with the Catholic Emancipation Act. Resistance to the
monop
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oly of the Church of Ireland, and particularly to the financial burden placed on
Catholics by mandatory church tithes (taxes), led to a series of tithe
which
reached its peak in the late 1830s. Such violent disputes marked the growing
political power of the Catholic population in nineteenth-century Ireland and
helped to bring about the disestablishment of the Church of Ireland and. the
renewed militancy of an embattled Protestant Ascendancy.
Religious disputes played a critical role in Irish politics during Stokers life
time. Parnells fortunes
deeply enmeshed in religious and sectarian poli
tics in Ireland. Possessed of charisma and an uncanny ability to embody the
objectives and prejudices of a diverse following, he managed to become that
most unlikely of
an Anglo-Irish Protestant landlord who led a nomi
nally non-sectarian revolutionary nationalist and democratic movement sup
ported mainly (though not exclusively) by an Irish Catholic mass of supporters.
It was a paradox not lost upon Parnell’s contemporaries, all the more so since
the sudden collapse of
political fortunes in the wake of the O’Shea divorce
case was in great measure abetted by the fierce antagonism Parnell’s adultery
generated among the Catholic
of Ireland. Though Parnell had stu
diously courted the support of local priests from his earliest days in Parliament,
and though his political power depended upon the
he received from
the priesthood after his “concordat” with the Catholic Church in 1885, the
public revelation of Parnell’s adulterous affair was vigorously denounced from
the Catholic pulpits throughout Ireland, with the result that the majority of
Parnell’s Irish Catholic followers deserted his cause. The bitterness of the con
flict between Irish nationalism and Irish Catholicism is evident in the literature
of Ireland for decades afterwards: published in 1916,
’s A Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man revisits the
by way of the heated exchange
between Stephen’s father (a loyal Parnellite) and his aunt, Dante, a devout
Catholic and harsh critic of Parnell’s immorality.
Stoker’s
evidences a serious engagement with religious matters, espe
cially as they bear on the larger political questions confronting Ireland during
Parnell’s rise and fall. For example, Stoker’s attention to Dracula’s role in the
medieval history of religious warfare between Christians and Muslims, as well
as
insistence on portraying Van Helsing and his vampire killers as old
knights of the Cross” engaged in a modern religious crusade against their reli
gious foe (412), seems to evoke obliquely the complex religious struggles that
characterized Ireland throughout its history. Another persistently puzzling
crux of Stoker’s novel is why its nominally Protestant and quasi-secularized
heroes and heroines must resort to the power of (virtually medieval) Catholic
ritual and belief in order to triumph over Dracula. No doubt Stoker partici
pates in a long-standing gothic literary tradition —
that includes the works
of Horace Walpole, Ann Radcliffe, Matthew Lewis, Charles Maturin, and
Sheridan Le Fanu — in which Catholicism provides the atmosphere, stage
scenery, and even the demonic villains necessary to produce in a Protestant and
increasingly secular readership the proper shudder of horror (see Sage 26-69).
Nevertheless, the religious controversies of late-nineteenth-century Ireland,
which necessarily intersected with the great political crises of the period, pro
vide us with a clue that casts the "gothic Catholicism” of Stoker’s novel in a
light.
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In the aftermath of Parnell's fall, the religious ironies and conflicts that
characterized the career of the Irish leader seem to find their fictional corollary
Draculas peculiarly ambiguous religious status in Stokers novel.
I have
already pointed out, the count lives among a highly devout folk who were long
ago devoted to their lord but have come to fear and despise him. While the
count s extreme alienation from “his people” clearly has a political and social
basis
he is a boyar among peasants — it is often
with the specifi
cally
loathing that the devout peasantry feel toward their master. The
resemblance of Draculas situation to that of a Protestant Ascendancy landlord
becomes all the more striking once it is recognized that the wild “superstition”
of the Wallachians and Transylvanians, which
Anglican such as Jonathan
Harker finds so excessive and “idolatrous” (12), often consists in nothing more
than the devotional practices of folk Catholicism. Like an anti-ritualist among
English Churchmen or an evangelical of the Church of Ireland, Harker is halfashamed to wear a crucifix given him by a local Transylvanian woman seeking
to protect the young traveler from evil (Sage 51). While certain local religious
customs, such as the sign against the evil eye, lie outside orthodox Catholic
practice, Harker, as a Protestant with initially anti-ritualistic sympathies, often
makes little distinction between pagan and Catholic
to him all are
simply “superstitious” (Dracula 13). The sight of peasants kneeling at roadside
shrines in “self-surrender of devotion” (15) strikes Harker as both strange and
noteworthy, though it would be a scene common enough in the countryside of
nineteenth-century Ireland.
If Catholicism is “transformed” by its gothic context so that it appears to
Protestant eyes as a form of “superstition” and “idolatry,” then it would seem
ble,' in a work in which the symbolic
necessary
of
medieval
Dracula himself
Turks.shifts fre 
like
quently and unpredictably, that Protestantism would undergo a corresponding
gothic metamorphosis, assuming a monstrous aspect as seen from the perspec
tive of the Catholic peasantry. Draculas vampirism can thus be interpreted as
the “heretical” religion of an aristocratic apostate who has deviated from the
Catholic faith. Dracula, after all, was in ages past an ardent defender of
medieval Catholicism, a great crusader against the infidel
While
remaining adamantly opposed to the Turks in the Victorian era, the count as a
vampire has nevertheless come to embody a profound challenge to — even a
Satanic deviation from — the one true faith of
Christian Europe.
Draculas vampirism therefore
be
as a distorted image of Ascen
dancy Protestantism as it appears to a Catholic peasantry who regard the reli
gious beliefs of the ruling class as a corruption of their own true and originary
form of Christianity. If so, then Van Helsing’s insistence that only the rituals,
sacraments, and relics of Catholicism (the Host, the crucifix, holy water, a papal
indulgence) can provide the spiritual weapons
to combat Draculas
power — an insistence that the doctors Protestant allies find disturbing, even
offensive — reverberates with a political echo. For although Dracula, like Par
nell, does not share the “superstitious” Catholicism of his “own” countrymen,
and although his chief antagonists,
those of Parnell, view Catholicism with
distrust and “disfavor” (41), it proves to be the powers, offices, and rituals of the
Catholic Church that play a critical supporting role in the ultimate destruction
of vampire and uncrowned king alike.38
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I do not wish to insist upon the unequivocally “Protestant” nature of Drac
ulas vampirism, for the counts religious affiliations (if the term can be appro
priately applied to the “monstrous” and “unholy” traditions and observances
that characterize the life of the “Undead”) are, in keeping with his protean
identity, unusually ambiguous and fluid.39 Dracula’s vampirism in fact func
tions as a symbolic hinge between the most purified versions of Anglo-Protes
tantism and the most orthodox forms of Irish Catholicism. For if on many
occasions the count’s vampiristic powers seem to the local Catholic peasantry
as the heretical negation of medieval Catholicism, they more commonly appear
to Stoker’s Protestant heroes and heroines as a particularly virulent form of
archaic Catholic “superstition.” When he arrives in London, Dracula seeks out
the estate at Carfax, which dates from “mediaeval” times and possesses a ruined
“chapel or church” (35); the vampire is drawn to, indeed depends upon, a
desanctified edifice, the original construction of which predates the Protestant
Reformation. In short, the count seeks out the ancient grounds of the buried
medieval Catholic past.
In one of the most sensational and discussed scenes in the novel, Dracula
forces Mina Harker to drink his blood, which gushes from a wound in his
bosom. The understandable temptation to read the scene in psychosexual terms
has been so strong that critics have generally allowed the religious connotations
of the episode to go unremarked. By contrast, Van Helsing, employing an
citly religious vocabulary, insists that Dracula and Mina have enacted
together
Sewar the “Vampire’s baptism of blood” (414). The tableau vivant that Dr.
d witnesses, the kneeling
Mina
on literally drinking
any an describe
sacrilegiousof the white-clad
images
the blood that spurts from the wound in Dracula’s breast, is commonly linked
in Catholic tradition to the scene of Christ’s crucifixion. In late-medieval
European painting, the image of a follower of Christ drinking the blood of his
crucified body, blood that sometimes flows from the wound in Jesus’s side, is a
common iconographic motif compatible with many orthodox Catholic inter
pretations of scripture. Indeed the image has frequently been taken to be a pic
torial gloss on a metaphor employed by the prophet Isaiah, who speaks of the
“wine-press” of God, a metaphor that later patristic writings connected to the
crucified Christ.40 The association seems to have been
Stoker’s mind, for
Dracula uses this very metaphor of the “wine-press” to
Mina immedi
ately after she has been vampirized (370). In
case, the scene takes on new
social and political importance when viewed against the historical backdrop of
the “Revisionist Controversy,” for it embodies that which the evangelicals in
Ireland or the anti-ritualists in England found most objectionable in Catholic
(or unreformed Anglican) worship: the belief in literal transubstantiation. The
close connections in Stoker’s fiction between Dracula and the crucified Christ
as he appears in late medieval Catholic pictorial and theological tradition thus
have the effect of representing Catholicism, with its “pagan” and “idolatrous”
rituals and sacraments, as a satanic threat to an increasingly defensive and
therefore more strident and uncompromising Protestant order. Specifically, the
scene
the “materialistic” Catholic notion of holy communion, the liter
al consumption of the Lord’s blood and body, as
unclean and superstitious
ritual, at once obscene and
to Protestant eyes (see Sage 51). Given
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that Parnell was often represented in popular discourse as both a crucified
Christ (a savior and sanctified martyr of the Irish Catholic nation) and a Satan
ic figure,41 the Anglican Stoker may have reimagined the Protestant Irish
leader as a satanic parody of a Catholic Christ, promising eternal life to those
faithful adherents who literally feed upon his blood.
A subterranean vein of anti-Catholicism in Dracula is also apparent in the
unflattering portrait of Renfield. As I have argued, the unfortunate inmate in
many respects functions as
allegorical figure for the violent
and anti
British moonlighters associated (justly or unjustly) with Parnell. However, the
language with which Dr. Seward describes his patient reveals a profound dis
trust of
religious temperament, which the English Protestant doctor can
understand only as a form of transgressive and socially disruptive madness: “it
is some sudden form of religious mania which has seized him. If so, we must
look out for squalls, for a strong man with homicidal and religious mania at
once might be dangerous” (132-3). Renfield’s obsessions with “indefinitely”
prolonging “life” (300), with the burdens of the “soul,” with drinking blood,
with the ritualized consumption and transubstantiation of (lower) forms of life,
and above all, with acquiring “some higher life” (351), all point to the “irra
tional” religious origins of his violent mental disorder. Thus, while Renfield is
nowhere
marked as a Catholic, his unusual array of symptoms — religious/homicidal mania, zoophagia, consumption of human blood — function
Stoker’s symbolic economy as the psychopathological signs of a violent,
uncontrollable, and thereby demonized strain of Catholicism. Renfield’s “irra
tional” insistence on the literal truth and material basis of the sacrament of
communion — “the blood is the life” (184) — locates him within a Roman
Catholic theological tradition as it had been unfavorably characterized in Stok
er’s day by evangelical Protestants and anti-Popish religious reformers (Sage
54). In Stoker’s novel long-standing religious differences may be translated
into the seemingly objective lexical register of scientific diagnosis and sectarian
animosities insidiously pathologized. Stoker’s portrayal of Renfield as a crea
ture incapable of exercising a Protestant independence from hierarchical reli
gious authority, as hopelessly subservient to his priestly “lord and master,” thus
subtly shades into the portrait of him as violent Fenian and Parnellite moon
lighter slavishly doing the bidding of his malevolent political overlord and reli
gious superior.
Stoker’s
linking Fenian violence, agrarian outrage, and folk
Catholicism onscure the fact that the Land League was an ostensibly nonsec
tarian organization with both Catholic and Protestant members and that the
Fenians and Catholic
were historically often at odds with each other.
(The Fenians viewed the Catholic
as overly conservative, insufficiently
nationalistic, unduly passive, and unreliable political allies; the Catholic clergy
typically characterized the Fenians as irreligious, immoral, violent, and lawless).
Nonetheless, as a gothic representation of the historical and political events of
late-nineteenth-century Ireland, Dracula participates in the sort of fanciful dis
tortion of history that was typical enough in the journalism and popular myths
that circulated in Stoker’s day. With respect to the gothic conflation of Fenianism, anti-English outrage, and “idolatrous” and subversive
Catholicism,
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Dracula partakes in the sort of inflammatory theories advanced by the so-called
“Orange writers” in the North of Ireland, who saw the Land League as a vast
and sinister conspiracy directed at the destruction of Protestantism in Ireland.42
While a powerful undercurrent of anti-Catholicism runs through Stoker's
novel, Dracula is in the end not entirely unsympathetic to the Catholic faith.
Although it is not certain that Van Helsing, a citizen of the largely Protestant
Netherlands, is a practicing Catholic, he certainly makes use of the rituals of
Catholicism, with which he is intimately familiar,
“heroic” ends: the
defense of the British realm and the preservation of a (Protestant) Victorian
moral order. This fact, had it been recognized, would have been appreciated
the Anglican divines who defended the traditional ritual practices of the
Church of Ireland before disestablishment. Moreover, the effect of having to
confront a religious antagonist, however demonic, serves to revivify the reli
gious convictions of Stokers modern and scientific English Victorians, whose
religious struggle against demonized Catholicism has the paradoxical
of
respiritualizing their mundane existence. For example, a uniquely modern
medical procedure — the transfusion of blood — becomes the literal
by
which one’s
is to be saved; even when it apparently fails in that ultimate
objective, some of the communicants in this ritual, such as Arthur and Lucy,
come away with the conviction that they have been “really married ... in the
sight of God” (225). The
transformation of modern middle-class
existence affects even so ordinary a figure as the dutiful bourgeois, Mina Hark
er. She metamorphoses, in the course of an explicitly religious
involving
repeated mortifications of the flesh, into a virtually medieval (Catholic) saint,
whose “eyes shone with the devotion of a martyr” (373). As crusaders against
a religious foe who serve in her holy cause, her husband and associates are not
only ennobled but also spiritually uplifted and religiously transfigured. As Van
Helsing puts it:
We bear our Cross, as His Son did in obedience to His will. It
be that
are chosen instruments of His good pleasure, and that
ascend to His
bidding as that other through stripes and shame; through tears and blood;
through doubts and fears, and all that makes the difference between God
and man. (382)

One of the underlying paradoxes of Stoker s novel is that by combating the
threat of “vampirism,” his Protestant and quasi-secular characters borrow heav
ily from the medieval Catholic tradition that in part constitutes the “historical
real” lurking behind the gothic persona of the vampire Dracula. It is only in a
new and unexpected struggle against an ancient religious enemy from the
remotest and most “primitive” regions of modern Europe that the Harkers,
Seward, Godalming, Lucy, and Morris are made to feel that they possess
immortal souls whose fates matter in some profound theological sense. What
Van Helsing regularly praises and seeks in them is a capacity for “faith” (215,
249), for “belief” (246, 260), for overcoming the skeptical “doubt” of the age
(240, 242-3). And over the
of the novel, the sacraments that
for
merly so much at the heart of medieval European religious existence once again
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appear as truly efficacious and holy. In particular, the sacrament of marriage,
threatened by the evil of Draculas adulterous designs, mystically reclaims a
sanctified status amidst the prevailing secularism of the Victorian era — a les
son that both the friends and enemies of Parnell, the great “libertine” and adul
terer, who nonetheless dutifully married Katharine O’Shea after his fall from
power, might
have appreciated.
6. “we are pledged to set the world

”

In a novel in which Dracula serves as the ultimate source of evil and in which
the narrative perspective is monopolized by the righteous voices of his victims
and enemies, the dubious methods of Stoker’s heroic vampire killers are not so
easily discerned. Moreover, it is often reasonable to identify the theological
speculations, ethical judgments, and social pronouncements of these Victorian
“knights of the Cross” with Stokers own liberal beliefs, however much they
may have been imperfectly clear or coherent (see for instance Glover 5-21).
Nevertheless, a sustained reflection on the tactics and practices employed by
these heroes against Dracula reveals a shocking number of improprieties, crim
inal offenses, and political
In the course of the novel, the vampire
killers violate attorney-client and doctor-patient confidences, routinely break
and enter buildings and apartments, vandalize their contents, rob them of valu
ables including gold and the deeds to property, twice abandon a kidnapped and
physically abused child in the countryside at night, desecrate grave sites and
mutilate corpses, misappropriate or steal personal correspondence and legal
documents, falsify medical and coroners reports in order to avoid police inves
tigations and medical inquests, fail to protect the life of inmate in their cus
tody, bribe customs officials, avoid the payment of duties, commit fraud in the
course of doing business with the owner of a sailing vessel, illegally stop and
search non-British ships on foreign rivers through force and guile, impersonate
customs and police officials, violently attack with knives and rifles a group of
gypsies who have acted in an entirely legal manner, countenance involuntary
euthanasia, and, of course, “execute” a foreign count and four women (who are
sufficiently undead to be subject to gross physical injury and death) without
recourse to trial or resort to
system of justice recognized by England — or
for that matter by any other civilized society.
The language that Seward and Van Helsing sometime use to describe their
own actions — “outrages” (262, 265), a “plan of campaign” (416) — is fraught
with political connotations that directly associate their conduct with the polit
ical violence that characterized the relationship between England and Ireland
during the career of Parnell. As I have already mentioned, “outrage” was the
preferred political term to denote acts of agrarian violence during the Land
War, while the “Plan of Campaign” was the official title of the political pro
gram, led by Parnells associates and lieutenants, William O’Brien and John
Dillon, that provoked a renewed upsurge in the land agitation after the failure
of the First Home Rule
in 1886. I would argue that Stoker’s repeated and
deliberate use of these terms to describe the conduct of his heroes is meant
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ironically and is intended to draw attention to the ways in which the deeds of
an ostensibly progressive and liberal group of English champions, who are
“pledged to set the world free” (413) and who claim to stand for liberty, justice,
and political enlightenment, resemble the depredations and illegalities of their
ostensibly illiberal political and religious antagonist.
Stokers odd reversal in applying these highly volatile political phrases to
those who appear to embody a progressive ideal of English liberalism seems
intended to draw attention to the profound contradictions — some would say
the hypocrisy — of many English liberals when it came to political rule in Ire
land. For the land agitations of 1879-82 and of 1886-7 were strongly linked in
the minds of Irish nationalists and Parnellites with a series of Coercion Acts
passed in 1881 and 1887 under both Liberal and Tory governments. The Coer
cion Acts gave the chief secretary of Ireland (W. E. Foster in 1881, Arthur Bal
four in 1887) significant powers to repress agrarian agitations and Land League
activities with force. One historian has described the first of these Acts as “a
relatively
wereto lock up
cion
on andexampl
l that
enabled the Viceroy
anybody he pleased
to detain him
as long as he pleased while the Act was in force” (Hammond 211).43 The Coer
Acts
seen by their critics as final proof of the tyrannical nature of
English rule in Ireland. Among the actions taken by the English government
in the wake of these Acts
the expulsion of members of the Irish Party from
Parliament, the jailing of Parnell and the leadership of the Land League, the
forcible eviction of impoverished Irish tenants who were unable to pay rent,
sweeping censorship of the Irish press, suppression of public meetings deemed
dangerous by the Viceroy, the mass deployment of police and English troops,
and the suspension of the right of habeas corpus. The unfettering of the police
and army ultimately led to a number of violent assaults
the Irish populace
and to many casualties and deaths among innocent subjects (O’Connor 451-2).
The
Weekly Irish Times of October 22, 1881 provides an
e of the brutalitywere
unleashed by British authorities to

demonstrations in Dublin after the arrest of Parnell:
â
The police drew their b tons, and the scene which followed beggars
description. Charging headlong into the people, the constables struck right
and left, and men and women fell under their blows. No quarter was given.
The roadway was strewn with the bodies of the people. . . . Women fled
shrieking, and their cries rendered even more painful the scene of barbari
ty which was being enacted. All was confusion, and nought could be seen
but the police mercilessly batoning the people. Some few of the people
threw stones . . . but, with this exception, no resistance was offered. Gen
tlemen and respectable working men, returning homewards from theatres
or the houses of friends, fell victims to the attack. . . . [M]ore than a dozen
students of Trinity College and a militia officer — unoffending passers-by
— were knocked down and kicked, and two postal telegraph messengers
engaged in carrying telegrams, were barbarously assailed. When the peo
ple were felled they
kicked on the ground, and when they again rose,
they were again knocked down by any constable who met them. (Quoted
in O’Connor 442)
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These coercive measures were widely denounced by Irish patriots and Parnellite sympathizers, and they ultimately proved to be profoundly embarrassing to
English and Anglo-Irish Liberals, many of whom viewed the
of the
British government as "outrages” in their own right. One contemporary his
torian, T. P. O’Connor, characterized English coercion in terms that ironically
reversed the customary notions of English liberalism and foreign despotism,
English progressivism and Irish backwardness: “It was assuredly a strange
proof of the idea that the Irish longed to be liberated from the tyranny of Mr.
Parnell, that the population had to be dragooned by overwhelming military
and police forces into the tame acceptance of Mr. Parnell’s imprisonment”
(443). Many years later, Winston Churchill described the uncomfortably iron
ic position in which the leader of the Liberal party found
“Mr. Glad
stone, the champion of freedom and national movements in every foreign
country, the friend of Cavour and Mazzini, the advocate of Greek and Bul
garian independence, now found himself forced by duress to employ against
Ireland many of the processes of repression he had denounced so mercilessly
(and we will add so cheaply) in King Bomba and the Sultan of Turkey” (Great
Contemporaries 285). In short, the coercive, brutal, and occasionally lawless
actions of the English government in Ireland challenged the moral and polit
legitimacy of English liberalism, a fact unlikely to have been lost upon an
Anglo-Irish Liberal and Home Ruler such as Stoker.
This buried sense of disenchantment with the failure of English liberalism
to honor its political ideals with respect to Ireland colors Stoker’s portrait of
his protagonists. For while it might be implausible to suggest that Van Helsing is intended as a kind of stand-in for the “Old Man,” Gladstone, the vam
pire killers as a group are nonetheless cast in the role of liberal progressives and
imperialist crusaders.44 For having repelled Dracula from English soil, they
subsequently invade a foreign territory in order to rectify its moral and politi
cal order according to enlightened British liberal sensibilities. Drawing on
Godalming’s vast commercial resources and the aid of foreign allies (Dutch
and American), the English protagonists descend upon eastern Europe in the
manner of an imperial army. Once in central and eastern Europe, Van Helsing assumes “that personal dominance which made him so long a master
amongst men” (Dracula 410); his visage takes on the aspect of “a conqueror”
As a group, the Victorian crusaders conduct themselves with nearly
complete impunity toward local (non-British) laws and customs. As noted
above, not only do they evade customs and bribe foreign officials, they also
forcibly search the cargo of ships traveling on the Sereth, Biztriza, and Danube
rivers, and they impersonate local government agents. Fully prepared to fight
Slovaks (who are quite unaware of the impending invasion of the vampire
killers into their homeland), they ultimately set violently and without provo
cation upon the Szgany, who are
transporting Dracula. These illegali
ties in turn aim at the forcible seizure and murder of a foreign count and his
“women,” as well as the destruction of his political authority over his people —
both the local folk living on or near Dracula’s estates and the “Undead” who
are bound to him in death.
As protagonists who fulfill the generic heroic tasks of what Patrick
Brantlinger (227-53) has called “imperial gothic,”45 Van Helsing and his allies
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might be thought to exemplify Stoker’s enthusiasm for the Liberal foreign
policies that in Gladstone’s time were directed against the repressive govern
ments of foreign — that is, eastern European, Balkan, and Asian — tyrants.46
Accordingly, Van Helsing, Seward, and the Harkers return obsessively to the
theme of obtaining “freedom” for those who are under the thrall of the vam
pire (276, 308, 423, 428, 440, 441) and, though somewhat less frequently, to
their objective of bestowing "peace” upon the slaves and victims of Dracula’s
tyranny (279,
While the narrative context of Stoker’s novel insures that
“freedom” and “peace” carry theological and romantic connotations, these
words nonetheless retain much of their specific political significance. More
over, their positive rhetorical charge is reversed or negated if they are under
stood to be issued within the context of political relations between England
and Ireland. In this context, the much vaunted claims of the Victorian heroes
to liberate
unfree people and guarantee peace through the forceful imposi
tion of English law appear in a far more sinister and morally dubious light. For
as we have seen, in their struggle to combat vampirism, the vampire killers
themselves become the agents of lawlessness, violence, and repression. Van
Helsing, reflecting upon the brutal deeds he has committed at Castle Dracu
la, speaks more truly than he knows in calling them “butcher work” (477).
The crimes and abuses that the Victorian crusaders commit abroad are
matched by a myriad of abuses at home. Indeed, the political logic of their
actions accords with that which John Hobson, a contemporary of Stoker, dis
cerned in British imperialism: tyranny abroad leads to the abridgment of
democracy and liberty at home (see Hobson 124-52). At best, Mina is subject
to increasingly repressive forms of censorship; at worst, she and Lucy are the
victims of physical violation. Renfield, who is supposed to be under the pro
tective care of Stoker’s
and liberal-minded heroes, meets a ghastly
end, which, when considered outside a strictly medical or
context,
seems remarkably like that of a political prisoner who dies under mysterious
circumstances while in the custody of British authorities. Having previously
his while being held in isolation, Renfield is 
d torture and grievous injuries
subsequently
discovered dead in
cell. Since his warders
offer no pub
stanc
licly credible account of Renfield’s fatal injuries, they conceal the true circum
es of his death and fabricate an account of his suicide. In order to avoid

an official inquest, Dr. Seward, with Van Helsing’s collaboration, forges a “ 
tificate of death by misadventure in falling from bed” (Dracula 373). (For a
reader of Dracula today, the similarities between the suspicious circumstances
of Renfield’s death and those of Steven Biko’s are striking.) Given Renfield’s
symbolic status as violent agitator, religious maniac, and homicidal follower of
a foreign lord and master, the casual cover-up of his murder might provide the
basis for a subversive interpretation of the justice of British imperial rule.
The Victorian crusaders for peace and freedom thus forfeit their unequiv
ocal claims to moral and political authority; to paraphrase Blake, they become
the image of that which they behold. This ironic reversal of their morally priv
ileged position manifests itself through a fundamental narrative conceit of
Stoker’s work: the most upright, progressive, and liberal-minded Victorian
may rapidly and unwillingly find himself (or herself) transformed into a vam
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pire. Lucy and Mina, for instance, literally become vampires, though the latters metamorphosis remains incomplete. Many other figures, however, are at
least momentarily and symbolically linked with vampirism. We have already
noted Morris’s
association with Dracula. Additionally, Jonathan
Harker, the victim of the female vampires at Castle Dracula, expects to see the
count in a mirror but instead, discovers only his own reflection (38). Later,
when the undead Lucy has begun to attack children and Van Helsing propos
es to desecrate her grave and mutilate her corpse, Dr. Seward suspects Van
Helsing himself may have been responsible for the "outrages” that have been
committed (262). Still later, after the full-fledged holy war with Dracula has
begun,
momentarily doubts himself and
friends, identifying them
all directly with the insane adherent of Dracula, Renfield: “I sometimes think
we must
all mad” (353). In political terms, the most insidious threat that
the infectious spread of vampirism poses is that even Liberal England, with its
commitment to freedom, justice, peace, and the rule of law, will, like the sub
jugated island across the Irish Sea, become a land of darkness and
7. Nation of the Undead
Van Helsing is the first to appreciate the full measure of Dracula’s political
ambition: “He is experimenting, and doing it well; and if it had not been that
we have crossed his path he would be yet — he may be yet if we fail — the
father or furtherer of a new order of beings, whose road must
through
Death, not Life” (389). Dracula is the would-be father of a new nation of the
Undead. Like Parnell, the count fails to achieve his ultimate objective, but his
tragic story represents a prophetic nightmare of political revolt and indepen
a troubled dream of emergent nationhood. Given the roots of gothic
fiction in the romantic critique of the European enlightenment, it stands to
reason that Stoker’s work should draw upon many topoi associated with
romantic nationalism. But Stoker’s work represents more than a retrospective
meditation upon the romantic nationalism of a past era; Dracula also rehears
es in full dress the myths of a new hybrid nationalism that was to haunt
Europe in the first half of the twentieth century and much of the so-called
Third World in the second half.
For if Dracula is the charismatic leader of a new order, a would-be father of
his country, then he is necessarily a potential tyrant. Despite his suave
demeanor, his education and breeding, his manifest familiarity with the insti
tutions and customs of the modern, liberal, democratic West, Dracula is ulti
mately a murderer and terrorist, a despotic “master” whose power depends
upon deceit, cunning, and above all violence. Whatever his noble past, how
ever he became an unwilling convert to vampirism, his rule necessarily promis
es to be authoritarian. Like the charismatic leader who unites
disorganized
followers into a national collective by virtue of their identification with him,
Dracula can claim that the nation of the Undead exists only through his direct
personal mediation. As such, all citizens in the kingdom of the Undead liter
ally owe their
to their "father.” While Stoker had before him the
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Uncrowned King of Ireland as the prototype of the nationalist liberator, his
portrayal of Dracula anticipates a far more sinister kind of nationalist leader
who comes into his own in western and central Europe after World War I and
in many newly independent countries in the postcolonial era.
A portrait of the oneiric landscape of the political unconscious of modern
nationalism, Dracula returns obsessively to many of the primitive and irra
tional bases on which the nation founds itself Prominent among these are
blood and soil. For what literally links one vampire with another, what unites
the entire kingdom of the Undead, is an unbroken blood line. The mystical tie
that even Draculas Victorian enemies feel when they transfuse blood from
to another (225) is the mirror image of the satanic genealogy joining a great
nation of vampires together through eternity. These bloodlines can be traced
horizontally (among the Undead scattered across Europe who collectively
make up Dracula’s new order) and vertically (along a historical continuum that
joins the Undead of the Victorian age with their most remote
from
the middle ages). In a modern secular era in which the stability of marriage
and the family is threatened — consider the vast number of dead or dying par
ents, orphans, and unmarried or childless characters who inhabit Stoker’s
novel, to say nothing of the many violations of the sanctity of the marriage bed
— Dracula offers his followers a bond that is tangible, irresistible, and perma
nent. As “father” of the new order, Dracula makes good on his implicit
promise to join his adherents in a family whose kinship
are more compre
hensive and binding than those of any primitive tribe.
Though the topos is less developed in Stoker’s novel than that of blood, a
common rootedness in the soil also serves to unite the nation of the Undead.
The vampires must “live” and “die” in close proximity to that ground which is,
in a demonic parody of the conventional Christian meaning of the word,
“sacred” to them. Even when scattered over the face of Europe, each vampire
must continually return to that small volume of soil that is a synecdoche for
the sanctified homeland (see Deane 89-90, 93-4). Dracula transports coffins
full of Transylvanian earth across Europe so that he might sleep safely upon
the very ground that his progenitors trod. His identity as a vampire depends
as much upon
nightly proximity to the soil of his
as upon the
ancient blood coursing through his veins.
To be sure, vampirism, like
form of “primitive” nationalism, is more
than a fixation on blood and soil. It is a religion. Dracula’s nation of the
Undead practices its own demanding, if peculiar, rituals. Dracula’s religion,
whether it be understood as a demonic form of Ascendancy Protestantism or
a satanic parody of Irish Catholicism, is
inverted or heterodox form of
Christianity. Like all of his kind, Dracula must meticulously observe the doc
trines, traditions, and practices of the vampiric faith. His existence is bound
ed by a strict adherence to religious rules and superstitions: he cannot enter a
room or dwelling without being first invited; his powers cease at the coming
of day; he can only change his form at sunrise, noon, and sunset; he cannot
pass running water at low or high tide; he cannot exercise his vampiric powers
in the presence of garlic or the crucifix, and so on (308-9). It is finally unim
portant whether the religion of the vampires is true, coherent, or orthodox.
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What matters is that the Undead are united and strengthened by a religious
faith that is communal, ritualized, ancient, elaborated, and not subject to
amendment or rational critique.
The mythic infrastructure of the vampire nation includes a historical nar
rative of trauma, enslavement,
and bloodshed that by turns evokes
political catastrophe and triumph. Each vampire lays claim to a personal his
tory of victimization; membership in the nation of the Undead requires that
every initiate be subjected to a vampiric assault and then enslaved by a prog
enitor. But having been joined by a “baptism of blood” with the nation of the
Undead, the vampire inherits a race of mortal enemies, the living, who would
happily see the pale people truly dead, not merely undead. The history of the
vampires thus conflates the myth of a people molded into being by force with
that of a nation invented out of a shared sense of racial embattlement and mor
tal peril. The private histories of the Undead are thus coextensive with and
reflected by the official political history of the noble race of Draculas. The
Undead emerge as a distinctive people out of the religious and political wars
of the medieval period. The history that Dracula relates to Harker of his
ancestors is a version of romantic national history that predictably focuses
the great racial animosities, the bloody epic struggles, the religious crusades,
the perilous defeats, and the heroic resilience of a race that has been nearly
exterminated by its political enemies. In the centuries-long narrative of the
Draculas, the British are only the most recent in a series of mortal foes that
include the Magyars, Lombards, Avars,
Turks, and Hungarians. To
be sure, the race that the medieval Draculas led, and sometimes shamefully
abandoned, was not the Undead per se. There is an elision in the historical
narrative that the count relates: he omits any mention of the decisive moment
when he became a vampire. But is this not typical of all quasi-mythic nation
al histories? The ultimate ancestry of a nation becomes the more
as
it recedes into tellurian obscurity. If contemporary historian could validate
the claim that the Undead are the direct descendants of those whom the
Draculas led into battle, the count may nonetheless attest that through him the
blood of his heroic ancestors flows in an unbroken stream into the veins of his
contemporary adherents. In any case, what matters is that the vampiric nation
claims a history that is at once heroic and traumatic,
that
the
Undead as a distinct and embattled race and that thereby legitimates new acts
of rebellion, war, and conquest.
One final mythic feature of vampiric nationalism deserves attention. The
nation of the Undead is literally immortal. Virtually all modern nationalisms
depend upon the mass appeal of a conception of the nation as a transindivid
ual and therefore undying entity. What Stoker
done is merely to incarnate
the metaphor: those who belong to the new order of beings live forever as the
Undead. To be sure, this peculiarly seductive form of immortality comes at a
price: one gives up ones
to the racial and ancestral collective. The nar
rative logic of Stoker's fiction demands that only those who are annihilated can
be torn asunder from the immortal body of the Undead. But the oneiric
“logic” of the myth suggests that (only) those who separate from the nation of
the dead will perish utterly. The myth of the immortal nation appeals partic
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ularly to those who cannot endure the radical individualism of a secular liber
al modernity that offers no solace for the psychic wound of personal finitude.
The political dream-work of Dracula thus foreshadows an unsettling por
trait of the mythic dimensions of nationalism as it would
and develop in
the twentieth century. But what is finally most arresting about Stoker’s por
trait of the vampire as nationalist liberator is Draculas uncanny ability to join
the primitive with the modern, the retrograde with the progressive, the living
with the dead. As we have seen, Dracula is at home in modern London, a skill
master of the technologies, institutions, and customs of liberal democratic
England. Back in Transylvania, he has pored over train timetables, contracted
with western solicitors and bankers, and learned to maneuver in modern capi
tal markets as the necessary prelude to his
of Britain. In the process,
he has studied “history, geography, politics, political economy, botany, geology,
and law — all relating to England and English life and customs and manners”
(30). As Arata has noted, Dracula seems eager to adapt the modern ways of
his adversaries to his own ends (634-45). As we have seen, Parnell provided
Stoker with the prototype of a new revolutionary nationalism that fused a post
enlightenment philosophy of national self-determination with a conservative
(or romantic) articulation of the archaic myths of nationhood. In Stokers
hands, the Parnellite synthesis undergoes a further gothic mutation to become
Dracula’s “
” vampirism, a hybridized mingling of the modern and
the primitive that foreshadows the compelling (if often virulent)
that
twentieth-century nationalism was to assume.
As both supporter of Home Rule and champion of the British Empire,
Stoker no doubt responded to the appeal and the threat of emergent national
ism. His appreciation of its
power informs the presentiment of Van
Helsing: once vampirism gets a foothold in Britain, it will grow vigorously
without limit, rapidly claiming one imperial subject after another as its own.
In the Professor’s view, the vampires “cannot die, but must go on age after age
adding new victims and multiplying the evils of the world; for all that die from
the preying of the Un-dead become themselves Un-dead, and prey on their
kind. And so the circle goes on ever widening, like as the ripples from a stone
thrown in the water” (275). Just as vampirism is infectious, so too the conta
gion of anti-imperial nationalism, once it claims even a single untreated vic
tim, threatens to spread to the
corners of the realm, until the vampiric
kingdom of darkness supplants the whole of the British Empire.
it turned
out, Stoker’s fear that anti-imperial nationalism, once established in countries
such as Ireland, would metastasize proved well-founded.
Were the manifestations of vampirism limited to the heroic phase of nation
al liberation and to the dismantling of the European imperium, we should sleep
untroubled by Stoker’s gothic nightmare. But even in Ireland, the “postcolo
nial” era of triumphant nationalism proved to be darker than its champions
envisioned. Independent Ireland endured a brutal civil war (the effects of
which are still felt in Northern Ireland), the passing threat of a military coup,
a brief efflorescence of fascist activity, a prolonged period of economic stagna
tion, intermittent terror campaigns organized by the IRA, religious discord,
and several decades of cultural malaise. Nonetheless, Ireland managed to avoid
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the most malignant effects of hybrid nationalism that plagued less fortunate
countries in Europe and the Third World: economic collapse, totalitarian dic
tatorship, military rule, the triumph of fascism, war with neighboring coun
tries, ethnic
and racial genocide. The continuing political relevance
of Stokers gothic nightmare helps explain its power to generate a growing
progeny of plays, films, and literary adaptations that remain popular with a
global audience. A century after the publication of Dracula, the appeal of the
vampire refuses to die.

Notes
1. For the story of Parnells attendance at the Lyceum, see Bew 102.
2. For a summary of the many models for Stokers Dracula, see Belford 5,
46-7, 65,184, 238, 258-60.
3. It is curious that even contemporary historians are prone to describe the
Home Rule Party, in its efforts to co-opt all other popular movements and
groups in Ireland, as vampiristic. For example, Fitzpatrick refers to the “vampirizing” inclination of the Irish Parliamentary Party: “the almost mechanical
reaction of Home Rule organizers when confronted by
energetic popular
movement claiming to be without politics was to infiltrate it, reorganize it, and
add it to the cluster of party
” (Fitzpatrick 58, quoted in Foster, Mod
ern Ireland 468).
4. One of the foremost Parnell biographers, Roy Foster, summarizes the
historical view of Parnells ambivalent and charismatic character: “He was
equivocal by nature — especially in his rhetorical relationship with extremism.
Parnell’s supposed Fenian connection was really a triumph of language, espe
cially on American platforms; at home he achieved a highly political use of
silence. While his record as a leader was ostensibly restrained, except at times
of crises, a personality cult developed round him greater than that around any
other Irish leader. Inevitably there was a hollowness at the centre. . . . Michael
Davitt saw Parnellism as the replacement of nationalism ‘the investing of the
fortunes and guidance of the agitation, both for national self-government and
land reform, in a leaders nominal dictatorship.’ And Conor Cruise O’Brien, in
what remains the classic analysis of Parnell’s system and ethos, defined Parnel
lism (after Pareto) as a system in which the emotional “residues” of historical
tradition and suppressed rebellion could be enlisted in the service of parliamen
tary “combinations” of a strictly rational and
character’: adding that,
this to work, ‘the ambiguity of the system must be crystallized in terms of per
sonality’” (Foster, Modern Ireland 401-2). But for a few minor particulars, Fos
ter’s characterization of Parnell would serve Stoker’s Dracula almost as well.
5. Founded in 1859 by James Stephens and John O’Mahoney, the Fenians
a secret revolutionary Irish nationalist military organization dedicated to
driving the British out of Ireland by force. Often identified with the Irish
Republican Brotherhood (I. R. B.), the Fenians took their name from the Fianna army of the medieval Irish hero Fionn Mac Cumhaill.
6. For Parnell’s problematic and complicated relationship to the violence of
the land agitation, see Bew 44.
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7. The number of "outrages” rose from 2,379 in the ten months preceding
the Coercion Act (March-December 1880) to
in the ten months follow
ing (see Churchill, Lord Randolph
8. Oddly, Gladstone, a noted biblical scholar, seems to have altered or mis
remembered the Biblical passage (Numbers 16: 48) to which he alludes; it is
Aaron, not Moses, who stands between the living and the dead and thereby
halts the spread of the plague that God has sent to punish those who have
rebelled against the leadership of Moses.
9. The phrase, "between the living and the dead,” would have resonated for
Stoker, who had heard the line repeated literally hundreds of times by Henry
Irving in his role as the Flying Dutchman in W. Wills’s Vanderdecken, a stan
dard play in the repertoire of the Lyceum Theatre. To the question, "Where are
we?” the Flying Dutchman answers, ""Between the living and the dead.” For
Stoker’s fascination with this line, see Belford 177; and Frayling 348.
10. For a brief discussion of the significance of the cartoon, see Baldick 912. A note with skull and crossbones, signed by "Cap’ Moonlight,” lies at the
feet of the creature; the monster is thus specifically associated with the violent
agitators of the Land War, known as “moonlighters.”
11. For a brief discussion of these references, see Murphy 65. Murphy’s
book, while generally focused upon the more positive and heroic images and
myths that surrounded Parnell, is especially useful as a collation and statistical
analysis of the popular rhetoric that created the “myth of Parnell.”
12. A reproduction of the original cartoon
in the Duke Universi
ty Press Catalog for Fall and Winter 1996 (22). It serves as an illustrated
advertisement for David Glover’s Vampires, Mummies, and Liberals: Bram Stok
er and the Politics of Popular Fiction. Oddly, the cartoon is not reproduced in
Glover’s book, nor does he make any mention of it anywhere in his text. The
cartoon is republished in Malchow 128. While Malchow identifies the vam
pire as Parnell, he makes nothing of this fact in his reading of Dracula (129-66).
13. Stoker’s earliest notes on Dracula are dated March 3, 1890, just a few
weeks after Captain O’Shea dealt Parnell’s political career a fatal blow by nam
ing him in the divorce petition. While the days and dates of the
in Stok
er’s novel (published in 1897) correspond to the calendar year 1893, Jonathan
Harker’s concluding note, which begins, “seven years ago we all went through
the flames,” would seem to place the action of the novel in 1890 — the
of
O’Shea’s divorce case, the division of the Irish Parliamentary Party, the rejec
tion of Parnell as Party leader, and the virtual collapse of the Home Rule move
ment. On the dating of events in the novel, see Frayling 339-50, especially 350.
14. For a wide-ranging
of Stoker’s liberalism, his lifelong inter
est in Anglo-Irish political relations, and the bearing of Irish politics on Drac
ula, see Glover, especially 25-57. For other important discussions of Dracula
within the political context of relations between England and Ireland, see
Arata; Schmitt; Eagleton 187 and 215-6; and Belford 16-24, 30-33, 60-64, 77,
130-32, 139, 230, and 275. For Stoker’s own discussions of Parnell and Irish
Home Rule, see his Personal Reminiscences 1: 343-4, 2: 26-33, and 2: 208.
15. Elsewhere, Churchill describes Parnell’s emergence as a political force:
“[He] moved with unconcerned deliberation into the centre of the stage and
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dealt with others as though it was his birthright to command and theirs to serve
him” (Lord Randolph 1: 89).
16. To be sure, Parnell, like Dracula, apparently
the chameleon
like ability to present himself as more English than the English themselves, a
fact duly noted by Churchill {Great Contemporaries 282) and Bew (9). These
inconsistent characterizations of Parnell are perhaps to be credited as much to
his metamorphic powers as to the differing projections of him insisted upon by
contemporaries, whose political views of the man were deeply divided.
17. For one striking description of Parnell’s
see Churchill, Great Con
temporaries: “His eyes blazed ever more fiercely in his pallid face: it was only
by
intense effort that
still held himself in check” (293). See also Bew:
“Most observers were impressed by the power of his eyes” (8).
18. According to Foster, these “strange, almost supernatural meetings
became a set-piece of contemporary memoirs: William O’Brien’s disguised
encounter in a fog at Greenwich Observatory, Standish O’Grady’s meeting on
a Wicklow mountainside in a mounting storm, Lord Ribblesdale’s surreal rail
way journey where Parnell talked intensely the whole time but never once
looked at his face” (Paddy 47).
19. For the connection between Dracula and the 1888 murders in
Whitechapel thought to be committed by Jack the Ripper, see Tracy 45. For
Stoker’s comment concerning the relevance of the Whitechapel murders to
Dracula, see Belford 272.
20. For Parnell’s “strange telepathy,” see Churchill, Great Contemporaries
2 7, Churchill goes on to note that both Katharine O’Shea and her husband,
much like Mina and Jonathan Harker,
“under the spell of the great man.”
21. Derrida’s conception of the “pharmakon," denuded of its anti-ontolog
ical implications, might serve to define the symbolic work that the figure of
Dracula performs in the arena of politics, religion, and ideology: “If the pharmakon is ‘ambivalent,’ it is because it constitutes the medium in which opposites
are opposed, the movement and the play that links them among themselves,
reverses them or makes them cross over into the other (soul/body, good/evil,
inside/outside, memory/forgetfulness . . . )” (Derrida 127).
22. The historical sources for the plagues mentioned in Dracula include the
Great Famine of the 1840s (which led to the death of nearly a million Irish and
the emigration of another
and a half million), the outbreak of cholera in
Sligo in 1832 (which Stoker’s mother witnessed firsthand as a child), and the
widespread crop failures and economic depression of 1878-9 in Ireland.
According to Bew, the latter event threatened “the worst economic disaster
since the Great Famine” and played a role in Parnell’s rapid political rise in the
late 70s and early 80s (31). For Charlotte Stoker’s letter to her son concerning
the cholera epidemic, see Appendix B in Dracula (498-506).
23. Such a view necessarily discounts the notion, current during Parnell’s
lifetime, that the Irish leader was a genuine radical or socialist when it
to
property rights.
24. For the
that Dracula represents the depredations of finance capi
talism, see Moretti’s seminal essay.
25. As Arata notes, Dracula’s successful impersonation of Jonathan Hark
when his guest is imprisoned in Castle Dracula is
early instance of the
count’s talent for socio-political masquerade. See also Glover 44.
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26. This did not prevent some of Parnells English adversaries from view
ing him as a “foreign” threat to English imperial rule; see Sir Charles Dilke’s
comments quoted in Murphy 77.
27. Certain particulars of Dracula’s attacks, for instance the ever present
moon and the seemingly pointless violence against animals — the dead mastiff
at Whitby (108), the injured wolf at the London Zoological Gardens (183) —
seem to be Stoker’s sly way of identifying the vampire as a “moonlighter” in the
tradition of the land agitation.
28. For one example of Stoker’s embrace of British imperialism, consider
his endorsement of Henry Morton Stanley’s
of beneficent colonialism
(Personal Reminiscences 1: 366). To be sure, it was intellectually possible, if
politically difficult, to reconcile the notion of greater Irish autonomy with a
more capacious concept of British imperial unity; even the Anglo-Irish Treaty
of 1921 required that the citizens of the Irish
State swear allegiance to the
British Crown.
29. The reference to Exodus and to the liberation of the Jews
Moses
from captivity in Egypt
be meant to echo Gladstone’s famous speech at
Leeds in which the Prime Minister compared Parnell to a false and demonic
Moses. See Morley 3: 61.
30. For Dracula’s connection to the “lumpenproletariat” and to the poorest
elements within Victorian society, see Croley. She makes the intriguing sug
gestion that this group was often associated during the period with vagrant
Irish immigrants who had come to England after the Great Famine of the
1840s (100, 108).
31. In formulating this point, I have been influenced by Glover’s general
thesis that Stoker’s liberal sympathies
in tension with various contempo
rary
and pseudo-scientific discourses that classified certain groups —
women, the Irish, criminals, sexual deviants — as fundamentally incapable of
rational self-government.
32. “Morris” appears in Edward MacLysaght’s Surnames ofIreland, where
it is identified as of Norman origin and associated with the tribes of Galway
(166). No doubt Stoker knew that Shakespeare chose to christen his stereo
typical Irish soldier in Henry V “Captain MacMorris.” The complex web of
connections among the American Wild West, Irish-American immigrants, and
late-nineteenth-century Irish culture and politics offers another suggestive con
text in which to assess Morris’s role in the novel. As Stoker was the author of
the 1895 western romance, The Shoulder of Shasta, and a frequent traveler in
America, he was no doubt familiar with the conspicuous role that Irish Amer
icans such as Henry McCarty, a.k.a. “Billy the Kid,” played in the internation
al popularization of the American West. For two provocative essays on the
connections linking the American West, the outlaw and rebel, and nineteenthand twentieth-century Irish cultural politics, see O’Toole, and Gibbons.
33. Churchill suggests that “someone detonated [Captain] O’Shea” (Great
Contemporaries 291).
34. Churchill gives eloquent testimony to this highly romanticized view of
Parnell’s “tragic” end: Parnell “dedicated himself to a single goal, the goal of
Ireland a nation, and he pursued it unswervingly until a rose thrown across his
path opened a new world, the world of love. And, as he had previously sacri
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ficed all for Ireland, so, when the moment of choice
he sacrificed all, even
Ireland for love. . . .
is the tale which comprised all the elements of a
Greek tragedy. . . . The loves of Parnell and Kitty O’Shea condemned Ireland
to a melancholy
and the British Empire to a woeful curtailment of its har
mony and strength” (Great Contemporaries
35. For a general
of the Parnell women, see Foster, Charles Stew
art Parnell 225-84. Anna’s reference to W. E. (“Buckshot”) Forster was all the.
more provocative given that there were no fewer than nineteen separate
attempts on the life of the chief secretary of Ireland; see Morris 478.
36. A. N. Wilson and Victor Sage prove notable exceptions. For a brief dis
cussion of the significance of Stoker’s work within the context of the increasing
secularization of late Victorian society, see Wilson xvii-xviii. For a discussion
of Dracula in terms of the Protestant and anti-Catholic traditions of Gothic fic
tion, see Sage 50-57. See also Zanger.
37. Some regarded this as merely a reaffirmation of the twenty-eighth of
the thirty-nine articles of the Church of England, which were formally intro
duced into Ireland in the seventeenth century. As revised in 1563, the relevant
portion of the article reads: “Transubstantiation (or the change of the substance
of Bread and Wine) in the Supper of the Lord, cannot be proved by Holy Writ:
but it is repugnant to the plain
of Scripture, overthroweth the nature of
a Sacrament, and hath given occasion to many superstitions. The Body of
Christ is given, taken, and eaten in the Supper only after an heavenly and spir
itual manner: And the mean whereby the Body of Christ is received and eaten
in the Supper, is Faith.” For the complete article, see Green 217, and Olden
400.
38. Gladstone’s repudiation of Parnell was motivated in no small measure
by the prime minister’s need to placate English and Scottish Nonconformists
(as incensed as the Catholics by Parnell’s adultery), who provided the Liberals
with a crucial bloc of electoral supporters. See Hammond 625-9.
39. Stoker’s working papers on the novel confirm the indeterminate char
acter of Dracula’s religious beliefs: “he has an ambivalent attitude towards the
icons of religion: he can be moved only by relics older than his own real date
or century (that is, when he
lived) — more recent relics leave him
unmoved” (Frayling 343).
40. One such painting in this tradition is Lucas Cranach the Elder’s The
Lamentation.(1538), which depicts Mary Magdalene kissing the bloody wound
of the crucified Christ (see Cranach). The relevant passage from the Old Tes
tament is Isaiah 63: 1-4. The tableau from Dracula, given its associations with
breast milk (363), might also be connected to another iconographic tradition of
late medieval painting, that of St. Bernard drinking the milk that spurts from
the breast of the Virgin Mary.
41. Murphy notes that the most common religious figure to whom Parnell
was compared in his day was Jesus but that in latter years comparisons between
Parnell and Satan became even more common (52, 93).
42. For a contemporary attack
these “Orange” conspiracy theories, see
O’Connor 370.
43. Hammond offers a summary of the act provided by A. V. Dicey in his
Law of Constitution: “Under the Act of 1881 ... the Irish executive obtained
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the absolute power of arbitrary and preventive arrest, and could without breach
of law detain in prison any person arrested on suspicion for the whole period
for which the Act continued in force. . . . The Government could, in the case
of certain crimes, abolish the right to trial by
could arrest strangers found
out of doors at night under suspicious circumstances, could seize
newspa
per inciting to treason or violence, and could prohibit any public meeting which
the Lord Lieutenant believed to be dangerous to the public peace or safety”
(211).
44. Stoker’s cryptic note in his working papers on Dracula suggests that at
some stage of composition he associated the prime minister, in some unspeci
fied way, with
gothic
Among a list of attributes assigned to Dracu
la we find: “Immortality-Gladstone” (see Frayling 343).
45. While employing Brantlinger’s terminology, I offer an interpretation of
Dracula that differs in several critical respects from his (233-4).
46. While readers today might doubt that Stokers contemporaries would
have been interested in the remote Balkans, what we know as the “Eastern
Question” dominated British foreign policy in the second half of the nineteenth
century. Given Britain’s rivalry with Russia, Gladstone found himself time and
again involved in trying to sort out problems in the Balkans and the Near East.
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On a spring day in 1992, workmen tore down the
scaffolding around the statue of Saint Joan in the
Place des Pyramides in
She blazed forth,
regilded, triumphant, determined. Had she always
been so golden?
She sits her mount squarely, as if she has taken
utter possession of him, the way modern lesbians
bestride their Harleys. Her hair, sensibly tied back
a ponytail, doesn’t interfere with the bulwark of
armor that clatters about her. She sits tall in the
medieval saddle, which belongs on an elephant, not a
palfrey, so high, so knob-like, so wobbly it looks.
Joan is unconcerned by the bulk and weight of her
armor; she keeps her arms free to hoist a banner for
Christ.
Why had I never noticed her before as I cut
across the rue de Rivoli at the corner of the Louvre?
The traffic whirls around her and you don’t
up as you run for the colonnades that frame
the Place des Pyramides. If I had noticed her dingy
monument before, I thought no more about it or her.
Jeanne d’Arc plays hide-and-seek very well. Where
you least expect to see her, there she is, sitting in plain
view, scot-free and sure of herself.
We have
out of love with Jeanne. She was
modernism’s darling. Is it our lack of faith that dri
ves us away from her?
it our disdain for the manly
woman?
Her forbidding haircut, her steadfast faith, spoke
to romantics and modernists as they do not speak to
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us. Among modern heroines, real or fictional, Joan excited far less consterna
tion or admiration than such competitors as Salomé, Lulu, Leda, Marie Curie
or Molly Bloom.
Rarely has faith been so slow in its rewards on earth as Joans was. Burned
at the stake in 1431 (aged about 19), she was not called Venerable until 1904,
Blessed until 1909, or Sainted until 1920. Smack-dab in the middle of the
modernist period, at the debut of a very unsaintly century, she was canonized.
It took nearly 500 years to
out the
distinctions between heresy and
faith. That was Joans comeuppance: half a millennium of purgatory for the
country lass who dared to be haughty to king and pope alike. The Vatican real
ly knows how to hold a grudge.
The Paris statue by Emmanuel Frémiet went up in 1874, even before Joan
became a saint. Joan was wounded close to this spot in 1429, though nearer to
the intersection of rue de Rivoli and rue St. Honoré. In Frémiet's cast sculp
ture, she knows what she's doing. But Frémiet has taken no pains to hide her
womanliness, which is
artistic coup, insofar as the Joan legend emphasizes
disguise of her sex. Her womanly face
forth like a beacon.
As a flesh-and-blood individual, Joan did less well at the hands of musi
cians, dramaturges and cinéastes than a modern heroine might have
She
gets portrayed instead as An Idea, A Saint, A Female Fight-Picker.
Joan figures as drawing card or main attraction for diverse speculations by
romantics and modernists. Catholic, she exercises a low-key, second-string fas
cination for some Protestants and Marxists, too. But her influence has waned.
She has quitted querulous Purgatory for quiet Paradise. Art resists perfection,
for perfection leaves nothing to correct and nothing to say.

2. Pursuit
Here are the facts, embroidered by legend. Born in January 1412 in Domrémy,
Joan, from age 13 on, was urged by Saints Michael, Catherine and Margaret to
drive the English from France and crown the Dauphin Charles at Rheims.
Unable to resist these voices, she sought out Charles at Chinon in February
1429. Charles had her quizzed to prove she was not pulling his leg. She passed
with
colors, so Charles gave her a small military squad of her own. With
this army, Joan liberated Orléans in May 1429; Charles VII was crowned on 17
July of the same year. Then, behind Joans back, Charles negotiated for peace
with the Duke of Burgundy, who was an ally of the English. Bolstered by the
coronation hoopla, the enlarged royalist army, led by Joan, attempted to storm
English-held Paris. Joan failed. At Compiègne, the Burgundians captured her
on 23 May 1430 and ransomed her to the English. An ecclesiastical court,
headed by Pierre Cauchon, Bishop of Beauvais, tried Joan for heresy. Found
guilty, she was burned on 30 May 1431 at Rouen. A papal commission reha
bilitated her in 1456 after concluding her trial was fraudulent and invalid.
Between 1841 and 1849, Jules Quicherat published five volumes of trial
documents and circumstantial testimony, which went some distance in setting
the record straight about France's derring-do saint.
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But why did Joan reincarnate in so many artists’ imaginations in the span
of two centuries, from Voltaire to Dreyer? I don’t intend to say anything defin
itive about Joan in her manifestations. The act of finding her in her hiding
places, the discovery of what
artwork declares about sanctity or heroism is
more important than absolute statements. Pursuing her is itself an adventure.

3. Hide-and-Seek

I cannot find St. Joan. No
owns copies of plays in which she stars. Not
even secondhand bookstores keep these in stock. I track her down in libraries
and rare-book rooms.
Recordings of Joan operas are
difficult to come by. Either a siren
song or the tune of an angel, her voice remains a lure to me, but
that is not
easily got.

4. Shaw

Joan has an affinity for the stage. She appears among the dramatis personae of
Shakespeare, Schiller, Shaw, Anouilh, Brecht, Péguy.
George Bernard Shaw’s Saint Joan (1924)
her among the first “Protes
tant martyrs.” Shaw deliberately outrages: Luther and Calvin didn’t kick off
the Protestant Reformation until nearly a century after Joan’s death by fire.
Shaw means that Joan communicated directly with Saints Margaret, Catherine
and Michael without the intercession of priest or Church. That makes her
visionary, not Protestant.
Pious, unflinching, peasant Joan crowned Charles at Rheims; the corona
tion consolidated French factions against the English. Shaw’s characterization
of Joan as a Protestant martyr raises the specter of Shaw’s ulterior motives: why
does an Irish Protestant dramaturge write about a French saint who repulsed
the English? Shaw’s bombastic Preface comments on Joan’s life, trial, incarcer
ation, rehabilitation, literary incarnation, historical reputation, and contempo
rary significance. Joan is a New Woman:
her for bobbing her hair
and wearing pants.
In Shaw’s play, I find the Realpolitik counsels given by Bastard Danois to
Ingénue Joan succinct and tiresome: “Do blundering old military dug-outs love
the successful young captains who supersede them? Do ambitious politicians
love the climbers who take the front seats from them?” Dainty Warwick has a
similar, though more fastidious turn of mind. Ex postfacto, he says Joan’s burn
ing was perhaps a miscalculation: “political necessities sometimes turn out to
be political mistakes.” We can take these messages to heart like quotations
cribbed from Bartlett’s.
To create a saintly character in a skeptical age requires daring. The attrib
utes of sainthood are so passé that I cannot condone them: conviction, ingen
uousness, innocence. How tedious virtue is: it leaves no room for misbehavior
or the evolution of the unconscious, which must, for survival, thrive on decep
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tion. Innocence baffles me because all of the stories I know are about loss of
innocence. Who wants to stay naive forever? Novels, with their rogues’ gal
leries, disclaim the edifying influence of religion in favor of worldly experience.
Dostoevsky shows the
of purity; innocent Prince Mishkin in The Idiot
produces cataclysms whenever he enters a room and remains blithely feckless
about the effects of his actions. Innocence is a social liability.
Rational Shaw says in his Preface that Joan’s voices were more or less hal
lucinated projections of an overactive imagination, Neither can Shaw condone
innocence. Otherwise, his Joan is shrewd, sane, free of affectation, bossy. One
word drops here and there in the
to describe her approach: "common
sense.” A saint with commonsense is the best a skeptical age can produce. I
suspect real saints have uncommon sense. Shaw makes her innocence a pre
tense. Dramatic convention leads us to believe that a character is not what she
seems. Reality is at odds with appearance. Then again, Joan, a mirage, is all
appearance.
An Innocent, she succeeds because she remains unwavering in her faith —
until scene 6. As an Infidel, I like Joan much more because she breaks down in
scene 6, shows some human fallibility, signs a recantation. I fixate on this
moment when she wavers because innocence is nothing until it’s tested. The
recantation features in many of the hagiographie and skeptical tellings of the
saint’s life
the breakdown, a human response, might
rational, as it
would allow Joan to dodge her accusers and not die by fire. Reason is the thing
that can save us, maybe, from death.
The chief marvel of Shaw’s long play is a séance after Joan’s partial rehabil
itation. The last scene is cathartic because it proves that Joan was right all
along. Villains merit punishment; the virtuous recognize the error of their
ways; Warwick, still dainty and shrewd, hasn’t changed, since Shaw’s play
evolves towards the skeptical rationality that Warwick embodies from the
beginning. The seance transpires in King Charles’s bedchamber and ghosts
waft out from behind curtains. Apparently Shaw could not countenance an
ending with Joan dying on a pyre, so he brought her into Charles’s bedroom
posthumously for one final bravura turn.
5. Russian
Voices! I hear voices!
Joan is a saint of the ear, not the eye. She hears St. Margaret’s voice, she
does not see her face in a vision. Perhaps as a consequence of this aurality,
opera has been kind to her. Verdi wrote a three-act Giovanna D'Arco (1845),
ostensibly based on Schiller, but contrived, as Schiller’s play is not, to make
Giovanna fall in love with King Carlo (that is, the Dauphin Charles). Arthur
Honegger’s oratorio, using a text
Paul Claudel, stacks the deck against her
by putting her on the pyre in Jeanne d'Arc au Bûcher (1938). In
the nine
teenth century favors love interest; the twentieth century goes for torment.
Peter Ilyitch Tchaikovsky’s Orleanskaya Dieva, or The Maid of Orleans,
composed in 1879, saw the light of day just after Eugene Onegin (written in
1878) and before The Queen ofSpades (written in 1891). First performed in St.
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Petersburg on 13 February 1881, Orleanskaya Dieva was not a popular success
despite its subject and despite its blockbuster music. Tchaikovsky's operas cling
to the grand opera repertory with difficulty because they are
Russian. But
their Russianness woos me: in a 1974 Melodiya recording by the Bolshoi The
ater Orchestra conducted by Gennady Rozhedestvensky, mezzo-soprano Irina
Arkhipova, singing the role of Ioanna,
burbles Russian consonants that
bristle the hair on my neck. The dark tones of the mezzo give lonna authori
ty, especially when she prophesies events and croons her grudging love for
Lionnel. Unwilling to forego her divine mission, she accuses Lionnel of hav
ing destroyed her with his love at the end of act 3. The unfamiliar
words fall over
like a spell: “lubouyu, lubouyu menya sgoobi!”
Tchaikovsky's opera is nowhere to be had commercially. It does not exist
on CD, though serious collectors might own the vinyl Bolshoi version. Anoth
er recording, a fibrous 1970s LP by the Kirov State Opera conducted by B.
Khaikin, may
have been
from the lowest dungeons of hell since the
voices and orchestra are so badly recorded.
Tchaikovsky, basing his opera
Schiller’s play, knew Jules Michelet’s
authoritative 1856 biography Jeanne d'Arc but chose to
On 26
December 1878, Tchaikovsky wrote to Nadezhda von Meek that “the tragedy
of Schiller — although not factual historically — is a much more valuable and
far more penetrating study.” Tchaikovsky himself wrote the libretto, presum
ably to have the freedom to introduce dramatic touches and metrical changes.
Foremost among these changes, I hear hard reproach in Thibault’s voice when
Ionna rejects Raymond. She may be a saint, but she still merits her father’s
rebuke for unruliness and lack of compliance. The musical scoring and libret
to send unexpected shafts of understanding into Ionna’s character: she uplifts;
she leads; she prophesies; she loves; she suffers. As in Schiller’s play, she is an
outcast, but Tchaikovsky exaggerates the possibility that she has made a com
pact with the devil, which drives her away from the Church and her family
further into exile. The implication is that saints (and Russian composers) may
be given creative inspiration from demons, not angels.
Like Eugene Onegin, this opera depends on the frustration of physical love.
Rapture in opera never finds a full outlet except through the voice, whatever the
contortions and anguish the body undergoes, which is why we can overlook
unsuitable bodies singing certain roles. But I have to settle for listening to, not
seeing, The Maid of Orleans. I listen to Ionna reject Raymond, then fall for
Lionnel, her enemy. She tells him no; but the music says yes. When Lionnel
first enters, Ionna chases him onstage to the accompaniment of ardent musical
footfalls. Later, he finds her in hiding, but he dies
anything untoward
can happen after singing a rapturous duet in which his voice enwreathes
Ionna’s. Having created a more human Joan, Tchaikovsky denies her the satis
faction of human love. Her commitment to the high purpose of saving France
rescues her from physical intimacy.
Whew!
As
Eugene Onegin, just when the hero makes up his mind to love the
heroine, she repulses him. Tchaikovsky is not strong on physical contact, and
his protagonists are most fulfilled when they sing solos or hide in the forest.
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Rapture, for saints and opera-listeners, occurs best in solitude, where nobody
sees, and bliss need never be mentioned after it has taken possession of you and
left you weak with pleasure.
Listening to Orleanskaya Dieva, I am reminded that, at 14, I
Beloved
Friend about Tchaikovsky’s hide-and-seek relationship with Nadezhda von
Meek. They corresponded for years but never
met. (The book left me
with the impression that everything Russian was sad, brooding, crepuscular and
violet.) Some of the most satisfying relationships happen only when you set
pen paper and voice your love. Music and sound communicate what physi
cal presence taunts you with: the promise of communion that can never be ful
filled.
Ionna goes
the bonfire singing her exaltation, for she will be gathered
into heaven and has remained true to her superhuman mission: to stay always
chaste and to think always of France.

Figure 2. Abject Joan, played by Maria Falconetti,
Joan ofArc. Cinematheque Ontario.

Dreyer’s The Passion of

6. Face

If Tchaikovsky gives Ionna a voice, Carl Theodor Dreyer takes it away
the
silent film The Passion ofJoan ofArc (1928). Jehanne’s great medium of instruc
tion from the heavenly hosts — her voices — is denied in Dreyer’s silent movie.
She cannot experience the voices of angels. There are no voices here, just
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images of noise imposed on silence. We hear nothing, but see everyone, except
Jehanne,
talking. Whereas the inquisitors badger, hector, pester,
egg, and lecture Jehanne with gestures, she trembles and stares without speak
ing. From time to time, after long sorrowful contemplation, she mouths a
French “oui” that
read off her lips.
Dreyer gives a specific version of the saint: indoor Jehanne, shamed
Jehanne, serene Jehanne, mute Jehanne, bewildered Jehanne, immovable
Jehanne, radiant Jehanne. We scrutinize the androgynous features of Maria
Falconetti (playing the lead) since the camera rarely
from its ultra-tight
close-up on her face. That face! The camera looks her in the eye; it catches her
downcast, uplifted glance. The camera worships her. The head-shots are so
tight her face pushes the borders of the screen. We cannot look anywhere but
at those round eyes, aglow with different moods that alight and vanish. We
have to believe her rapture because we cannot look away. We are always close
to her, staring at her, and, whether
want to or not, venerating her. Towards
the end of the film, a title says, “Jehanne, this is the last attempt to open your
eyes to your delusions.” Funny: her eyes have been wide open for most of the
movie. She covers them in despair only once. Through her eyes, she drinks in
her persecutors and her beloved crucifix without blinking.
The shots ofJehanne are static. By comparison, the camera glides along the
rows of her judges and inquisitors who harangue her to death. They intrigue,
gossip, and machinate. No voices distract us from their faces which are male
and worldly, their features exaggerated: all wens, concavities, crags, sockets,
tonsures, ines, wagging tongues, deformities, beetling brows, leers, wrinkles,
and bad teeth. Remarkably, the eyes of one clergyman have no color,
blank,
evil sockets on a statue. Jehanne’s tear-soaked eyes must be read as innocence
by comparison to the priest’s glassy stare. Her teeth, too, are perfect. The
clergyman who wants to help Jehanne is also young, unlined, and therefore
innocent. Spirituality sides with physical beauty and youth in this film. To be
young is to be right. To be young is to
pure.
By taking Jehanne away from the battlefields where she seized victory from
the jaws of defeat, Dreyer makes her impassive. She scarcely moves. She has
faith. Nothing fazes her. When her gaolers poke her with straws, she doesn’t
flinch. When they chuck her chin, she doesn’t flinch. When they put a rope
crown on her, she doesn’t flinch. When they stick an arrow under her arm, she
doesn’t flinch. Impassive Jehanne doesn’t rebel when they shear off her hair.
Nothing sways her from her faith. This is what it is like to look sainthood in
the face, in rapturous close-ups: sainthood doesn’t move. It is frightening to
see Jehanne’s resignation after seeing the drama of emotions
her face. You
can see she has subdued her fighting spirit to a higher purpose.
Although I know her fate perfectly well, I find myself wondering how
Jehanne will die. Shaw has the death scene offstage. Schiller and Brecht have
her covered with banners without burning at the stake. But no, Dreyer shows
Jehanne on the pyre being singed by flames, the shock of her burning registered
in Falconetti’s astonishing facial expressions. (Ingrid Bergman in the 1948 Joan
ofArc coughs a bit, but scarcely suffers as she burns.) Dreyer’s Jehanne, despite
muteness, suffers
and humanly.
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7. Dark in Chicago
A change of atmosphere: roaring, bidding on the Chicago Livestock Exchange.
Meaning: Communism. Capitalism. Class struggle.
Vehicle: Newspaperboys dart across the stage shouting, “Extra, extra!”
Friendly messages from New York give instructions to the capitalist Pierpont
Mauler on when to buy and sell canned meat and cattle. Buy! Buy! Buy! Sell!
(You expected Germany? You expected Sally Bowles at the cabaret doing
her shtick?)
Benevolent Brecht’s Saint Joan of the Stockyards premiered at the Hamburg
Deutsches Schauspielhaus in 1959, three years after the playwrights death,
even though it was written almost thirty years earlier. The play has never been
much of a success in production and is not often mounted. Ive
seen it
staged.
In Brecht’s non-Aristotelian theater, there will be no catharsis but plenty of
instruction. Everything we need to know about the arbitrariness of assigned
value crops up: steer prices rise and fall according to human whim, not any
intrinsic value in the product. The belly-aching, lumpen Mrs. Luckerniddle
gets on my nerves as she keeps importuning everyone for a bowl of soup. The
Black Straw Hats preach the word of God but turf Joan Dark as soon as she
can’t cough up money for rent. Small-time speculators treble their woes like
nitpicking Sadducees or choric Greeks: “Forever opaque / Stand the eternal
laws of / Human economy.” Joan penetrates this obscurity with a
of doc
trinal
Kapital; in the System, “Those on top / Are where they are because
the others / Are down below, and they
stay up top / Only so long as the
others stay down.” She likens the whole to a seesaw. Instructional Joan
explains the whole shebang.
Come on, Joan. Get off your high horse.
The brilliant tension of the
comes not from Joan Dark leading a Gen
eral Strike but in the bidding war of Slift (the factotum of Mauler) against
Speculators, Breeders,
Joan counsels Mauler to buy up canned meat
(Commodity) and livestock (Resource) against his materialist conscience and
he ends up by hook or by crook with a monopoly that allows him to control the
price of both (Supply-side Capitalism). So Capitalists come out ahead even
when they follow divine advice.
Looks good on you, Joan.
Yet Brecht’s Joan Dark has a tragic dimension. A saint, by virtue of her
sanctity, cannot belong to any group. The Black Straw Hats throw her out.
The people renounce her. She double-crosses the workers by not delivering a
message calling for a general strike. Joan has second thoughts about her mis
sion as she huddles in the snow and the cold waiting for the three labor
to whom she is supposed to give the instructional letter. Her failure of faith has
consequences for the communist labor
and their planned strike. This
failure torments Joan; it is the equivalent of her recantation in Shaw’s play.
Before she can rectify it, before she can
the message, she dies. Quick as
a flash, Slift canonizes her for her work in the stockyard, and her final message
— “top and bottom have two languages,” et cetera — gets drowned out Slift’s
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interpretation of her vision. The death and apotheosis have no lasting signifi
cance, which means Joan dies in vain. Because of her isolation, she takes on
tragic dimensions; because she is misunderstood, I begin to
her.
Much more than prosy Joan, I admire Mauler, the Capitalist, who
the
hogs share of poetry in Saint Joan of the Stockyards. Far outstripping Joan,
Mauler has the best grasp of the rise-and-fall tumult of stocks and commodi
ties. Even when he wants to
good deeds, he ends up rich, rich, rich. If Joan
eventually has to be unattached to
group in order to convey her message,
Mauler begins as an isolated
who is well on the way to self-understand
ing. The saint herself does not change but she effects change in those who sur
round her. Joan Dark conveys messages, but Mauler receives and acts on them.
His worldliness has more meaning than her otherworldliness because he can do
good whereas she can only refer to it as an abstraction. Joan doesn’t aspire to
anything since she already possesses truth and speaks it with the tongue of a
Marxist angel. Mauler changes and his poetry reflects his gracious insight into
Joan’s sermonizing and his own
in the ups and downs of markets.
Mauler gets pegged for all the wrongs of the world: when he’s too rich he’s
a greedy leech and therefore reviled; when he loses everything he’s a hopeless
ne’er-do-well who can’t beg or borrow a penny. Among the large cast, Mauler
is the only one who mentions “[t]he inner man, neglected and repressed. . . .”
He brings about an equitable solution to the market fluctuations of canned
meat, but not without a rousing indictment of others’ hypocrisy. In this case,
he addresses a rascally rent-grubbing, praise-the-lord major: “I see, you
thought you’ build your house beneath / The shade I cast. To you a man is
/ Who helps you, just as to me a man was someone / To prey on.”
I
Mauler. He calls a spade a spade.

8. Saints
Saints are ungraspable because of their connection to a spiritual world. I con
fess I am not Catholic and have never read
saints’ lives that might have
improved my
or given me spiritual guidance that I could apply to every
life. Lacking the patience of a saint, I cannot hope for redemption and can
not see the point, as a fallen creature, of reading about irreproachable virtue.
What lessons can I learn from people tortured or stoned or burned to death?
Sainthood sticks in my craw the way pebbles stick in a chicken’s gizzard: indi
gestible, but useful for grinding down other matter.
9. Conversion

Religion was meted out to me in miniature doses, as if too much might turn my
brain. My parents were utterly indifferent to religion. Out of indifference, my
mother allowed my grandmother to take us children to church on Sunday to lis
ten to some windy hymns and shake each other’s hands in a sign of peace.
(Looking back at my parents’ inconsistent behavior, I realize that they wanted
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to dawdle about the house, smooch, and have sex, while their children became
holy.) We went to a collapsing, white, country church with a wheezy organ and
hard-as-rock pews. The building was opened once a week and emitted a wet,
impure odor from the crawl-space beneath the buckling floorboards. After the
sermon, we attended Sunday school where we read story-books in which Jesus,
looking well-groomed, with a neatly trimmed beard and glowing white com
plexion, urged pious little children to come unto him.
The church we attended was United, a particularly Canadian denomina
tion, formed in 1925 by Methodists, Congregationalists and Presbyterians who
banded together because they collectively felt that Protestants needed a greater
political purpose in the throes of modernist secularization. The three sects con
solidated to uphold temperance and social programs. Such a Protestant and
purposeful congregation had no use for
and so devoted its zeal to bake
sales and community aid. The women of the United Church were particularly
effective at holding quilting bees and throwing fund-raising events for people
in the community who had lost their property or livelihood. The United
Church has a tradition of progressive thinking, being the first to ordain gay
ministers, and being the first to espouse other liberal issues in a pragmatic way.
At the age of 20, I turned apostate, at least in
mind, for I had not been
to a United Church or any other service in years. Protestants have a habit of
dissenting, and so I dissented.
In my apostasy, I took up, much as
falls in love as a teenager for pure
ly sensual reasons, with Roman Catholicism, because I was awed
the
embroidered priests’ vestments, the sumptuous masses and requiems, the rose
windows, the novels of Stendhal, the ritual, the mysteries of transubstantiation,
the ornamented chalices. I read Dubliners and Paradise Lost and felt myself cast
out of Eden. Reading offered an avenue into a spiritual life that looked much
more rewarding than any I glimpsed in the meager, drafty, country church
where I listened to sermons as a child.
All the suffering of Catholic saints, I figured, had to be good for something
and because I, too, was suffering in obscure and misunderstood ways having to
do with burgeoning
and young adulthood, I could draw solace from
the martyrdom of the Catholic faithful. In the circles of heavenly hosts — the
thrones, dominions, cherubs, seraphs, angels, archangels — I glimpsed a social
organization rich in complexity. The social ranks in heaven had the nuance
and intrigue of Proustian society, in which one could rise or fall, snub or be
snubbed unintentionally, but in which there was also a secure sense of hierar
chy. Protestant egalitarianism left nothing for the imagination. Under the
influence of T. S. Eliot’s serenely high Anglican poetry and the paintings of Fra
Angelico in the monks’ cells at San Marco in Florence, I thought I might con
vert to the Catholic Church. Without taking communion, I attended services
and tried to ive a dutifully Christian life.
That phase of
life lasted for a
or so.
In the end, I couldn’t imagine that a change of faith would solve my prob
lems. One Christian God, I reasoned, was much like another. I took up smok
ing cigarettes instead and attending neo-realist Italian films such as Red Desert
by Antonioni and reading Nausea by Sartre. It was another way of being twen-
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ty and misunderstood. However, it was indisputably more chic and bohemian
to drink strong caffeinated coffee and argue existentialism until
on a
Saturday night than sacrifice Sunday mornings to Christ and choirs.

Figure 3. Rustic “Joan of Arc”
Gustave Bastien-Lepage. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Gift of Erwin Davis, 1889. (89.21.1)
10. French Realism

French
painter Gustave Bastien-Lepage, in his 1879 tableau of heav
enly visions, “Joan of Arc,” places Joan in an orchard. The painting hangs in
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.
Bastien-Lepage’s Joan,
gazes out beyond the orchard
a horizon
we cannot see. The
Michael (holding a sword towards Joan), Catherine
(praying) and Margaret (weeping) are tangled in the branches of the trees.
They face Joan but she doesn’t face them. She’s in the thick of a vision. Their
incorporeal, see-through bodies blend with the gold
of a cottage in the
middle ground of the painting. Joan has left off her spinning; the spindle,
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abandoned, sits to the left, and her stool is overturned.
As a peasant girl about to take up the sacred mission of driving out the
English and saving France, she’s not yet in the company of saints. She wears a
laced-up rustic bodice
looks every inch the bumpkin. Saints come from the
soil. Saints come out of everyday experience. They understand the dignity of
labor. Part of the tension of this realist painting stems from the division
between realist style and spiritual content. Nineteenth-century secularization
of bucolic subjects (gleaners, rock-splitters, farmers) makes it hard to paint
saints and get away with
Nature is spiritual, sure, but who has seen saints
hovering in trees?
The painting reminds me of Frémiet’s statue
the Place des Pyramides
sculpted in the same decade. Bastien-Lepage shows her being called; Frémiet
shows her at a triumphant moment.
Joan is a quintessentially French saint. In a mission as much political as
holy, she drove out the English, who still belonged to the Roman Catholic
Church in the 1420s. Though the French remain proud of her anglophobia,
they choose to overlook the fact that this was a battle among the Catholic faith
ful. Late nineteenth-century French artists resurrect her as a national martyr;
Shaw calls her an “apostle of Nationalism.” Since the Reformation, it is easier
to make Joan a saint defending the Catholic faith. An enemy of the English
Catholics, she was tried and sentenced by a Catholic ecclesiastical court. That
fact seems
disappear from her legend, and her defence of France becomes
paramount the nineteenth century.
In the 1870s, France withstood the Franco-Prussian War, the declaration of
the Third French Republic, and the Paris Commune. Only a saint could unite
the split between
and provinces, republicans and monarchists in the
1870s. Joan, shown by Frémiet and Bastien-Lepage at moments of vision
triumph, could effect that unification. And Bastien-Lepage costumes her in
peasant garb, not armor, make contact with the earth, the country, part of the
French national legend.

11. Fighting Maid

Back to Joan, the ur-Joan, the Joan of
Schiller’s Johanna, immortal
Fräulein of earth and petticoats, romantic death-defying saint, The Maid of
Orleans (1801). This is a Johanna I have looked for in vain: a flesh-and-blood
heroine who can see the future, who effortlessly converts dissenters to her
cause, who rages and deals death to her enemies.
Friedrich Schiller penned his Maid of Orleans half a century before
Quicherat published Johanna’s trial proceedings. Without the hindrance of
documents, his imagination runs rampant over her legend. Instead of the hyp
ocritical Archbishop of Rheims who shows up in later plays
films, Schiller’s
Archbishop is benevolent. His Duke of Burgundy has more faith. His Bastard
Dunois has more manliness. His English foes have
superstition. His
Charles has amorous vulnerability. His iambic pentameters have thunder. His
drama has classical twists and reversals. His plot has Romantic paradox.
Schiller’s Johanna forgoes marriage for politics. She refuses to marry a sen
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sitive country lad named Raimond because her soul is married already to God
and Mary and the just cause of France. Later, Dunois and La Hire both pro
pose marriage to her. When banished by the French, Raimond reappears to
swoop her up, a gallant and true love. Lionel, an Englishman whom Johanna
spares in battle, offers to marry her when she is captured: “Reply to me, Johan
na! Be thou mine, / And I’ll protect thee, e’en against a world.” Johanna refus
es him, as she refuses all others. Schiller’s Johanna is more maidenly than all
the other versions of the legend put together.
Johanna’s renunciation of marriage makes us see that she has a higher calling
that constrains her to act. Agnes Sorel, Charles’ mistress, figures prominently as
an example of noble, romantic virtue. She gives her gold and jewels to save
Charles and France.
is the one who calls for a purer life: “Let us cast all
superficial sham / Of
life away from us! Let
me give thee / A noble
instance of renuncia
tion!” Sorel’s desire to
wander through Nature,
making stones into pil
lows, is made real by
banished Johanna later
the play. Sorel, how
ever, is getting at an
example of secular,
romantic love that
makes Johanna’s sacri
fice to God’s plan
understandable. The
options are earthly
romance or spiritual
dedication. Hence, we
see Johanna as a saint
(finally) because she
gives up the things of
this world.
The Schiller maid is
more brazen in battle
than all the other ver
sions. She slays and
storms: “Throw fire in
their tents! / Let raging
flame intensify dismay /
And, threatening round
about, let death embrace
Figure 4. Fashionable Joan. Frontispiece to The them!” No timid wench,
a
Dramas ofFrederick Schiller (London 1920). Joan is a
hot-blooded fighter, a
Robarts Library, University of Toronto.
death-dealing terror.
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Her enemies dread her arrival. They quake before her: “deadly is encounter with
the virgin.” Battle-ax, bow or blunderbuss would fit
hand. (Ingrid Bergmans
Joan politely forbids swearing and daintily stalks around with a banner, never a
sword. And never, never does she dare to sit astride a horse, except in publicity
photos for the movie.) Schillers Johanna fights her own battles. No one
her unwomanly for fighting; in fact, her fierceness induces several marriage pro
posals.
Johanna narrates the Virgin Mary’s visitations to her. She sees the future
and tells it straight up. She speaks her mind. Her prophesies arise from her
direct line to Mary and the
She bears a thunderbolt in her mouth. Even
her enemies grant her miraculous insight: “The Maiden knew the weak spot of
our camp, / She knew just where our fear was to be found.” Everyone refers to
her as a seer. Schiller makes it clear why she is a saint and why, therefore, she
is revered: her mission is holy and her powers are superhuman. Neither Shaw
nor Brecht nor Dreyer hazard showing her predicting the future. They don’t
dare make her superhuman or prophetic, nor do they depict her engaged
mortal combat.
Although his Johanna has little basis historical fact, Schiller hits a truth
about her sanctity that convinces us that she is God-sent, wrathful and right
eous. Johanna endures agony because her immortal mission to kill the enemy
and save France conflicts with her Christian mercy not to kill and save her
Catholic soul. At the height of her success, everyone believes in her even
though she has doubts; in all other plays, others doubt yet she believes in her
self. Thus her suffering culminates at Charles’s coronation. At the height of
her success, she is most anguished, so anguished that “she rushes pale from the
Church” that has hitherto been her sanctuary. Contradictions overwhelm
Johanna, saint on earth, vouchsafed to wage military battle even though she’s a
pious, merciful Christian. Schiller shows what it
to be a saint and a
human being at the same time.

12. Hearsay

Rumors about Jeanne fly around France still. According to hearsay, she was the
sister of Charles, sent out for her own protection to surrogate parents. A fos
ter-child, she is shunted off like a babe in a Shakespeare play to be raised in
obscurity (not to become, however, the full-grown Joan of 7 Henry VI). When
La
challenges Charles to fight in 7
VI, certain far-fetched mod
ern interpreters and rumor-mongers would say that she defeats him as a sister
would defeat a brother in a domestic tussle. The idea of mysterious birth fol
lowed by hidden nobility is a Renaissance one. Indeed, Jehanne / Jeanne /
Ionna / Joan / Johanna / Giovanna survives in twentieth-century drama and art
as a vestige of a Renaissance plot carried across centuries: the changeling, the
misunderstood identity, the persecution, the ignominious death. We hug Joan
to us because she reminds us that tragic heroism comes from
disapproval
and confusion of identity. According to the contemporary French notion, the
misunderstanding is that she’s royal by birth.
Joan has been embraced by the contemporary French right. Ultra-conser-
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Figure 5. Ingrid Bergman as Joan the proto-robot in Joan of Arc (1948).
MOMA Film Stills Archive.
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vatives have championed her as the symbol of untarnished virtue in France.
Groups like l’Action Française, as well as la Contre-Réforme Catholique, claim
her as “le symbole de la France des traditions,” according to a communiqué
from these groups quoted on 16 May 1995
Le Monde, just after the annual
Joan of Arc fête. Conservatives are responsible for regilding the Frémiet stat
ue in the Place des Pyramides.
in 1995, during the Joan of Arc homage
in Montpellier, a coalition of leftist groups faced off against a small troop of
right-wing Front National supporters; after police intervention, the heckling
leftists and obstinate rightists separated without incident. Joan still gets blood
racing among the French.
Now an icon of the right, she was adopted during Vichy France as a sym
bol of the
(the underdog repelling the invader). That incarnation
does not diminish her role as an avatar of French national purity. It was possi
ble between 1940 and 1945 to be pro-France and liberal when military threat
came from without, just as it is now possible to be pro-France and conservative,
when disabling threats to French culture are perceived to come from within.
Joan has passed from a leftist resistance fighter believing
Freedom and
France to a rightist conservative believing in God and France. Joan is now, as
the French slang has it, “très catho.”

13. Neglect

Joans
the imagination.
Stumbling into an Ali Babas cave full of a trove of Joans of Arc, I have dis
covered a glittering array of treasure. There are so many to choose from this
cache that I cannot take all away. A reader’s desperation overcomes me: I
refuse to devote more time to Joan. Surfeit begins to dull the senses.
Some Joans must
neglected, such as Voltaire’s satiric poem La Pucelle
d'Orléans
twenty cantos
Jean Anouilh’s play L'Alouette
Thomas DeQuincey’s lyrical essay “Joan of Arc”
Emma Robinson’s
novel The Maid of Orleans: a Romantic Chronicle (1858), Mark Twain’s novel
Personal Recollections ofJoan ofArc by the Sieur de Conte (1896), Georges Méliès’
filmed tableaux Jeanne d'Arc
Cecil B. DeMille’s Joan the Woman, star
ring the opera diva Geraldine Farrar (1916), Robert Bresson’s film Le Procès de
Jeanne d'Arc (1962), Jacques Rivette’s two-part epic film Jeanne la Pucelie
(1994), Anatole France’s Vie de Jeanne d'Arc (1909), and Vita Sackville-West’s
biography Saint Joan ofArc (1936). Cashing in on musical theater’s obsession
with historical subjects, Jeanne, the musical, played in May 1995 and again
February 1997 in Montreal; the production has ambitions of heading to
Broadway.
All of these incarnations of the Joan legend indicate how often she has
brushed the last two secular centuries with the wing of faith. Yet she remains
as elusive as a holy ghost, squeezed out of our consciousness by our difficulty of
accepting the idea of spiritual life
a scientific and technological age, or our
difficulty of accepting a brazen Amazon
petticoats and armor, or our diffi
culty of accepting the ingenuousness of a saint caught in a shady political
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milieu. Moreover, “hearing voices” sounds like schizophrenia, and Joan would
probably be given medication
bring her under control in our pharmaceuti
cally prone era.
Innocence is an intolerable condition
a fallen world. It is all the more
intolerable that it is not tainted by its contact with a set of dire circumstances,
such as Charles’s collapsing kingdom and the forces that push each character to
act selfishly. We
that everyone acts from self-interest and that ulterior
motives operate even in the most civil situations. Joan confounds those cate
gories of deceit and innocence by arriving, heaven-sent, to perform a
and by sticking her story that she heard the voices of saints.
By virtue of Jehanne’s representation in literature, painting, sculpture, film,
drama, history and biography, we expect her to behave as a theatrical character
might, like
of the cast, or with purposeful ambition, like a star in a movie.
Yet these expectations are determined not by Jeanne but by our conventions of
seeing characters behave fixed ways because they live only in novels or plays.
The only way we’ll ever get to know Giovanna, barring outside chance of mys
tical contact, is through culture. Joan the Manly-Woman Saint is hard to deci
pher because she has more heads than the hydra, and each of her aspects is
enmeshed in sets of conventions. For instance, her history over the last centu
ry could
read as a history of cinema, rather than a recording of the events of
her life. Johanna does not permit definitive interpretations. We keep invent
ing her according to our needs, which is the dishonorable prerogative of the
imagination.
Joan is antithetical to modernism, that age of burnt-out faith and worriedaway hope. She may resemble a suffragette, but she is really a model of suffer
ing, not suffrage. She may be a psychological case study, but such purity resists
incorporation into a model of pathology.
I am going abandon her.

14. Sadism of Saints
I have pursued Joan from New York to Paris and Orléans and back to Toronto.
I found aspects of her
and music halls, listening
and newspa
pers. She is more scattered than the torn body of
I will end with Michel Tournier’s Gilles etJeanne, published in 1983. As the
title indicates, the novel places its emphasis on symbiosis of identity between
Jeanne and
de Rais who fought thigh-by-thigh during military cam
paigns. Jeanne dies again, tied to a stake, burned alive, by page 44 of this 152page fable. Writing
the white spaces left by historical and sacred texts,
Tournier makes Gilles de Rais’s life an inversion of the saintly progress. A ser
ial-killing monster, Gilles abducts young boys, sodomizes them, and kills them,
in the hope that
achieve, by a descent into the depths of human deprav
ity, a cleansing of his soul. Gilles commits evil acts in order to duplicate the
saint’s life: her influence is not all good, nor are her actions well interpreted by
this soft-headed aristocrat.
The procedure that Gilles submits to differs from the saint’s life insofar as
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he undergoes the extremes of human evil. Through
and murder, he
pushes himself “au plus noir de sa mauvaiseté, puis, par l’opération ignée, lui
faire subir une inversion bénigne semblable à celle qui transmue en le plomb be
ininownsaints
in ”saints
and un sainttoauréolé!
. toIl devenait
[to the blackest
evil, 

in depths of his
Gilles
one
and then, by an alchemistic operation, underwent
whereas an inversion much like the
holine
that transmutes ignoble lead into gold. He became a hallowed saint!]. Not
likely: the alchemistic transformation denies the basic fact of sainthood. Saints
are born; they are not made. To approach sanctity by scientific steps, Gilles
ignores the innate beatitude of Jeanne. Quick reversals from evil to faith are
miracles. The pattern of the saint’s life, with its tradition of living
imitatio
Christi, fails because of human foible. The deviations of personality that deter
mine destiny forbid Gilles from becoming a saint.
Saints’ lives unfold without trouble
ordinary human lives unfold
with detours through darkness. In the fifteenth century, when angels and
crowded the atmosphere, people held daily commerce with God. Jeanne’s voic
es are celestial while Gilles hears the voices of demons: “Je les sens parfois qui
me frôlent et murmurent à mes oreilles des choses obscures que je ne com
prends pas et que je tremble de comprendre un jour.” [I feel them sometimes.
They brush my ears and murmur obscure things that I don’t understand. I
tremble
think that I will understand them one day.] To have devils
against you
whisper obscure things is to see yourself taken in hand by
supernatural forces and to hope that those forces might lead you
the right
direction. Gilles, lacking moral sense, expects that things will turn out for the
best. It is the very blindness of his pursuits that make them a story. Novels
arise from imperfection, not purity. The misguided life of Gilles is an adven
ture in a way that Jeanne’s never can be. The black deeds of his adventure writ
ten in the white spaces left by history permits a telling of woes and secrets that
the open-book life of Jeanne cannot have. The narrative of the saint’s life can
not contain the black spores of secrets that grow into the ugly boles of evil.
Without secrets, the saint’s life has a different logic of narrative to it. It is not
propelled by disclosure, since we know from the beginning that the saint is sin
cere. “Les choses obscures” deserve explanation and expiation: the narrative of
Gilles de Rais is a bringing
light of obscurities, whereas the celestial voices
of Jeanne tell her things that are self-evident, unambiguous and comprehensi
ble from the beginning. There is no guile in heaven, no deception among the
saints.
Tournier’s Gilles et Jeanne turns away from Jeanne, which relieves me. The
novel measures the punishment that
demand from mortals, insofar as
Jeanne causes Gilles to imitate her a hideous, sadistic inversion of what she
enacted. The influence of saints does not need
positive or benign. The
corrupt mind will interpret the saint’s life corruptly. Like Gilles, I can imitate
the life of the saint if I choose, but I would do so
the understanding that I
am not holy.
takes a distinctly postlapsarian view of his life.
from
sainthood, I find it much easier to understand his fallenness rather than Joan’s
holds
ss.
confess
Yet art
out the promise of perfection that we clutch at. Joan is most
ly a construction of the imagination. Like Gilles, burned at the stake for his

ed crimes, we still expect to hear, at moments of catastrophe
trans
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figuration, the celestial call that may be the voices of fantasy or the voices of
saints, booming like a distant, resonant bell, crying the name that sustains faith
and offers promises destined to be broken, the name that so many have already
invoked: “Jeanne! Jeanne! Jeanne!”
Baet
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Historical studies, empirical research, and critical
examinations; deadline for proposals and submissions:

1 June 1998.

Special Issue:

“The White Issue”
ns 47,1997

Subscriptions: $12/individual; $36/institutions
Special offer: $20/two years (individual)
Send all correspondence, submissions and subscriptions to:
Jeffrey Williams, Editor, the minnesota review
Department of English, East Carolina University
Greenville, NC 27858

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/jx/vol2/iss1/7
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James Joyce Quarterly
Volume 35
Fall 1997 through Summer 1998
Susan Bazargan

The Book of Punishment: Lists in the Cyclops”
Episode

Reed Way Dasenbrock
and Ray Mines

Kevin J. H. Dettmar

Nought nowhere
in Ulysses

never reached”: Mathematics

The Joyce That Beckett Built

Michele Troy

Two Very Different Portraits: English and German
Reception of Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man

Special Issue, Volume 35, Number 2: “Re-Orienting Joyce”
Articles will include:
R. B.

Ulysses and the Orient

Carol Shloss

Behind the Veil: James Joyce and the Colonial
Harem

James Joyce Quarterly

University of Tulsa
Please enter

renew

1 year

United States
Individuals

2 years

3 years

$43.00

$64.00

$24.00

$47.00

$70.00

$24.00

$47.00

$70.00

$22.00

Institutions

Tulsa, OK 74104-3189

my subscription to the JJQ:

Elsewhere
Individuals

Institutions
$26.00
$51.00
Payable in U.S. dollars only.
cannot accept Eurochecks.

$76.00

Name_
Street_
City_
State Zip Country

Send invoice

VISA

MasterCard

Account No.Exp. date

Signature.
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Along with special issues devoted
to Hispanic Literature and
Feminist Historicism,
recent JNT essays
considered:
• Writing, Gender and Authorship in
Cixous’ Book of Promethea
• Time and Disjunction in
Go Down, Moses

• Elegiac Narration in
The Great Gatsby
• Bage and the Politics of Comedy

The Journal of Narrative Technique,
published by the English Department at
Eastern Michigan University
since 1971, explores literary
narrative from a wide variety of
interdisciplinary, cross-cultural and
critical contexts.
Since its inception, JNT has engaged
contemporary debates
narrative
theory in a way that redefines
the possibilities for new critical
approaches to narrative and
theory.

Published three times a year, JNT
articles consider such topics as
narrative and history, class and
narrative, representations of
gender, narrative as film, narrative
and cultural theory, and emergent
narratives along with cross-disciplinary
approaches
narrative.
Ian Wojcik-Andrews and
Craig Dionne, Co-Editors
The Journal of Narrative Technique
English Department
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

• Narrative and Illegitimacy in
The Woman in White
• Domestic Inversions, Terror
and Children’s Literature

• (An)Other Politics of
Reading Jane Eyre

• Aphra Behn, Genre and
Restoration Science
• Don DeLillo and the
“Lethal” Reading

• Fantasy and Postmodern Death in
Pynchon’s Vineland
• Story and History in
Spiegelman’s Maus
Robinson Jeffers, Narrative, and the
Freudian Romance

James VI (I) and the Politics of
Damonologie (1 597)

Telephone: 313/487-3175
Fax: 313/487-9595
email: eng_dionne@online.emich.edu

Watch for our upcoming issue on narrative andfilm.
Eastern Michigan University,,

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/jx/vol2/iss1/7
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